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FORWARD

Nature tourism is a key strategy for development of protected areas and immediate surroundings. A diversified approach is necessary to accommodate
different planning situations. If the key
issue is attracting an increased number
of tourists, the challenge is to organize
visitor services in a manner that does
not put in jeopardy the values that justify the protection of the area. If nature
tourism is already a well-established
activity, planning should aim to reduce
environmental stress and disturbance to
local culture and social structures. At the
same time, the share of benefits captured at the local level should increase.

Since nature tourism is becoming increasingly important for the local economy, communities have an added incentive to keep the remnants of natural
areas for wildlife and wildlife enthusiasts.

Nature tourism is not only an issue of nature conservation, but it can substantially improve the local living conditions and
business environment. In many developing countries, nature tourism is one of the
few rural livelihoods with favourable perspectives. However, there is a risk that
poor planning spoils opportunities.

In most cases the development of nature tourism involves and number of
different interests and actors. The main
stakeholders in developing of nature
tourism in protected areas include the
administration (park, local, central, etc.)
and stakeholders (entrepreneurs, NGOs,
local people, etc).

In terms of nature conservation, nature
tourism encourages local communities
and landowners to preserve wildlife.

This guide book is intended to provide
information and assistance to private
landowners, community, local business,
local community activists and environmental institutions wishing integrate nature tourism with the businesses sphere
and community. Inspiring and giving local people the tools, we strive to create
and provide support for the growing industry, conservation of wildlife.
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NATURE TOURISM –
THREAT OR OPPORTUNITY
FOR NATURE
CONSERVATION?
CHAPTER 1
Sustainable nature tourism is directly
related to the type, quantity and
quality of natural capital in a particular
community. Natural capital of a single
area provid valuable ecosystems,
think about your natural capital as the
foundation for a healthy community - its
social structure and economic viability everything is interconnected.
If tourism is a key issue in attracting more
tourists, in nature tourism issue is the provision
of services by tourists, providing protection
values that are the subject of the protection
area. Nature tourism is not only the problem of
preservation of nature, but also a significantly
improve the living conditions of local people
and the business environment. In many
developed countries, nature tourism - one of
the few means of income in rural areas with
favorable prospects. However, there is a risk
that improper planning and lack of it can
cause damage to these advantages.
Mass tourism is based on existence
of the middle class, which has extra
money for travelling. Tours are relatively
cheap and available to all, attractions
are guaranteed (sun and see) and
accessibility is easy to everyone. Mass
tourism to warm places has been a
very large business during the last 30
years. Huge tourism ”industrial” areas

have been built with many hotels and
restaurants. Interest in such destination is
low. Relaxing is the main purpose.
Turned off by overcrowded and often
unpleasant conditions and spurred by
relatively cheap and plentiful airlines,
nature lovers began to seek natural
serenity and pristine beauty. Society has
changed to post-modern, bringing more
social differentiation and hierarchy.
In the 1990s sustainable tourism and
ecotourism have gradually grown in
importance.
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increasingly higher stand- basis.
ards. They require greater
For centuries travel has authenticity and more dis- This shows the priorities
been associated with a coveries.
of today’s tourists, which
broadening of awareis now more educated,
ness and self-recognition, They are older and more demanding and environthrough added knowl- affluent, more physically mentally concerned.
edge and exposure to and mentally active, and
other cultures and hu- require a greater range of It is expected that many
man circumstances. The activity-oriented experi- social, political, economtensions of living at the ence. They are more self- ic
and
technological
beginning of this centu- aware in an increasingly changes in societies will
ry are often associated stressful world, prefer less have positive impacts on
with a longing to escape crowded
environments tourism. In western socifor a while into form of and do not want to waste eties there will be more
self-indulgence as well as time in travel to and from older people, women are
self-development usually their destinations.
involved in working life,
with family and chosen
single and childless coucompanions.
They value learning and ples are increasing, and
self-improvement.
They people retire earlier and
At present international are better educated, are healthier than before.
tourism and its markets more discerning, and The knowledge of differare facing unprecedent- seek fulfilling experiences ent travelling possibilities
ed
change
because beyond mere relaxation. is increasing and travel
of demographic shifts, They want to become in- technology is shrinking the
changing lifestyle values, volved with their holiday world.
and rapidly evolving tech- environment, learn new
nologies. Education and skills and interact with the People will have more to
experience are shaping communities of their desti- use for tourism, but they
customer’s attitudes.
are also becoming more
nations.
price-conscious. The qualSome characteristics of They look for holidays that ity and the price must be
tomorrow’s customer pro- have low impact on both in balance. Reservation
vide pointers to their ex- the physical and cultural systems are improving,
pectations.
environments.
traffic infrastructure is
getting better, and planThey are becoming more They increasingly look ning and marketing techsophisticated, more edu- for better value for mon- niques are developing.
cated and travel-experi- ey and transparent cost
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But, there are also risks in the future of
the tourism:
██Harder competition
██More conscious and demanding
consumers
██Political and legislative restrictions
██Increasing price of energy (particularly important for air traffic)
██Congestion of air traffic
██Limits of infrastructure
██Increasing environmental impacts
Tourism has several meanings in a modern society today. It is a very old phenomenon dating back to the 1st century. Since then it has become one of the
biggest industries and it is still increasing.
WTO (World Tourism Organisation) defines a tourist as a visitor who stays at
least one night in a collective or private

accommodation in the country visited. A visitor is a person, who travels to
a country other than, in which he or she
has his usual residence for a period not
exceeding 12 months and whose main
purpose of visit is other than paid work. A
same-day visitor is a visitor who does not
spend the night in a collective or private
accommodation in the country visited.
The changes of the tourism have followed those in societies. The word tourism has different meanings in different
languages. The word travel is the overall
concept of the whole process, which
encompasses the word tourism
The new tourism is replacing the old
mass tourism. There are many definitions
to the new tourism: responsible, sustainable, nature, green and ecotourism to
mention some of them.

SUSTAINABLE TOURISM
In the spirit of the Earth Summit in Rio,
sustainable tourism is defined in ecological, cultural and economic terms.
Ecological sustainability is the most
known aspect, the need to avoid or
minimise the environmental impacts of
tourist activities. Social and cultural, as
well as economic aspects are also important parts of the concept.
Social sustainability of tourism refers to
avoiding social disharmony as a result
of tourism. Cultural sustainability refers
to the ability of people maintain their
cultural identity. Economic sustainability refers to financial feasibility/ profitability and the ability to generate income for local people.

Tourism concern and WWF have developed the principles of sustainable
tourism to help planning and development work:
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Use resources sustainably

The conservation and sustainable use of resources –
natural, environmental and cultural – is crucial and
makes long term business sense.

Reducing over-consumption and waste

Reduction of over-consumption and waste avoids
the costs of restoring long-term environmental damage and contributes to the quality of tourism.

Maintaining diversity

Maintaining and promoting natural, social and
cultural diversity is essential for long-term sustainable
tourism and creates a resilient base for the industry

Integrating tourism into
planning

Tourism, which is integrated into a national and local
strategic planning framework and which undertakes
environmental impact assessment, increases the
long-term viability of tourism.

Supporting local economics

Tourism that supports a wide range of local economic
activities and which takes environmental costs and
values into account, protects local economies and
avoids environmental damages.

Involving local communities

The full involvement of local communities in the
tourism sector not only benefits them and the environment in general but also improves the quality of
tourism experience.

Consulting stake-holders and the public

Consultation between the tourism industry and local
communities, organisations and institutions is essential
if they are to work alongside each other and resolve
potential conflicts of interest.

Training staff

Staff training, which integrates sustainable tourism
into work practises, along with recruitment at all levels, improves the quality of the tourism.

Responsible marketing
of tourism

Marketing that provides tourists with full and responsible information increases respect for natural, social
and cultural environments of destination areas and
enhances customer satisfaction.

Undertaking research

On-going research and monitoring by the industry
using effective data collection and analysis is essential to help solve problems and to bring benefits to
destinations, the industry and consumers.

Reference: Tourism Concern 1992
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Sustainability covers all aspects of
tourism, mass and small-scale tourism, cities and countryside, recreation
and ecotourism. Managing tourism
in a sustainable way requires both a
long-term perspective and careful
consideration of the impact of tourism
on the environment. Tourism facilities
must be designed in a style and scale
that is in harmony with the local environment. Materials that reflect or improve the local landscape character
should be used. Tourism facilities and
activities should be kept within the
carrying capacity of an area so that
neither wildlife nor local communities
are disturbed or damaged. The tourism sector should take responsibility for
any damage it causes to the environ-

ment and it should contribute directly
to conserving the natural and cultural
resources on which it depends.
Sustainability includes all fields of tourism development: hotels, traffic, services, shops, equipment, marketing etc.
Sustainability forms the main framework of tourism development in big
cities as well as in nature. In national
parks and its surroundings the sustainability should be implemented using the
highest criteria.

NATURE BASED TOURISM
Nature tourism, sometimes defined as
nature-related tourism, includes visits
to the areas natural interest and beauty and the main focus of tours or services is related to the nature. The tours
or services need not be ecologically
sustainable, although they are in many
cases. Nature tourism usually involves
moderate and safe forms of exercise
like hiking, biking, sailing and camping.
Vehicle safaris are examples of nature
tourism, which are inspired by the interest of tourists in nature but often cause
erosion, disturb wildlife and leave behind trails or rubbish.
Wildlife tourists as a part of nature tourism involves travel to observe animals,
birds and fish in their native habitats.
Adventure or extreme tourism is nature tourism requiring physical skill and

endurance (rope climbing, deep-sea
diving, bicycling or kayaking). It rather
often involves a risk.
Nature has different meanings for different people. In big cities parks are
important places where people recreate having a feeling of nature. People
living in rural areas need more than
parks to get the same feeling of nature. Nature tourism can be organised
everywhere, in cities, villages, forests,
etc. The relation to nature depends on
the environment of a traveller. Nature
tourism does not necessarily educate
travellers to protect nature. It is merely
recreational leisure tourism in nature.
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ECOTOURISM
Ecotourism is responsible travelling
contributing to the protection of natural areas and well being of local population. Ecotourism is often claimed to
be the most rapidly expanding sector
of the tourism industry, however, it has
been lumped together with nature,
wildlife, and adventure tourism which
ecotourism should be distinguished
from. Ecotourists buying services ex-

pect that one part of their money will
contribute to the protection and conservation of the destination as well as
to the sustainable development of the
community where they are travelling.
Ecotourism involves mainly the same
activities as nature tourism, hiking, biking, nature observation and adventures.

The central principles of ecotourism are as follows:
██Ecotourism respects the natural surroundings and culture that the traveller
has come to experience
██Ecotourism contributes to the protection of natural areas and the financial
viability of the local population
██Ecotourism is almost always on a small scale and places a number of demands on both the traveller and the travel organiser
██Ecotourism increases the travellers’ understanding of natural, cultural, environmental and developmental issues
Ecotourism places stricter demands
on companies and products than
required by “normal” environmentally adapted nature tourism. To safeguard against ecotourism becoming watered-down term that can be
abused in marketing, the introduction
of clear criteria for ecotourism products is needed. WWF (1995) provides
some requirements that companies
should meet before their products
can be termed ecotourism products.
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WWF’s Ten Commandments on Ecotourism

Ecological and
social sustainability
shall be all-important

The objective must always be to have as little impact as
possible on the natural environment and local culture.
The size of the travel group determines the vulnerability
of the area to be visited. If the groups are too large they
should split up and more guides should be employed A
rule of a thumb could be 8-15 participants. More than 25
participants are almost always too much.

All travel companies
should delegate
responsibility for the
environment to a
particular employee and develop an
environmental plan

All travel companies should delegate responsibility for
the environment to a particular employee and develop
a comprehensive environmental strategy for the company. Every workplace should have its own environmental representative. Staff training programmes should
generate greater environmental awareness particularly
among producers, marketing staff, sales representatives, and local managers and travel guides. Standard
questionnaires should be distributed to customers to get
their views from the environmental perspective of the
products. The business should become more environment-friendly from bookings and office to hotels, buses,
etc.

Environmental
responsibility also
applies to subcontractors at the travel
destination

In selecting local agents, preferences should be given to
those with greatest awareness of the natural surroundings and culture. The environmental responsibility of
travel companies is important everywhere and will cover
the subcontractors, too.

Select environmentally adapted hotel
sites

The preference should be given to environmentally
awarded sites that have at least impact on the environment (energy, noise, sewage, composting, water
consumption, etc.). The sites should be built according
to local tradition using local materials and with as many
local employed staff as possible.

Genuinely knowledgeable guides
are crucial

Travel companies must ensure that they have genuinely
knowledgeable guides whether their own or engaged
locally. The aim shall be to use local guides as much as
possible.
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Support the local
economy

Travel companies should deal as much with local products and services and locally owned companies, hotels,
restaurants, local agencies, guides, markets, etc. Travellers should use local food and drink for the most part and
thus use fewer imported goods. Travellers should be also
encouraged to buy locally manufactured souvenirs.

Encourage a
respectful attitude
among travellers

Do not visit people who do not want to be visited. Travellers should be sensitive to social, ecological and economic conditions. Travel guides should emphasise travellers’ responsibility to avoid cultural clashes and damage
to the environment. All travellers should be informed of
the code of conduct in the visiting destinations.

Do not buy their
lives

Travellers must be informed not to buy items that are
made from endangered animals and plants.

Ecotourism requires
that travellers are
well informed

Travellers should receive comprehensive information
including reading tips, advice of equipment and information on how to behave with regard to local customs
at the travel destination. Customers should be given
information on the environmental measures of travel
companies. The environmental programme of travel
companies should be distributed to travellers and used
actively in marketing process.

Ecotourism shall
contribute to
protection of the
natural surroundings
and local development

Ecotourism shall also involve direct or indirect economic
support for protection of the natural surroundings and
local development. Travel guides can help find suitable
channels to ensure that the contributions of travellers are
directed appropriately (homes of local children, schools,
aid organisations, local nature protection and game
reserves, national park administrations, the WWF, etc.)

Reference: Ekoturism i Norden, 1998

Ecotourism represents the highest requirements in terms of sustainability.
Ecotourism is located mainly in protected areas and their surroundings.
The key principles of ecotourism development are to conserve the biodiversity (flora and fauna) and the local
culture and history.
Ecotourism contributes to the financing of conservation in protected areas

The control of ecotourism development should be in the hand of the
staff in protected areas. Local people
should be widely employed and local
investors should be used as far as possible. The development of tourism in
the surroundings of the protected areas is encouraged as well.
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WHO ARE THE ECOTOURISTS?
We can divide the ecotuorist sector into 4 main groups. Such a distinguish is
done due to the experience the tourists want to gain.

First group:

Second group:

Third group:

Fourth group:

specialists or highly
professional
ecotourists.
This
group covers scientists and the
ecotourists who
take part in the
special ecotours,
for example ethnographic or scientific once.

inspired ecotourists. This group
includes
tourists who choose
ecotours to get
acquainted and
gain new knowledge about the
culture, customs
and nature of the
region.

main
number
of tourists. This
group
includes
those tourists who
expect from ecotours new, extraordinary experience, for them
ecotour is just an
unusual journey.

occasional ecotourists. This group
includes those for
whom ecotours
is a major part of
any other trip, for
example,
they
visit any perk or
protected area
under any other
tourist programs,
but the ultimate
goal of their journey is not an ecotour.

It is important to gain a clearer understanding of the profiles of tourists, to determine which kinds of natural areas may be sought by tourists as well as identifying potential impacts on the relevant ecosystems.
The profile of a typical ecotourist is not easily specified, as there is so much variation in the scope for defining ecotourism itself.
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ECOTOURISTS PROFILE

common perception of eco
1 The
tourism is that it provides an intimate

experience with the natural environment, usually combined with some
kind of educational or learning experience.

prefer the active rec2 Ecotourists
reation, but active doesn`t mean
extreme ones. Ecotourists as usually
choose the “soft tours”.

most important characteristic of
3 The
ecotourism promoted by operators

in the web is an interest in observing
and learning about the components
and processes of the natural environment.

often tend to seek low4 Ecotourists
cost accommodation, preferring to
spend their money on traveling and
package tours. The level of backpacker expenditure on tourist pursuits is surprisingly high, especially by
visitors from other countries.
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NATURE TOURISM
PARTICIPATORY
PLANNING AND
STRATEGY
CHAPTER 2

This chapter presents the theory on
the participatory planning method,
information received through the
participatory planning and general
findings about the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats for
the area

Participatory planning:
██Offers local people a possibility to
take an active part in the regional
development issues
██Is a method for co-operation, common decision making, collecting
information and active interaction
with the main stakeholders
██Is training, motivating, debating and
negotiating
██Is sustainable co-operation

The main goal of the participatory planning is to take into account the local
people’s and other stakeholders’ aspects in planning process. In that case
there is a possibility to avoid conflict of interests between different parties. Co-operation between the stakeholders enables the acceptance of the plan, which
is very important when the principles of
nature tourism are accomplished..

The methods being used for the nature
tourism planning were interviews, questionings and discussions with individuals.
Participatory planning is aimed to identify the problems and targets and motivate all the stakeholders towards working together in partnership in order to
overcome the problems and reach the
targets.
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Stakeholders (A “Stake” = a (vested)
interest in a matter or business, Stakeholder = a person/ institution with a
Stake) can be described as: ‘Individuals, groups or organizations (….) in one
way or another interested, involved or
affected (positively or negatively) by a
particular conservation or development
project’.

In most cases the development of nature
tourism involves and number of different
interests and actors. The participatory
planning method has shown in practice
that it is able to enhance the quality of
planning and contribute to consensus
building among the stakeholders.

The main stakeholders in developing
of nature tourism in protected areas inThus, stakeholders are the people that clude the administration (park, local,
you depend on to reach your goal. E.g.: central, etc.) and stakeholders (entrepreneurs, NGOs, local people, etc.).
██ to solve a problem
██

to reach conservation goals

██

to formulate and implement a
(tourism) strategy

Beware: not all stakeholders will be partners! A partner has a positive attitude
towards the project and collaborates to
reach the goals. Sometimes a stakeholder can have a negative attitude
towards the project and can even be
an active threat.

A planning process typically consists of
the following steps:

Analysing current tourism in
the pilot territory

The Project area stakeholders:
Regional and Local Administrations. Regional and local administrations benefit
from the additional taxes generated by
tourism and from the economic activity.
Tourism is a high job creator and is an
industry where jobs are not replaced by
technology.
Core Tourist Industry. Hotels, restaurants,
host houses, coach operators, transport
companies, local tour operators, museums, craft makers, and craft shops all
benefit significantly from tourism and
suffer when there is a tourism downturn.
Other Beneficiaries. A significant portion
of tourist expenditures benefits businesses and industries outside the core tourist
sector. The suppliers to hotels and restaurants such as farmers, bakeries, etc.
Furniture makers etc. banking sector.

Recognizing the attractions

Defining the principles of
ecotourism

Vision of ecotourism

Vision of ecotourism
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The principles of nature tourism applied
in the territory should be defined in an
Action Plan. They can be developed further by formulating Environmental and
Quality Principles, which serve as guidelines for all activities, including tourism
and protected area management in
general. Client-orientation should be a
guiding development principle. Effective visitor management is secured by
monitoring the use of services, and analysing visitor needs e.g. through inquiries.
Stress on nature should be systematically monitored to enable timely corrective
action.

In practice, development of nature
tourism business can take place through
teamwork with local entrepreneurs and
administration. The first step is to identify
all the partners who are interested in cooperation. Product development, marketing plan, production of sales items
and drawing up of an income scenario
can be done in each protected area
and immediate surroundings.

CASE STUDY –
STRATEGY FOR NATURE TOURISM
DEVELOPMENT IN EASTERN CARPATHIANS
In 2012-2014 the Carpathian National
Nature Park in Ukraine and Maramures
Mountain Nature Park in Romania in
partnership with the environmental and
tourism NGOs developed the Strategy for nature tourism development in
Eastern Carpathians. For the planning
process they established the Strategic
Planning Committee, which included
representatives of all Project Partners
as well as some representatives of local tourism business, community leaders
and non-profit organizations. The mission of the committee was to manage
the project activities concerning elaboration of nature tourism development,
promotion and marketing strategy.

transboundary route links, market links,
community ecotourism initiatives and
development opportunities.
(b) Strategy formulation and action plan.
The strategy was build on the strengths
of the exclusive wildlife / wilderness experience, developing the opportunities
afforded by the protected areas with
an emphasis on ‘branding’ according
to type of attraction and / or experience
etc.

(d) Public consultations. The draft strategy document was widely consulted
with local stakeholders and community
leaders/representatives through a participatory process (public consultations
The strategy process included the fol- events). This was organized also to communicate and educate on usage of the
lowing planning stages:
new facilities developed. The events
The strategy process included the fol- were conducted in Ukraine and Romalowing planning stages (public and pri- nia and targeted at feed back from
vate sector) on offer in the regions, their communities residing within the parks’
location, services offered etc. This activ- territories.
ity also helped to identify the possible
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SWOT ANALYSES

Sustainable tourism* – development requires the informed participation of all
relevant stakeholders, as well as strong
political leadership to ensure wide
participation and consensus building.
Achieving sustainable tourism is a continuous process and it requires constant
monitoring of impacts, introducing the
necessary preventive and/or corrective
measures whenever necessary. Sustainable tourism should also maintain a high
level of tourist satisfaction and ensure a
meaningful experience to the tourists,
raising their awareness about sustainability issues and promoting sustainable

tourism practices amongst them. Development of nature based tourism in the
Carpathians provides the best economic alternative to local communities opposite to extractive practices (logging).
Thoroughly planned tourism attractions
will bring visitors who will stay and spend
in local communities. The latter is crucial
for economic viability in the Carpathians. SWOT analyses was conducted on
May 29, 2013 during the Strategic Planning Committee of Discovering Nature
Trails of the Eastern Carpathians Project

STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

•

•

•

•
•

•
•

Reputation of the pristine landscapes with authentic (hutsul)
heritage inside both countries
Well-known tourist attractions /
localities: highest peak of Ukraine
the Goverla mountain, the town of
Yaremche, Bukovel ski resort
Region accessibility: availability of
airport and railways
Abundance of small bed &breakfast family-run units (Ukraine)
and places to eat, along with
few big hotels, including international chain: Radisson Blu Resort
(Ukraine)
Professional quality and quantity
park employees (240 employees
on Ukrainian side)
Park work (existing tourist products – trails, Eco-Center, as well as
ongoing research work)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Old infrastructure (roads, water
supply and treatment, inadequate
waste management) (Ukraine)
Lack of coordination between
government, park administrations,
industry and communities
Absence of common vision for
regional development
Lack of ongoing (often lack) of
funding to implement what is
planned
Product offering is not developed
enough and is of uneven quality
and price
Common marketing of the region
on tourism market
Accumulation and distribution
of the information about tourism
attractions (printed and on-line)
Famous and supported by consumers certification system of
tourism services
Seasonal operations (summer and
winter mainly)

* Sustainable Tourism” refers to the environmental, economic, and socio-cultural aspects of tourism
development, and a suitable balance established between these three dimensions. Thus, sustainable tourism should:
- Make optimal use of environmental resources that constitute a key element in tourism development, maintaining essential ecological processes and helping to conserve natural heritage and
biodiversity.
- Respect the socio-cultural authenticity of host communities, conserve their built and living cultural
heritage and traditional values, and contribute to inter-cultural understanding and tolerance.
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OPPORTUNITIES

THREATS

•

•
•

•
•
•

The cultural, historical and nature theme – background for
untapped products/ unexploited
mountain land combined with
small scale activities and construction – variety of new tourist products that can easily be developed
and implemented
Increasing demand for “the memories”
Expanding season limits
EU cross border cooperation

•

•
•

Climate change consequences
Deterioration of transport infustructure
Inadequate funding of infrastructure needs (unresolved issues
of water treatment and waste
management in Yaremche City
Council, Ukraine)
Bureaucracy and stagnancy
(inactivity)/ no response to arising
challenges
Emerging competitors (EU visa
cancellation for Ukrainian visitors)

Benchmarking of two NPAs

Carpathian
National Nature
Parks

Maramures
Mountains Nature
Park

Park Area, ha

50 495

133 419

Number of Employees

240

13

What human settlement are
located within its limits

21 200

88 945

Number of park visitors in 2012

57 000

23 000

Park revenue from tourism activities
in 2012, Euro

44 590

23 000

Number of park visitors in 2012

937 000

186 343

Numbers of tourist beds in the
region

13200

4261

State funding in 2012, Euro

802 695

140 126

96% on salaries

64% on salaries

Budget items covered by state
funding (2012)
Other funding (projects,
sponsorship) 2012-2013, Euro

Budget items covered by external
funding 2012-2013, Euro

36% on produc4% on nature protion, services,
tection measures
maintenance
11 512

1 459 155

10 600 on salaries

207 216 on
salaries

200 on services

602 441 on
production

712 on administrative costs

609 146 on services and consulting
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Following audit and consultations with stakeholders throughout Working Group and
Steering Committee meetings, a number of urging issues that are hindering nature
based tourism growth in the Eastern Carpathian region were identified. These include::
██Lack of fully integrated policy and
planning framework to enable
thought through nature based tourism
investment;

██Lack of high yield products including accommodation, activities and
amenities around key natural attractions;

██Limited coordination and focus on
sustainable destination planning, development and management of key
nature based tourism destination, in
protected areas and outside;

██Low visitor expenditure in the region;

██Lack of unique brand to position the
Eastern Carpathian mountains (on
Ukrainian side particularly) in a competitive market;
██Failure of NPAs to capture yield from
visitors;
██Under-supply of the experiences to
cater current tourists and emerging
international nature based tourism
products;

██Financial viability of existing businesses;
██Industry fragmentation and lack of an
industry voice within and to government;
██Financial sustainability of the Carpathian public land infrastructure
assets;
██A low significance placed on nature
based tourism by some communities.
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KEY STAGES OF NATURE TOURISM DEVELOPMENT STRATEGY. 2020 VISION:

EASTERN CARPATHIANS – NATURE BASED TOURISM
AREA №1 IN EASTERN EUROPE
STRATEGIC GOALS

Design and deliver
quality park services and interpretation

Promote nature
based tourism
through building
partnership
with local communities

Market and promote nature based
tourism in Eastern
Carpathian

OPERATIONAL GOALS
1.1. Develop network/
scheme of interpretation objects on the
NPA and its implementation plan
1.2. Collect visitor
and tour operator feedbacks to
monitor the level
of satisfaction with
services provided in
the region

2.1. Establish partnership between local
stakeholders (local
governance, business, and communities) and NPA

2.2. Establish partnership between local
stakeholders (local
governance, business, and communities) and NPA
2.3. Monitor tourism activities and
mitigate the environmental impact

2.4. Conduct nature
based tourism studies
and make the available to general public

3.1. Create and
position Eastern Carpathian brand as a
place for adventure
tourism
3.1. Create and
position Eastern Carpathian brand as a
place for adventure
tourism
3.1. Create and
position Eastern Carpathian brand as a
place for adventure
tourism
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CREATING A BRAND - CONCEPTS AND IDEAS
Brand – a way of quick transforming information to commit market to influence
the decision-making process. For many
industries that are focused on consumer brands serve as an effective tool to
ensure differentiation and competitive
advantage. The development of the
tourism industry and the entertainment
industry contributed to the brand specific geographic locations. General characteristics of all brands tend versatility
possession psycho-emotional impact;
ability to generate interest in itself; globality.
The process of creating a brand - the
process of forming people’s perceptions
about a product or service. Brands for
certain goods and services to motivate
consumers to buy them brand coach
should motivate tourists to visit the region
or country. Motivation is a powerful idea
of positioning the region for potential
guests, and the subsequent proliferation
of different stories built on this idea, for
every occasion.

coach calls , «Look , we offer something
different from any other place on earth»
. Than this narrower focus , especially
coach brand impact on potential visitors.
The team of brand building facing with
three main objectives - to be focused,
be different and be relevant. In other
words, you need to find something interesting, «big idea» is simple to understand yet, and do not try to talk about
the city different small particles; need to
be different from other places, including
potential tourists can choose, and we
need to offer something that the visitor
wants.

The brand must be real (it should represent the impression that people’s expectations are embodied in reality); respectively (carry a things that really wants the
vast number of tourists that later turned
into real income), consistent (carry the
same promises), interest (primarily different from the others), so that fits all (not
only increase the number of tourists to
Designing a brand is part science, part the city, lengths of their stay in the city,
art. The theoretical side need to system- the amount of money they spend, but
atise collection and analyse information also so that is owned by the community.
about products and services. Art - the
need to successfully and skilfully interpret What is expected as a result of the prothis information and express it in an inter- cess of brand building : printed document that contains all the basic inforesting, inspiring and imaginative way.
mation (brand) of the area for tourists.
The discipline of creating a brand is rela- It will serve as the primary means for
tively young. Every single brand building marketers, advertising agents, publishprocess is different from another, but all ers, catering and accommodation, tour
operators and travel agents and other
have the same logic.
stakeholders in the process of market
Top ideas for creating a brand is simple. communication and implementation of
Identify them is the most difficult part of promotional campaigns for territory.
the process : it is important to turn the
diversity of the city into a single idea. This The document describes the individual
is the factor that creates a strong tourism components of the brand: the key story,
brand. It limits the focus to help people image attributes (elements of percepdecide. Narrowing the focus, good tour- tion - emblems characters to denote a
ist brand, is precisely the message ( more set of messages, slogan (main phrase
than « look at the whole range of things to draw attention to the brand ), brand
that we offer in «. Instead , a good brand strategy (long-term plan for the use of
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the brand within the marketing policy),
brand architecture.

Enjoy nature in Eastern Carpathians!
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PLANNING
OF NATURE TOURISM
PRODUCTS
CHAPTER 3

The ecotourism product planning represents the foundation for the development of a product identification and
development theme at the level of the
tourism operator, of the community
and the whole region. The steps to be
taken here include a continuous decision-making process in order to:

In summary, we can state that ecotourism planning is:

██Direct the future actions

██It is interactive and dynamic.

██Solve the future problems
██Prepare future scenarios.
The experts describe the tourism planning, implicitly the ecotourism product
planning as an adaptability ability of the
unforeseen, a creation of the desired
product, but also an avoidance of the
undesirable.

██A systemic or logical step sequence
██An opportunity to assess alternatives
██It is based on the community and it
supports the economic development
of the community

It is integrated and comprehensive
In literature, there are seven phases of
the ecotourism product planning
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PHASE I
MISSION STATEMENT AND SETTING THE OBJECTIVES
Mission Statement

Example:

Traditionally, the regional economic development and the business plan are
created to meet immediate economic
and political needs. The mission statement brings clarity and directs the planning process of the ecotourism product
and it shapes it in order to reach the final
product. It should include:

Mission: To create the premises for the
development of a sustainable, responsible and profitable tourism

██What is important and essential for us
██The opportunity to serve in order to
reach an objective/a need
██Listing of the values that must be
protected
██The concerned field of activity
██The major goal that guides the entire
community

Obiectiv 1: Implementation of sustainable economic development
Components:
██Extend the tourists’ stay
██Identification of high value conservation habitats
██Attract a bigger number of tourists
██Extend the season adequate for
tourism
██Increase visitor spending
Objective 2: Stimulate the involvement
of the community representatives
Components:
██Implementation of a development
strategy for the action group
██Provide opportunities for local / foreign investors

PHASE II
RESOURCES INVENTORY AND ANALYSIS
The natural and cultural resources represent the specific attractions of an
ecotourism product. It is imperative to
conduct a complete inventory and
analysis before defining the development potential of the region. The focus is
on the unique features of different plant
or animal species and ecosystems that
are present there. All the resources are
inventoried, taking into consideration:
their attractive character, their accessibility, integrity and the extent to which
they contribute to the preservation of
the natural and cultural environment in
the region.

These resource categories that need to
be inventoried can be grouped as follows:
1. Natural or environmental resources
2. Community resources
3. Historical or patrimonial resources
4. Cultural resources
5. Outdoor recreation
6. Tourism services
7. Distinctive events specific to the region (in Maramures, for example, a
field festival is organised in Hoteni,
every year in the month of May; it
is called “Tanjaua de la Hoteni”, it
is a tribute to the most hardworking
farmer who goes ploughing in the
field)
8. Information-guide services or interpretation/translation services
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PHASE III
MARKET ANALYSIS
It is necessary to conduct a market analysis in order to overlap the existing ecotourism market with the resources identified in the region.
There are two market demand sources
that can determine an ecotourism product:

Primary analysis, including enquiries and
interviews for the tourism services providers (different types of tourists who lodge
in the region, hotel and restaurant owners, tour operators, guides) and informal
examination of the ecotourism market.
Secondary analysis/the office work including an analysis of the field data,
compiled with the information on the
local and international tourism market,
literature (market studies conducted in
other regions, etc).

PHASE IV
PLACEMENT OF THE ECOTOURISM PRODUCT/
OF THE THEME/ OF THE CONCEPT ON THE MARKET
The placement of the product on the
market is a method used in order to view
the market segment where different
tourist attractions that have been inventoried/ecotourism products developed
are situated. This placement will give
the possibility to estimate the number of
visitors and will determine the need for
Existing resources

Example: Creasta Cocosului
Reserve with its rocky formations designated as nature
monument and forest habitats,
scrubs, meadows and mountain
wetlands of community interest
(Natura 2000 site)

infrastructure ans tourism services.
This matching is done by using, for example, the table below, listing the resources
(ecotourism products) in the left column
and the existing market segments in the
right column

Existing markets
Tourist groups from urban areas who look for
direct connections with nature
The North University of Baia Mare – internship
of the students from environmental geology
Large groups of tourists from Hungary
Regular visits – groups of reasearchers from
Sweden
Potential markets
Ukrain, Austria, Germany, Italy

Competitive products
It is important to be aware that similar ecotourism operators from adjacent areas
can become cooperators in the development of the ecotourism product.
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PHASE V
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE ECOTOURISM PRODUCT
This phase is extremely important for the
creation of a professional and marketable ecotourism product. Once the potential ecotourism offer has been identified in one region, tourism packages
are created, which can be promoted at
regional and international level. Generally, the development of the ecotourism
product follows 4 steps:

the locals with the local history and culture harmoniously integrated in nature.

1.

Preparation of a daily routes

Period: from May until October

2.

Secure the services and the neces- Day 1
sary suppliers
Freshwater turtles near Hoteni village

3.

Setting up a price structure

4.

Setting up partnerships with tour operators and other suppliers

Relax and enjoy small group guided
tours.
Group size: maximum 10 people
Duration of the stay: 5 days
Accommodation: rural guest-house in
Breb

True sources of life, the lakes situated at
the outskirts of the village offer you the
chance to see the freshwater turtles,
unique for this region with luxuriant vegetation.

The following example describes the
daily routes selected for an ecotourism Day 2
package, how the services are planned Traditional architecture on Cosău Valley
and the estimated costs.
The households here have preserved
The estimates are given for each com- many traditional wooded structures
ponent of the tour, but the final price they still use old-fashioned tools made
of the product will be set before startig of wood. The carved wooden gates in
off the first tour for testing the product, Maramures represent architectural jewwhich means agreements with the ser- els, they are considered a symbol of
vices suppliers for the determined peri- the local identity. The wooden church
od.
in Budeşti (1643) – was designated as a
UNESCO world heritage monument.
Genuine culture and pristine nature – essence of life in Maramureş
Day 3

Carnivores and raptors in the Gutâi
A great occasion for families to discovMassif
er another face of Maramureş: famous
traditional culture admits a surprising na- Morărenilor Lake and Chendroaiei Lake
ture.
are two raised bogs in different evolution
stages, where you can learn about the
Package presentation
small carnivores present there since the
This tour offers the opportunity to experi- glacial era and about the peat bog forence traditional life in Maramureş, while mation. The bird-watching tower placed
enjoying the beautiful landscapes of under the summit allows us to observe
the Gutâi Mountains. You will have the different raptors and nesting bird species
chance to discover the esoteric con- in the area of the Gutâi Massif.
nections between the traditional life of
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Day 4
Photo-shooting in Dosul Gutâiului
(back side of Gutâi)
A silent walk in the shadow of a beech
forest will give you the opportunity to observe and photograph the wild life: rare
species of plants and animals: newts,
snakes, dormouse, stoats, roe deer and
large raptors. You can also visit in this
area the cave of Pintea Viteazul who
fought for the peasants’ rights 400 years
ago. This famous outlaw used often this
hideaway that he made invisible with a
block of rock.

Day 5
options: herbs or bathing in salty water
Visit the Hypericum laboratories in
Deseşti and you will learn about the use
of natural resources, medicinal plants
and forest fruit harvested in this ecologically pure region. The natural remedies
prepared there are famous for increasing vitality, and also for healing the human body.
The salt lakes of Ocna Şugatag were
formed by the collapse of former salt
mines, and they are among the most
important places in Europe for their salinity. After taking a salt bath, the nearby
Crăiasca forest invites you for a relaxing
yet educational walk.

Technical record of services
Activity

Services

Tourists are met by the guide in Baia Mare

Transport by minibus
from Baia Mare –
Breb – upon request

Day 1: visit to the Hoteni Lakes
Accommodation at Breb (lodging house) – the guide
presents the itinerary

Guide

Trip by cart to Taurile de la Hoteni on the connecting
road Breb - Hoteni: the story of the declaration as AP
with the help of the community – work with the owners,
algae, turtle, carnivores -drosera, bio honey produced
in the area –tasting (palinca with honey – strong traditional alcoholic drink), wild flowers

Transport by cart,
guide

Lunch – meals cooked on a wood fire in a traditional
household – Hoteni by the lake

Meal (in the
garden)

Guide, cart
Return to Breb by cart on the county road – admiring
Dosul Gutaiului and the traditional agricultural practices,
the importance thereof for the conservation of the biodiversity in the rural areas that are outside the protected
areas
Dinner at the guest house and introductory evening with Guide, dinner, coma movie/ pictures/ Tanjaua/ dance
puter with CD/DVD
(or projector)
Accommodation at the guest house in Breb

Accommodation
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Activity

Services

Day 2: cultural day on Cosaului Valley
Trip to Budesti (visit to the wood churches, whirlpool, mill,
sacred paintings on wood, Pintea’s ring armour)

Minibus or cart
(optional)

Trip to Sarbi – meeting with Ioan Bârlea, handicrafter,
Contribution for
the tourists get to make their own Maramures hats, tradi- classes taught by
tional wood houses - pictures
the handicrafter
Trip to Calinesti – wood church

Transport

Lunch at the Tiplea guest house in Ocna Sugatag

Meal

Visit to Craiasca Forest and return to Breb

Transport

Dinner at the guest house in Breb

Meal

Accommodation at the guest house in Breb

Accommodation

Day 3: mountain hiking
(Morarenilor Lake, Taul Chendroaiei, Creasta Cocosului reserve)
Hiking

Guide

Bird watching / info regarding the species seen, passing
corridors, nests

Binoculars

Lunch – picnic

Packed lunch guest house

Accommodation at the guest house in Breb

Meal

Accommodation at the guest house in Breb

Accommodation

Day 4 – picture-taking day in Dosul Gutaiului
Trip by bus to Borcut

Transport

Hiking in Dosul Gutaiului – sheepfold – Pintea’s cave and Guide, binoculars
waterfall – descent to Breb
Lunch – picnic + additional cheese from the sheepfold

Packed lunch –
guest house, a small
contribution at the
sheep farm

Dinner at the guest house in Breb

Meal – guest house

Accommodation at the guest house

Accommodation

Day 5: Option 1
Trip to Desesti (minibus), stop in Harnicesti – visit to the
peasant technique facilities located on Mara River (mill,
mill machine, whirlpool); Desesti – visit to HYPERICUM,
the outdoor museum complex and UNESCO church

Transport and
guide, contribution for the maintenance of the
facilities, church,
museum complex

Lunch at the Irina guest house in Desesti

Meal

Dinner – guest house in Breb - farewell cultural soiree

Meal , ceterasi (traditional artists who
sing and play the
violin)
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Activity

Services

Day 5: Option 2
O 2: Visit to the salt-water lakes and the spa in Ocna
Sugarag – salt-water spa

Guide, spa entry
ticket

Lunch in the resort

Meal

Dinner – guest house in Breb - farewell cultural soiree

Meal , ceterasi (traditional artists who
sing and play the
violin)

Accommodation at the guest house

Accommodation

Day 6: Departure for Baia Mare
Breakfast at the guest house

Meal

Trip to Baia Mare

Transport – upon
request

Technical record of costs
Services

Costs Lei
(RON)

Accommodation at the guest house with
breakfast included

65 Lei/night/
person x 5
325
nights = 325 Lei

Lunch in a traditional household

25 Lei

25

Lunch at the guest house in Ocna Sugatag

25

25

Total

Packed lunch – picnic - day 3

15

15

Packed lunch – picnic + tasting at the sheep
farm

20

20

Lunch at the Irina guest house/OS resort

25

25

Dinner at the guest house

15 x 5 = 75

75

Transport by minibus – day 2 *

28

28

Transport by minibus – day 4

15

15

Transport by minibus – day 5

28

28

Transport by cart – day 1

30

30

Guide services – also include the guide’s
accommodation and meals for the whole trip
12.5 fee +10 accommodation/meals

22.5 lei/day x 5
days = 112.5

112.5

Visiting fees/contributions: 3 (honey and
palinca) + 5 (handicrafter) + 8 (spa) = 16

16

16

Fee for ceterasi (violin, zongora, drum and
singer)

25

25
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Services

Costs Lei
(RON)

Total

Marketing/organization services / package
for agencies 10%

76

76
840 = 247
Euro

TOTAL SERVICES
Tourist’s contribution towards conservation
2% - it will be reinvested in infrastructure of the
Creasta Cocosului reserve

*

The transport by minibus at arrival and
departure is upon request – it shall be
charged separately
The prices in Euro are calculated at the exchange rate of the spring of 2007

17
857 = 252
Euro

TOTAL COSTS
*

17

NOTE
The marketing and organizational costs
of the tour operator are not included in
the price – they will be included by each
tour operator separately.

PHASE VI
MARKETING STRATEGY

The marketing strategy consists in the development of a marketing plan that would
sell the ecotourism product that has been created.
Some of the guidelines that should be followed, are presented below:
а. The strategy will respond to the definition of ecotourism
██Small groups
██It involves non-consuming activities
██It uses environmental-friendly transportation equipment/means
██Use as much as possible the local
services
██The number of visitors coming to the
certain area is small
██Establishment/permanent maintenance of the relations with the community and the local organisations
b. It responds to the ecotourism product
development strategy including:
██Key objectives, including the mission

██Budget according to the action plan
██Feedback monitoring for the control
and assessment of the marketing strategy
c. It meets the specific conditions of
ecotourism
██Cooperation relations with the tour operators complying with the standards
of responsible, conscious tourism
██Including local communities in their
ecotourism programmes in order to
generate incomes for the community
██Training for tourists who will participate
to the ecotourism journey, meaning
to offer them information on the area
they will visit and on the and on the local community and culture

██Marketing plan, including the strat- ██The educational aspect of the tour before leaving to the site and during the
egies and the necessary policy for
site visit
reaching the objectives
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Example: Budget format for annual marketing activities
Product

Year 1

Year 2

Year 3

PROMOTION
Brochures
Newsletter
Trial tour
Newspapers
SALES
Fairs
Conferences/Seminars
Email/Mail
Web page design/maintenance
Acquaintance tours
Exhibitions
Video presentations
Others
MARKETING RESEARCH
Data analysis
Assessments
Enquiries
Others
TOTAL ANNUAL COST

PHASE VІІ
IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY
ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
There is a great variety of agencies, associations, organisations and companies responsible with the implementation of a development strategy. A logical framework
emphasising the specific responsibilities helps taking a position in case of an opportunity coming up, as well as for the action.
ROLES /
RESPONSIBILITIES

Public

Private

Association

Others
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NATURE PARKS
CHAPTER 4
A National Park is an area of particular
natural interest that is representative of a
region and, being protected, is in itself a
method of conserving this natural wealth
for future generations. The protection of
national parks is the responsibility of the
federal government, whereas the management of other protected sites, often
known as natural parks, regional parks,
or biospheres, resides with the state or
regional government.
The words “national park”,usually bring
to mind Yellowstone, the Grand Canyon, or another famous American national park. Nonetheless, Europe is abundantly rich in natural attractions and
equally active in terms of protecting
them; in total, there are approximately
359 National parks in Europe! The number keeps changing because every
year, each country has the potential to
open a new national park, in order to
preserve another particularly beautiful
and fragile area.
National parks in Europe offer visitors a
wide variety of scenery. Depending on
the countries you visit, you can see alpine landscape, karst formations, lakes,
rivers, tidal areas, islands, forests, fenlands, grasslands, and steppes. These
reserves abound with different species
of flora and fauna, some of them unfortunately on the road to extinction.
The vast range of parkland terrain
makes possible an equally varied selection of outdoor activities. Walking and
hiking are the most popular ways to visit
the parks in an environmentally-friendly manner. However, some parks provide bicycles as an alternative means
of non-polluting exploration, and some
even offer equestrian trails and rides in
horse carriages. In the more mountain-

ous areas, you can try rock climbing, or
take to the water for fly fishing, rafting
and canoeing, or even a steamboat
(such as on the Elbe river in Germany).
At the seaside you can enjoy touring by
boat, or hop in a small craft to go bird
watching in tidal marshes and lagoons.
In some cases, hiking excursions can last
for several days, so you can sleep in the
open air, under the stars.
Remember, however, that available
activities vary from one park to another.
Some have very strict rules and it is up to
the visitor to consult the tourist boards or
the parks themselves to be fully informed
of detailed regulations for visiting and
enjoying these protected natural areas.
The Europarc Federation is the umbrella organisation of Europe’s protected
areas. It unites national parks, regional
parks, nature parks and biosphere reserves in 38 countries, with the common
aim of protecting Europe’s unique variety of wildlife, habitats and landscapes.
Certain European National parks are
classified, as UNESCO World Heritage
Sites, whose mission is the protection
and preservation of our world heritage,
both cultural and natural. Some of the
best wilderness protected areas in Europe are members of, the PAN Parks
network. These parks are independently certified to ensure high standards of
management and also work together
with local communities to develop sustainable tourism to maintain a viable
economic future for these areas.
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NATIONAL PARKS OF THE BENELUX
Holland lists 20 national parks, in Friesland, Gelderland, Utrecht, Seeland, and
the Northern Brabant. Drenst-Friese Wold
National Park combines woods, moors,
and sandy terrain over an area of 6,100
hectares/23.5 square miles.
Haute Veluwe Natural Park is the biggest
park in Holland, where successive landscapes of forests, shifting sand dunes,
and heather-filled moors shelter roe
deer, boar, mouflon (wild sheep), and
numerous species of birds.

Belgium, strictly speaking, does not have
a national park, but don’t miss visiting
Haute Fagnes Nature Park, a beautiful
area of hills, moors, fenlands, and peat
bogs as far as the eye can see.
Upper Sûre Natural Park spreads between Belgium and Luxembourg, in the
Luxembourg Ardennes. The two countries share a joint project to develop this
cross-border area, basing themed visits
on local legends.
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NATIONAL PARKS OF IRELAND
The Republic of Ireland boasts six national parks, each with its own uniquely beautiful scenery. Among them, the
Killarney National Park, in County Kerry,
is renowned for its lake-studded mountains. It is also the sanctuary of Ireland’s
last herd of wild red deer. The Connemara National Park is distinctive for its
seemingly endless, lunar landscape of
peat bogs. www.npws.ie/nationalparks
Connemara National Park is unique for
its lunar landscape of peat bogs.

The Burren National Park is located in the
southeastern corner of the Burren and is
approximately 1500 hectares in size. The
word «Burren» comes from an Irish word
«Boíreann» meaning a rocky place. This
is an extremely appropriate name when
you consider the lack of soil cover and
the extent of exposed Limestone Pavement. However it has been referred to
in the past as «Fertile rock» due to the
mixture of nutrient rich herb and floral
species.
The National Park of Irish heritage, which
is not far from Wexford County, combines the exposition of all periods of Ireland existence: samples settlements and
estates, burial places, places of worship,
from the first human settlements in Ireland until the Middle Ages.
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NATIONAL PARKS OF THE BALTIC
Latvia has three National parks. The first,
the National Park of Gauja is 53 km/ 33
miles from Riga, stretching along 100
kms/62 miles of the Ganja River and its
tributaries. The other two are - Kemeri
National Park and Slitere National Park.
www.latvia.travel/ru/natsionalnye-parki. Gauja National Park. Gauja National
Park has the largest number of visitors; it
is the second oldest national park in the
territory of the former U.S.S.R. after Lahemaa National Park in Estonia, established
in 1971. Gauja National Park is located in
the most picturesque stretch of the Gauja River valley, from Valmiera to Murjāņi.
This 95.3 km long, scenic stretch of the
Gauja River stands out with its vast diversity of nature and the presence of cultural historical monuments – more than
500 monuments of culture and history
are located in the park – castle mounds,
masonry churches, manor houses, water
and wind mills, as well as other archaeological, architectural and art monuments. Slītere National Park. SlītereNational Park was established in 1999 on
the basis of the existing Slītere Reserve
– it is a unique “museum” of the history
of the Baltic Sea with old Liiv fishermen’s
villages, the Baltic seashore, untouched
by civilisation, and the extraordinary
Kolka Cape. Ķemeri National Park. The
extraordinary world of marshes and littoral lowlands can be explored by visiting
Ķemeri National Park near Riga. It stands
out with its vast biological diversity,
unique Great Ķemeri Mooreland, various
ecosystems, and sources of mineral and
healing waters. It is also popular among
bird-watchers. Rāzna National Park.
Rāzna National Park is the most recently established – in 2007. It was set up to
safeguard the natural treasures of Rāzna Lake and the surrounding territories,
as well as the cultural landscape typical
of Latgale in a vast territory of Latgale.
Rāzna Lake is the second largest lake in
Latvia and because of its sandy beach-

es is called the sea of Latgale, and the
Ežezers Lake, also included in the park,
is one of the most scenically remarkable
lakes in Latvia – it has 26 islands.
In Lithuania look for five National parks, all
opened in 1991 after Lithuania seceded
from the former Soviet Union. The parks
symbolize preservation and ecotourism
in Lithuania. The Žemaitija National Park
is a real discovery for travellers who wish
to explore wild nature and authentic traditions of the region. The Park contains
more than 200 cultural heritage values,
including 30 archaeological sites. Some
10% of the Park’s territory is not open to
tourists; these include Plokštinė and Rukundžiai natural reserves, which also turn
into wetland reserves in spring and summer. The National Park contains 21 monuments of nature: trees, springs, peninsulas and islands; however, not all of them
are accessible easily. The Aukštaitija National Park is famous for splendid clean
interconnected lakes, ethnographic
villages, expressive land surface forms,
abundance of forests, and harmony of
nature. Travelling in this territory is possible in all ways and in all seasons. The
Park is home to over 200 species of birds,
60 species of mammals and 900 species
of plants, including 120 species listed in
the Red Book. The Dzūkija National Park
- is the largest protected area in Lithuania. It is a land of dry pinewoods, seif
dunes, crystal-clear deep-valley rivulets
and rivers. Forest area accounts for as
much as 91% of the total territory of the
Park. In autumn, the Dzūkija National
Park is popular among mushroom-pickers as this area is particularly abundant
in mushrooms. Bird-watching is another
tourist attraction, best at the Nemunas
River and the Grybaulia Dam. www.lietuva.lt
Over 18% of Estonia’s land and 30% of the
Sea territory is designated a protected
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areas which includes five national parks,
nature reserves, landscape reserves and
smaller areas. Estonian national parks
offer a diverse range of flora and fauna as well as manor house or nature
farm accommodation, also camping
possibilities. If you are lucky you might
see moose, bear and eagles. Parks are
free and easy to access, unspoilt and
offer numerous active holiday options.
Among Estonia’s five national parks,
the most well-known are Lahemaa and
Karula. Lahemaa’s principal attractions
are its sandy beaches, immense pine
forests, 200 species of birds and more
than 900 species of plants. The coast
along the Baltic includes two national
parks: Slovinie National Park, where the
moving sand dunes move about 10 meters/11 yards per year, and Wolin National Park, which occupies the central part
of Wolin Island. Enormous hills merge
with steep cliffs on one side of the island
and lagoons punctuate the other. www.
uk.wikipedia.org/wiki. Matsalu National
Park is one of Europe’s most important
stopover sites for waterfowl on their flight
from the Arctic to Western Europe. It is
a true paradise for bird watchers. The
coastal meadows by Matsalu Bay (covering approximately 3000 ha), which
are among the largest in Europe, are an
important feeding place for migratory
birds and a nesting site for many waders. 270 species of birds are registered
in National Park Matsalu. In the park
were about 49 different species of fish,
47 species of mammals and 772 species
of different plants.To see the beauty of
the park, visitors can on foot or by bike,
or even on a boat traveling along the
Matsalovskoyu bay. There are several
towers for bird watching. www.estonica.
org/ru.Soomaa National Park in central
Estonia is an area of bogs and mires. Visitors are most attracted by the Soomaa
floods or the fifth season, which follows
the thawing of snow and heavy rains.

During this period, all low-lying forests,
roads and even yards are flooded and
people can only get around by boat.
Soomaa National Park stands out in Europe thanks to its wilderness – there are
5 large bogs, native forests and flooded
meadows.www.uk.wikipedia.org/wiki.
The sea and its more than 150 islands,
islets, and rocks form over two-thirds of
Vilsandi National Park. One of the largest resting sites of grey seals in Estonia is
located here, and thousands of waterfowl winter or stop here.Vilsandi is rich in
seabirds. There are many rarities among
the plants that grow on the juniper-covered heritage landscapes and forests
– over 30 species of orchids, as well as
an endemic species of rattle (Rhinanthus osiliensis) and ivy (Hedera helix), for
which this is the northernmost limit of its
range. www.uk.wikipedia.org/wiki. Karula National Park is Estonian’s smallest
and it was recognised as a national park
in 1993. Well forested and with 38 lakes,
home to many animals including moose,
lynx, wild boar, red squirrels plus over 150
bird species. Karula National Park makes
up nearly a third of Karula Upland. Its
unique hillocks are a spectacular example of a landscape designed by continental ice – it was created as a result
of the uneven melting of the ice.www.
uk.wikipedia.org.
Two national parks: National Park Sloiviniye and Wolin National Park are situated along the Baltic coast. National
Park Sloiviniye is unique for its rolling sand
dunes, that can change its place\move
around 10 metriv/11 yards per year. Wolin National Park occupies the central
part of the island Wolin. Huge hills turning
into steep cliffs on one side of the island
and lagoon delineate the boundary of
the park on the other.
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NATIONAL PARKS OF CENTRAL EUROPE
Germany presents visitors with a choice
of fourteen national parks offering marvellously preserved, outstanding scenery, from the high mountains of Berchtesgaden to the beech forests of Eifel
and the mudflats of Hamburg, Lower
Saxony, and Schleswig-Holstein. The Bavarian Forest was the first national park
designated in Germany, in 1970. The
island of Rügen, in the Baltic Sea, holds
two national parks: Jasmund National
Park, with its chalk cliffs, and Vorpommern Mudflats National Park.
Saxony Switzerland National Park is very
unusual, with its tall pinnacles of rock in
tortured forms alternating with gorges
and canyons.
Austria’s seven national parks cover
more than 2,356 km2/909 square miles
and include alpine massifs, alluvial
forests, valleys and steppes. Four of
the parks are in the Alps: Hohetauern,
Kalkalpen, Gesäuse, and Nockberge
National Parks. However, Austria can be
equally proud of the steppes, prairies,
and pastures of Neusiedler See-Seewinkel National Park, of Donau-Auen
National Park, constituted of the alluvial plains of the Danube, and the newcomer, Thayatal National Park, created
in 2000.
Swiss National Park refers to Switzerland’s, created in 1914, and the largest natural reserve in the country. It is
famous for its rich variety of fauna and
alpine flora.
Among the ten national parks of Hungary, Hortobágy National Park with its
52,000 ha/200 square miles of plains and
swamps, is the largest in Hungary. It has
also been on the UNESCO World Heritage list since 1999. But if you can, give
some time to Balaton High Country National Park and also that of Danube-Drava. You’ll be glad you did! www. ostarbeiter.vn.ua/parki-narodowe-w-polsce.

html.
Poland is rich in national parks with twenty-three to its credit, each of them representative of its region and the natural
beauty of Poland. Pieniny National Park
is teeming with rare species of flora and
fauna, in a landscape of sinuous, narrow
gorges. National Parks cover a mere 1%
of Poland’s territory. But what a 1%! You
can find everything there: mountains,
sea, lakes. You can see bison, shifting
sand dunes or the tree beneath which
King Jagiello once rested. There are 23
national parks in total. The oldest is Bialowieski National Park, , founded 86
years ago, which consists of an area
of virgin forest inhabited by Europe’s
largest mammals (the bison) as well as
its smallest (the pygmy shrew, weighing only a few grams). The park is also
famous for its record-breaking trees, in
terms of both age and size. It is said that
under Jagiello’s Oak (circumference
550 cm, height 39 m), King Jagiello rested on his way to the battle of Grunwald.
The newest National Park, at the mouth
of the river Warta, provides protection
for a valuable area of flooded plain
near Slonsk, where over 250 species of
birds have been counted. 170 species
nest here, while others stop over during
their migratory journeys across the continent. The largest, Biebrzanski National
Park, is almost entirely covered by water, consisting of a river and spongy peat
bogs. The smallest National Park is the
pocket-sized Ojcowski National Park, a
12 km section of the Pradnik Valley full
of calcareous rocks in fairy-tale shapes,
caves and castles from the time of the
Piast dynasty. Each of the national parks
is a treasure-house of records. Of only
two primeval forests bordering on a
great metropolis anywhere in the world,
one lies in the suburbs of Warsaw in the
Kampinoski National Park. The other is in
Nigeria. The Narew river, a long section
of which is protected within a National
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Park, is one of only two braid-like rivers in
the world. And the Gory Stolowe (Table
Mountains) National Park has the only
plate-structured mountains in Europe. Although the national parks are places set
aside for the protection of nature, they
also contain reminders of historic events.
Sosnowica in the Poleski National Park is
the place where the young Kosciuszko,
in love with the daughter of the estate
owner, was served the traditional black
soup of rejection. And Zelazowa Wola,
close to the Kampinoski National Park,
was the birthplace of Frederic Chopin.Most frequented by Poles are the
Wielkopolski, Tatrzanski and Karkonoski
National Parks. There are also many foreign visitors each year, particularly to
those national parks which are noted
for their bird life: Słowinski, Biebrzanski,
Narwianski, Poleski and the park at the
mouth of the Warta.
Slovakia is understandably very proud
of its nine national parks. Lower Tatras
National Park has a bear as its symbol
and is replete with caves and mountain
lakes, sources of clean water and thermal springs. Slovenský raj National Park,
the Slovakian paradise, offers visitors
incomparable views of ravines, gorges, rivers, and waterfalls. The oldest of
our protected areas, the National Park
of Tatras (TANAP) in the north of Slovakia, was founded in 1949. It covers the
high-mountain area of the Tatras and it
is the unique protected area of flora and
fauna among the tallest European high
mountains situated north of the Alps.
The National Park of High Tatras was established as the first of its kind in Slovakia. Five years later the Polish side of the
Tatras won a similar statute. Along with
its Polish part, the High Tatras constitute
the UNESCO Biosphere Reserve since
1993. The administrative headquarters of
the National Park is located in Tatranská
Lomnica.

The Czech Republic has four national
parks, filled with forests and mountains
that serve as a refuge for wolves, lynx,
and wildcats: Krkonoše (Giant Mountains), Sumava, Bohemian Switzerland,
and Podyji National Parks. Bohemian
Switzerland National Park is part of a
larger geological formation known as
the Elbe Sandstones. Young Park Also
called Bohemian Switzerland National
Park, České Švýcarsko is the youngest of
the Czech Republic’s four national parks.
It’s home to the heart of a very ancient
mountain realm, carved by canyons
and marked by soaring sandstone rock
“cities” standing out above the forested
landscape. www.czechclub.com.ua
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NATIONAL PARKS OF SCANDINAVIA
National Park is the strongest protection
you can give to valuable nature. The
reason for creating national parks is to
preserve valuable nature for Sweden
and the world. There are 29 national
parks in Sweden. www.scandiparks.ru
Sweden was one of the first countries
to create national parks, starting in
1909. Its twenty-nine national parks are
managed by the Swedish National Environmental Protection Agency. Färnebofjärden National Park is a mosaic of
habitats gathered together along the
Lower Dalälven River. Stenshuvud National Park extends the length of the
coast and contains long sandy beaches
that invite long, dreamy walks.
Laponia offers several national parks
with glorious, unspoilt scenery: huge
mountains rising from glacial lakes, rivers
and marshes, and immense beech forests. Abisko National Park, thanks to its
geographical location, has an unusually
clement climate and a huge diversity of
plant species.

According to the EPA, Swedish national
parks must represent unique landscape
types and be effectively protected and
used for research, recreation, and tourism without damaging nature. Mountain
terrain dominates approximatively 90%
of the parks’ combined area. The reason for this is the extensive mountain
areas taken up by the large northern
parks—Sarek National Park and Padjelanta National Park each cover approximately 200,000 hectares (490,000
acres). Many of the northern parks are
part of the Laponian area, one of Sweden’s UNESCO World Heritage Sites due
to its preserved natural landscape and
habitat for the native reindeer-herding
Sami people. The southernmost parks —
Söderåsen National Park, Dalby Söderskog National Park and Stenshuvud National Park —are covered with broadleaf
forest and together cover approximately 2,000 ha (4,942 acres). Fulufjället National Park is part of PAN Parks, a network founded by the World Wildlife Fund
(WWF) to provide better long-term conservation and tourism management of
European national parks.www. znaimo.
com.ua
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Denmark has the biggest in the world
National Park. It is an enormous one!
Northeast Greenland National Park,
managed by the Greenland Ministry of
the Environment and Nature, is the largest park in the world, covering 972,000
km2/375,000 square miles. Situated at
the northern end of the island, it shelters typical Arctic wildlife, such as polar
bears, reindeer, and walruses. The west
of Thy has been designated as the first
Danish national park. Thy National Park
stretches for an up to 12-kilometer-wide
belt along the west coast of Jutland
from Agger Tange to Hanstholm. It is a
large and unspoiled natural area totaling 244 km2. The National Park is a coherent natural area for people, plants
and animals. At Hanstholm game reserve, located in the northern part of
the National Park, more than 30 different
species of bird breed, and the otter has
found sanctuary in the lakes of the protected area. Mols Bjerge (Mols Hills) has
great national importance as the area
is unique both in terms of landscape
and geology. The landscape with its rolling hills was formed during the end of
the latest ice age, about ten thousand
years ago. The Mols Bjerge national park

is named after the best known natural
area in the region; Mols Bjerge. However, Mols Bjerge only covers a smaller part
of the national park. In total, the park
covers about 180 km2. When the Wadden Sea National Park is inaugurated,
one of Denmark`s unquestionably most
important naturereserves becomes part
of the National Parks of Denmark. Wadden Sea National Park is the third out of
five proposed national parks to be inaugurated. Wadden Sea National Park will
be the largest national park in Denmark
and it covers 146.600 ha. The islands and
the natural coastlands by the Waddensea have become an area in Denmark
that really attracts a lot of visitors. It`s
unique nature and culture, along with
the many holidayhomes, campingsites,
youthhostels and other accommodation possibilities, have been the fertile
basis for the creation of a strong tourist
region. A European project is under way
to allow Denmark the right to designate
its National parks as carefully selected
protected zones, according to European directives. www.poizdka.net/danija.
Finland, land of a thousand lakes, owns
thirty-five National parks, which it con-
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siders as crown jewels. They abound
with forests, rivers, and lakes, which give
great pleasure to hikers and walkers. In
the northern territory, in Lapland, the
Pallas-Yllästunturi National Park is a land
of tundra and low hills. These immense
valleys are a veritable paradise for trekking and a fairyland when the aurora
borealis (northern lights) is on display.

herd of reindeer that lives there. Jostedalsbreen, north of Sognefjord, boasts the
biggest glacier in Europe on dry land. In
Dovrefjellet National Park you can go on
safari to follow the track of the ancient
musk ox.

National Park Berhefell it is the largest national park in the central part of
Norway, located near the border with
National parks are over-1,000-hectare Sweden. It was established in 1963. It’s
protected areas, which are also nat- area 109 hectares. Its territory protectes
ural sights open to everyone. Their pri- natural complexes of pine, birch forests
mary purpose is to ensure the diversity and tundra. Mountains are located at
of Finnish nature. National parks are es- an altitude of 400 to 1700 m. above the
tablished by law on state-owned lands. sea level, replete with glacial lakes, fast
The natural features and landscape in rivers and waterfalls, differing exceptionnational parks are typical of Finland, but al charm. The fauna of the park includes
they are also a nationally and interna- such types of animals like elk, wolverines,
tionally valuable part of our nature. They foxes, wolves, white partridges, geese,
have within them national landscapes ducks, polar owls.
and other natural sights. There are 37
national parks in Finland. Two of them, National Park Romane. This National
Bothnian Sea and Sipoonkorpi are quite Park is located in the southern part of
new, established in 2011. The combined the country, halfway between Oslo and
area of Finland´s national parks is 9,789 Trondheim. It was founded in 1961, the
sq. km. All the national parks are man- area of it is 57.5 hectares. The park protects the natural complexes of spruce
aged by Metsähallitus.
and birch forests. The fauna of the park
National parks are used for outdoor rec- presents typical northern nature with
reation, while having rules and regula- such species as caribou, otters, white
tions to ensure that this does not hinder partridges and other typical animals for
nature conservation. An easy way to the northern forests.
start an excursion in a national park is to
visit a visitor centre in the area. There are National Park Yustedalsbreen known
visitor centres in or near several of the for the largest glacier in Europe. Yustedalsbreen is an extensive ice plateau. Hunational parks. www.e-finland.ru
man activities and melt water created
Norway is extremely and justly proud here whimsical geological landscape.
of its twenty-five national parks of vast- The contrast between the fertile valleys
ly differing character, including high and glaciers that descend almost to
mountains, glaciers, evergreen forests, the sea are amazing. Keep in mind that
and lakes. Almost 85% of Norway’s parks walking on a glacier is difficult and even
are mountainous. Access to the parks dangerous. The area of the national
is free, the same as for all open land in park is 1230 sq. km.
Norway. Forollhogna became a National Park in 2002 to protect the unique National Park North Cape Hornvika. Na-
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tional Park is located in the north part of
the country on the island Maher, near
the North Cape. It was established in
1963, with the area about 60 hectares.
The park protects the natural systems of
tundra forest and rocky coast of the Barents Sea. On the tundra plateau, which
occupies the central part of the territory,
live such species of animals as arctic foxes and lemmings, ptarmigan, and snowy
owl.
National Park Valley Anderdalen. This
valley, which stretches on the island of
Senja, is surrounded by high mountains
and seems like rises from the sea. The
valley is mostly covered by swamps and
mountain birch. The area of national
park is 69 sq. km.
Reisa National Park. For thousands of
years the Reisa river has cut the long
canyon which forms the focus of Reisa National Park. Narrow valleys and
ravines, mighty waterfalls, river gorges
and potholes dominate the park, which
was established to protect a practically
undisturbed area, including the 269 m.
high Mollisfossen. This park serves as pasture for reindeer. The park area is around
803 sq. km.
National Parks Svalbard. Three national
parks and three Nature Reserve on the
archipelago of Spitsbergen forms the
territorycof the National Park Svalbard.
This park occupies more than half of
the archipelago. The natural complexes
of Arctic desert, tundra forests and sea
coasts of Spitsbergen are protected by
the National park. www.norvegiya.org/
geografiya-norvegii/nacionalnye-parki.
html
Iceland, land of geysers, has four national parks: Jökulsárgljúfur National
Park, in the north of Iceland, presents

an extraordinary landscape of coloured
mountains, the result of a volcanic eruption beneath the river. Skaftafell National Park, in the south, is known for its more
clement temperatures and small birch
forests, dominated by a glacier. Also
noteworthy are Snæfellsjökull National
Park, on the west side of the island, and
Þingvellir National Park, in the south. This
last has been a UNESCO World Heritage
Site since 2004.
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NATIONAL PARKS OF THE BALKAN PENINSULA
Bulgaria’s three national parks are
Central Balkan National Park, Rila National Park, and Pirin National Park. This
last preserve is an immense territory of
high-altitude prairies and forests which
are among the oldest in Europe, as well
as numerous lakes. Animal life (chamois,
wildcats, bears, and birds of prey) and
plant life are abundant and well-protected. This park made the UNESCO
World Heritage list in 1983.

cans in Europe, will mesmerize you with
their breathtaking scenery, worthy of the
gods.

Serbia can be proud of its five national
parks: Djerdap National Park is an assortment of valleys, gorges, and canyons,
crossed by the Danube; Fruska Gora
National Park is nicknamed “The Mirror of
the Geologic Past” and is a landscape
of incontestable charm, bewitching its
visitors. The most important of the parks,
994 km2/384 square miles of Croatia are open to the public, is Kopaonik National
in national parks, of which 235 km2/91 Park, which is home to the highest and
square miles are marine. The eight parks most visited mountain in Serbia. Famous
are all located in karst territory, but are for its natural beauty, the rich variety of
characterized by three different kinds of plants and animoals, and pretty valleys
scenery. Risnjak, Paklenica and Sjeverni laced ribboned rivers and waterfall. The
Velebit Parks are in the verdant karst park is an ideal place to ski, snowboard,
mountains, where erosion has created rock climb, hike, bike, raft, hang glide,
natural caves and strangely shaped and enjoy all sorts of outdoor activities.
promontories. Kornati, Mljet and Brijuni
Parks are composed of islands. Plitvicka Romania’s eleven national parks include
Jezera, which became a UNESCO World Reteza, where a very rare species of vulHeritage site in 2000, and Krka are par- ture lives alongside chamois, marmots,
ticularly well-endowed with rivers and wild boar, lynx, and bears. Rodna Mountain National Park still has traces of quawaterfalls.
ternary glaciers. Its karst formations have
Montenegro possesses four national created countless natural grottos.
parks: Durmitor listed by UNESCO, with
seventeen glacial lakes including the Slovenia’s Triglav National Park takes its
famous Black Lake, the fascinating Ice name from Mount Triglav (2864 m/ 9,397
Cave, and Tara Canyon, the deepest feet high), one of the symbols of Slovecanyon in Europe. Biogradska Gora nia and the Julian Alps. The park was
National Park is one of the last three created in 1961. The steep slopes gradjungles in Europe: don’t miss it! Lovcen ually smooth into gentle valleys laced
Park, which takes its name from Mount with rivers.
Lovcen, and Skadarso Park, the largest
bird sanctuary and last habitat for peli-
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NATIONAL PARKS OF THE IBERIAN PENINSULA
Spain’s thirteen national parks are excellent representatives of the regions in
which they are located. The parks are
noteworthy for their variety, but above
all, for their stunning ecological wealth.
Some of them, such as Picos de Europa
and Ordesa y Monte Perdido in the Pyrenees, are a last refuge for endangered
species. Doñana National Park, in Andalusia, has been under UNESCO’s protection since 1984. The park provides refuge
in particular for bird colonies, as well as
for the Iberian lynx, which has become
the emblem of the park. The right bank
of the Guadalquivir River affords you a
view of lagoons, marshes, sand dunes
both stable and shifting, and maquis.
Other parks are fantastic observatories
for bird watching, such as Atlantic Islands National Park and Cabrera Archipelago, the largest land and sea-based
national park in Spain, particularly noteworthy for its meadows of Neptune

grass.
The Canary Islands’ Teide and Timanfaya National Parks offer impressive volcanic landscapes while at Garajonay
National Park, also under UNESCO protection, you can admire lush primeval
vegetation, now almost nonexistent in
southern Europe.
Also in Andalusia, the Sierra Nevada National Park offers numerous activities in
spectacular mountain scenery, where
you can find over sixty different varieties
of flowers.
Portugal has thirteen natural parks and
one national park…but what a park! The
splendid Peneda Geres National Park, in
the northern part of the country, is where
the Iberian wolf and the royal eagle live
in a world of contrasting granite and lush
vegetation.
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NATIONAL PARKS OF SOUTHERN EUROPE
Greece has established ten national
parks, covering ground approaching
69,000 hectares/ 266 square miles.

The biggest and most recently created
park is Pollino National Park; thirty wolves
still live there in the most remote reaches, and the pines, some of which date
Mount Olympus National Park, whose from the last glacial period, can be more
very name evokes mythical gods, fea- than 40 metres/130 feet high! Abruzzes
tures the quintessential southern Med- National Park, the oldest National Park
iterranean mountainous landscape. of the Apennines, shelters the last coloVikos-Aoos National Park has incredi- nies of Northern European bears, as well
ble gorges. The smallest national park as chamois and wolves.
in Greece is Ainos Park, on the island of
Cephalonia: its mission is to protect the Vesuvius National Park protects the enlocal species of evergreen, the Apollo vironment of the famous volcano of the
same name.
Pine, from being hybridized.
Göreme National Park, in the centre of
Cappadocia (central Anatolia) in Turkey is a phantasmagorical panorama of
domes, chimneys, arrows, and pyramids
of rock. During periods of Roman and
Arab persecution, the inhabitants took
In Crete, White Mountains National Park refuge in dwellings constructed in the
is well-known, as are the Gorges of Sa- troglodytes. Since 1985 this site has been
maria, which attract many visitors. In the protected by UNESCO. A pretty way to
Dikiti Makedonia region, Prèspès Nation- get a special view of this area is by hotal Park has in one part Mikri and Meg- air balloon!!
ali Prèspa Lakes, separated by a sandy
band of alluvial deposits, surrounded by If you’re lucky enough to be on holiday
in Cyprus, do not miss the chance to visit
high mountains.
the Island’s national parks, in particular
The National Park Prespa. Prespa is the Troodos National Forest Park, one of the
name of two freshwater lakes in southeast spots in the Mediterranean where you
Europe, shared by Albania, Greece, and will find the richest diversity of plant life.
the Republic of Macedonia. It belongs
to the Republic of Macedonia. They If the Republic of San Marino can’t claim
are the highest tectonic lakes in the Bal- a National Park, on the other hand it has
kans, standing at an elevation of 853 m a magnificent attribute: Mount Titano,
which benefits from a surprising micro-cli(2,798 ft).
mate that supports only a small amount
Italy’s twenty-three national parks are of vegetation. The discovery of fossilized
considered a rich endowment in Eu- whale bones attests to the movement of
rope! Gran Paradiso National Park, in the earth over the centuries from the sea
the Val d’Aoste, dates from 1922 and coast to the interior.
takes its name from the Gran Paradiso
Peak, whose summit reaches to 4600 Monaco hasn’t a national park, but if
metres/15,092 feet. The Italian Alps are you have the opportunity to go to the
Rocher (Monaco’s highest point), tour
also home to Stelvio National Park.
Cape Sounion National Park, which
gives onto the Aegean Sea and to the
Cyclades, has for centuries been known
as the “Sacred Point” where the Temple
of Poseidon was located.
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around the area and take a moment to
appreciate the well-preserved coastline
and gorgeous depths of the Mediterranean.
Malta may not have a National Park per
se, but it abounds with natural reserves
and incomparable scenic beauty.
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PROFESSIONAL
NETWORKS AND
ASSOCIATIONS
CHAPTER 5
The European Charter for sustainable tourism within protected areas
European Charter is a tool for sustainable tourism development in the natural
and national parks. According to the
idea of sustainability, the Charter does
not focus solely on environmental issues.
It aims to determine the relationship between environmental, economic and
social aspects.

The key objectives of the Charter are:
██Protection and restoration of natural
and cultural heritage
██Increased economic social effect that is
produced by tourism
██Protecting and improving the quality of
life of local people
██Improving the quality of tourism products offered in line with market opportunities

Requirements
European Charter is addressed mainly to
nature and national parks. If the park is a
member of the Charter, the tourist agencies and tour operators that run in the park
can become the members of the Charter.
In a broader sense Charter is a sign of quality. The difference with other existing signs
is that it focuses on the process rather than
on fixed minimum requirements. Park, who
is willing to sign a charter should respond
to his work mainly with the following principles:
██Conformity with the principles of
sustainable tourism development,
which are enshrined in the Charter
document
██Analysis of the current situation in the
development of tourism in the park

██Development of strategic objectives
The Charter is based on 12 principles of
for the future
sustainable tourism that are consistent
with international statements and ideas ██Develop a plan of action for five years
on the subject. Special attention in relaThese steps should be done in close cotion to the principles of available ideas
operation with key organisations that
and collaborative partnerships.
are interested in development of the exEuropean Charter provides a general act territory.
definition of sustainable tourism. EcoThe requirements are set to travel comtourism is seen as a special part of the
panies or tour operators and fixed by EUsustainable tourism development that
ROPARK organization.
takes into account the experience of
getting acquainted with the nature of
populated areas.
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Natura 2000 is the centrepiece of EU nature & biodiversity policy. It is an EUwide
network of nature protection areas established under the 1992 Habitats Directive.
The aim of the network is to assure the long-term survival of Europe’s most valuable
and threatened species and habitats. It is comprised of Special Areas of Conservation (SAC) designated by Member States under the Habitats Directive, and also
incorporates Special Protection Areas (SPAs) which they designate under the 1979
Birds Directive. Natura 2000 is not a system of strict nature reserves where all human
activities are excluded. Whereas the network will certainly include nature reserves
most of the land is likely to continue to be privately owned and the emphasis will
be on ensuring that future management is sustainable, both ecologically and economically. The establishment of their network of protected areas also fulfils a Community obligation under the UN Convention on Biological Diversity.
Natura 2000 applies to Birds Sites and to Habitats Sites, which are divided into biogeographical regions. It also applies to the marine environment.
.
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The Habitats Directive

Birds Directive

The Habitats Directive (together with
the Birds Directive) forms the cornerstone of Europe’s nature conservation
policy. It is built around two pillars: the
Natura 2000 network of protected sites
and the strict system of species protection. All in all the directive protects
over 1.000 animals and plant species
and over 200 so called «habitat types»
(e.g. special types of forests, meadows,
wetlands, etc.), which are of European
importance. Directive 2009/147/EC of
the European Parliament and of the
Council of 30 November 2009 on the
conservation of wild birds (this is the
codified version of Directive 79/409/
EEC as amended) is the EU’s oldest
piece of nature legislation and one of
the most important, creating a comprehensive scheme of protection for
all wild bird species naturally occurring
in the Union. Its was adopted unanimously by the Members States in 1979
as a response to increasing concern
about the declines in Europe’s wild bird
populations resulting from pollution, loss
of habitats as well as unsustainable use.
It was also in recognition that wild birds,
many of which are migratory, are a
shared heritage of the Member States
and that their effective conservation
required international co-operation. The
directive recognises that habitat loss
and degradation are the most serious
threats to the conservation of wild birds.
It therefore places great emphasis on
the protection of habitats for endangered as well as migratory species
(listed in Annex I), especially through the
establishment of a coherent network of
Special Protection Areas (SPAs) comprising all the most suitable territories for
these species. Since 1994 all SPAs form
an integral part of the NATURA 2000
ecological network.

Directive 2009/147/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 30
November 2009 on the conservation of
wild birds (this is the codified version of
Directive 79/409/EEC as amended) is
the EU’s oldest piece of nature legislation and one of the most important, creating a comprehensive scheme of protection for all wild bird species naturally
occurring in the Union. Its was adopted
unanimously by the Members States in
1979 as a response to increasing concern about the declines in Europe’s wild
bird populations resulting from pollution,
loss of habitats as well as unsustainable
use. It was also in recognition that wild
birds, many of which are migratory, are
a shared heritage of the Member States
and that their effective conservation required international co-operation.
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NETWORK ORGANIZATION OF THE ESTABLISHMENT,
MAINTENANCE AND DEVELOPMENT OF PROTECTED
AREAS
EUROPARC Federation
EUROPARC Federation, known as the
«Federation of Nature and National
Parks of Europe», was founded in 1973
with the aim to help protected areas to
fulfill their role as preservers of the natural
beauty of Europe.

40 years ago, the Federation was founded in Basel (CH). The first EUROPARC
headquarters was opened in Grafenau
(DE) in 1986, while today the international team is present in two countries: The
headquarters is located in Regensburg
(DE) and an we have an office in BrusWith its work closely linked to the Euro- sels, administrative capital of the European Commission - Environment, the pean Union.
LIFE and Natura 2000 programmes,
EUROPARC serves its members as an EUROPARC’s mission is to be the leading
umbrella organization connecting pro- European organisation for protected artected areas across the European con- eas bringing together dedicated profestinent. In order to preserve the variety of sionals, government agencies, decision
protected areas, EUROPARC encourag- makers and supporters to increase efes cooperation and exchange between fectiveness in conserving and enhancprotected areas´ managers and staff, ing natural and cultural heritage on land
and the promotion of their work.
and sea for the well-being and benefit
of current and future generations. www.
european-charter.org/charter-network/
case-studies

UK National Parks
There are 15 members of the National
Parks family in the UK and each one is
looked after by its own National Park Authority. We all work together as National
Parks UK. The UK’s 15 National Parks are
part of a global family of over 113,000
protected areas, covering 149 million
square kilometres or 6% of the Earth’s sur-

face. We are linked to Europe through
the EUROPARC Federation – a network
of European protected areas with 360
member organisations in 37 countries.
There are 10 National Parks in England, 3
in Wales and 2 in Scotland.
www.nationalparksengland.org.uk/
home/love-your-national-parks
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CNPA
Since 2006, a new international organisation – the Carpathian Network of Protected Areas (CNPA) – has been working to conserve national resources in
the Carpathians. The CNPA will coordinate joint projects designed to: improve
cooperation between the seven Carpathian countries; facilitate exchanges
between the Carpathian protected areas; raise awareness of the fragile ecosystems in the massif, and work to realise
practical measures, such as the creation
of an ecological network to ensure the
survival of endangered species. There is
a strong emphasis on cooperation with
our Alpine neighbours.

The protected areas in the network are
made up of:
36 national parks;
51 nature parks and protected landscape areas;
19 biosphere reserves;
200 other protected areas.

The CNPA’s creation has received official
support from the Alpine Network of Protected Areas (ALPARC), Germany and
the Principality of Monaco since 2003,
and joint activities began in 1999. After
several years of negotiations between
the Carpathian countries on how to organise a network of protected areas in
the Carpathians, the Kiev Conference
The Carpathians cover an area of about
of the Contracting Parties of the Car2
200,000 km and have a population of
pathian Convention officially founded
approximately 17 million people in seven
the CNPA in 2006 as a practical means
countries who speak seven different lanof implementing the Convention’s proguages. Different categories of protectvisions on conservation. A coordination
2
ed areas extend over some 36 000 km ,
unit will be responsible for managing the
and make up around 18% of the area
projects involving protected areas in the
covered by the Carpathian Convention
massif. www.carpathianparks.org
an international treaty on conservation
and sustainable development in the
whole massif.
Bioregions
A bioregion is an area linked by landscape
features, natural processes, and human interactions - a concept similar to a watershed or ecosystem. The term bioregion,
however, expands the common interpretation of these concepts specifically to
include people. Local economy, natural
patterns of travel and communication,
and ever-evolving cultures are fundamental parts of natural ecosystems around
the globe. Building a sustainable future
requires understanding and working with
these natural, peopled systems – working
with BioRegions.

BioRegions International is a 501(c)3
non-profit organization located in Bozeman, Montana. Bioregions International
works to empower the nomadic cultures
of Mongolia to survive in a rapidly-changing world. For the immediate future, BioRegions International is focusing its efforts on
the remote Darhad Valley in far northern
Mongolia, which is a small enough region
that we can hope to have a significant impact. In the long term, we hope to expand
similar projects elsewhere in Mongolia and
perhaps other places in the world. www.
bioregions.org
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PAN Parks
PAN Parks Foundation works to change
this aiming to safeguard European wilderness, the continent’s most undisturbed areas of nature for future generation.
Through its efforts for wilderness protection PAN Parks Foundation.

wilderness
• increases community involvement
and understanding of wilderness values on a local level
• helps prevent unsustainable development projects in order to minimise
damages to wilderness values

• has already ensured guaranteed protection for more than 500,000 hectares
of the most precious wilderness areas
of Europe by increasing the management effectiveness of existing protected areas

PAN Parks Foundation, the only Europe-wide organization focusing on the
protection of the last remaining wildernesses on our continent, in co-operation
with local and international NGOs, protected area managers, local communi• enlarges the size of untouched areas ties and the European public, works to
in Europe providing safe refuge for di- bring about fundamental changes in
public attitude towards wilderness by
verse wildlife
• initiates a European wilderness move- broadening people’s views on and edment that will also contribute to bring- ucating them about the various benefits
ing wilderness among the mainstream of wilderness. www.en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/PAN_Parks,
www.wdpa.org/me/
conservation issues
PDF, www.panparks.org/learn/partner• represents the cause of wilderness
ships-for-protected-areas/apply-for-verprotection on a European level and
ification
by creating a common voice of wilderness helps influence policy making
• has already ensured the European
Parliament’s recognition of the issue of
ProPark network
ProPark aims to become a recognized
brand in Romania and other countries
in the region, associated with functional protected areas, quality and experience in the management of protected
areas, an important vector of influence
for defining and implementing national
policies on protected areas.

mission is to improve the management
capacity of protected areas through
training and education programs and
projects to help maintain the natural
and cultural values and build working
models of sustainable development in
Romania. The purpose of the Foundation is the development and continuous
improvement of the capacity of manProPark wants to become a leader in aging the Romanian protected natural
training in protected areas, with a team areas, the education and awareness on
of specialists with a high training stand- the importance of nature preservation.
ard, based on experience. ProPark
www.propark.ro
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ALPARC
Protected area represent approximately ALPARC also carry out activities of
25% of the surface concerned by the Al- awareness raising and information
among the general public and local
pine Convention.
residents about the importance of the
The association ALPARC, including natural and cultural heritage in the Alps
around 1/3 of the protected areas dis- and the need to preserve that heritage.
posing of own staff, aims to coordinate
the activities of protected areas in order Structure of the organization:
to better preserve biodiversity.
██President and Vice President of the
This way, ALPARC contributes to the implementation of the protocol “Conservation of nature and countryside” of the
Alpine Convention in particular by promoting and supporting the pooling of
experience and expertise among managers of Alpine protected areas, territorial collectivities and stakeholders on all
common issues related to their mission
for the protection and sustainable development of their respective territories.
One of the main aims of the ALPARC
network and the Alpine Convention is
the creation of an ecological network in
order to improve the coordination of international activities of protected areas.

Network

██The General Assembly
██International Advisory Board
Carpathians - is one of the priority areas
of cooperation for the ANPA. Exchange
of experience and preserve the natural
heritage areas is the main objective of
both organizations. The memorandum
of cooperation was signed in 2006 between ANPA and CNPA.
www.carpathianparks.org
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WWF
WWF was born into this world in 1961.
It was the product of a deep concern
held by a few eminent gentlemen who
were worried by what they saw happening in our world at that time. Since
those early days WWF has grown up to
be one of the largest environmental organizations in the world. Currently there
are more than 1300 WWF conservation
projects underway around the world.
More then 50 years on, the black and
white panda is a well known household
symbol in many countries. And the organization itself is lucky enough to have
won the backing of more than 5 million
people throughout the world, and can
count the actions taken by people in
support of its efforts into the billions.
WWF’s mission is to stop the degradation of our planet’s natural environment,
and build a future in which humans live
in harmony with nature. The first, is to
ensure that the earth’s web of life - biodiversity - stays healthy and vibrant for
generations to come. Our brand – is a
giant panda.

WWF came into existence on 29 April
1961, when a small group of passionate and committed individuals signed
a declaration that came to be known
as the Morges Manifesto. H.R.H. Prince
Prince Philip, the Duke of Edinburgh, in
1961 became president of the British National Appeal, the first national organization in the World Wildlife Fund family. In
1971, the president of the Dutch Prince
Bernhard personally appealed to thousands of the most influential and most
famous people in the world to support
WWF and submitting a fund manager for
10 thousand dollars. Thus collected capital ($ 10 million) became the basis of a
trust fund, which according to the number of its members - a thousand guests
plus Prince Bernhard - called «Trust in
1001 for the protection of nature». Since
the establishment of WWF provided
funds to carry around 11 000 projects in
130 countries. WWF International Secretariat is located in Switzerland. www.
wwf.org

Ukrainian Ecological Association “Green World”
Ukrainian Ecological Association «Green
World» was established in 1988 as a public reaction to a terrible environmental
situation in Ukraine caused by the Chernobyl disaster in 1986. The Association
is a member of the largest international
social organization - of «Friends of the
Earth».

environmental movement was heard.
The Association publishes the newspaper
«Green World».

The ecological situation in Ukraine requires the involvement of a wide range
of populations to environmental problems, close interaction with community
environmental organizations support
Ukrainian Ecological Association «Green their initiatives and concrete proposals
World» carries out activities aimed at pro- and provide consistent environmental
tecting the interests of man and nature. legislation of Ukraine and the Aarhus
One of the main objectives of the Associ- Convention.
ation - to make sure that the voice of the
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Friends of Earth
Friends of the Earth International
(FoEI) is an international network of
environmental organizations in 74
countries.

with a meeting of representatives from
the U.S., Sweden, the UK and France. For
further historical details see articles on
the national FOE organizations.

Friends of the Earth was founded in 1969
as an anti nuclear group by Robert O
Anderson who contributed $200,000 in
personal funds to launch FOTE with David
Brower, Donald Aitken and Jerry Mander
after Brower’s split with the Sierra Club.
FOTE main mission was to lock up and
prevent further development of nuclear
energy.Their first employee was Amory
Lovins, who kicked off FOE in the UK. It
became an international network in 1971

FoEI is assisted by a small secretariat
(based in Amsterdam, Netherlands)
which provides support for the network
and its agreed major campaigns.
The executive committee of elected
representatives from national groups
set policy and oversee the work of the
secretariat. In 2010 Nigerian activist
Nnimmo Bassey was elected to serve as
chair of Friends of the Earth International.

Bird and Biodiversity Areas (IBAs)
BirdLife’s Important Bird and Biodiversity
Area (IBA) Programme aims to identify,
monitor and protect a global network of
IBAs for the conservation of the world’s
birds and other wildlife. BirdLife Partners
take responsibility for the IBA Programme
nationally, with the BirdLife Secretariat
taking the lead on international aspects
and in some priority non-Partner countries. Birds have been shown to be effective indicators of biodiversity in other animal groups and plants – especially when
used to define a set of sites for conservation. So although the IBA network is defined by its bird fauna, the conservation
of these sites would ensure the survival
of a correspondingly large number of
other animals and plants. Since IBAs are
identified, monitored and protected by
national and local organisations and
individuals, working on the ground, the
IBA Programme can be a powerful way
to build national institutional capacity
and to set an effective conservation
agenda: it is far more than a technical
research exercise. Over 12,000 sites in
some 200 countries and territories have
been identified as Important Bird and Biodiversity Areas.

██The 12,000 IBAs represent the largest
global network of important sites for
biodiversity. They are identified using
internationally agreed criteria applied
by local experts
██IBAs are the sites needed to ensure the
survival of viable populations of most
of the world’s bird species. They hold a
large and representative proportion of
other biodiversity too.
██Only 40% of IBAs have any form of protection. Protecting the rest is among
the most urgent of global conservation
priorities.
██Recognising that formal protection
can disadvantage local people,
BirdLife works with communities at IBAs
to combine conservation with sustainable livelihoods.
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NATURE PARKS
INFRASTRUCTURE
PLANNING
CHAPTER 6
Nature parks manage a range of infrastructure within their system, providing
opportunities for public appreciation
and enjoyment of the parks by both presenting and conserving an area’s natural and cultural heritage.
Infrastructure may include:
██Visitation facilities, such as access
roads, parking and picnic areas, walking tracks, signage, shower and toilet
facilities
██Interpretation facilities, such as displays, stationary and mobile viewing
platforms, visitor centres, picnic and
hospitality facilities
██Other facilities, such as boat ramps,
moorings, huts, cabins and standing
camps and opportunities to stay in
unique accommodation such as
lighthouses.

The infrastructure aims to provide visitors
with an appropriate level of facilities to
support their visit. The ‘appropriate level’ varies according to the level of visitation and the type of activities carried
out in a park. National parks and state
conservation areas, for example, aim to
protect natural and cultural values while
also providing opportunities for recreation, so they often have more visitor infrastructure. Nature reserves, however,
are primarily for nature conservation
and therefore often have minimal visitor
infrastructure.
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TRAILS PLANNING

(WALKING, INFRASTRUCTURE
ALONG THE TRAILS, BICYCLE,
MULTIFUNCTIONAL)
CHAPTER 7

People enjoy trails for solitude, escape,
exercise, training, fresh air, social interaction and many other personal reasons. But all trail users have one thing in
common: They want to be outside, in
a natural setting. The best trail systems
offer variety, challenge, long distances
and sustainability. They keep users ontrail by providing the experiences people want.

Think about the potential trail users.
Does the trail system accommodate
their needs and desires? Think about
the future as well. Will different trails be
necessary to serve a growing number of
tourists and recreation uses with a mix of
interests?
A trial’s design shapes the experiences
of those who use it. The best trail system
offers something for everyone by recognizing that each trail user is unique.
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TYPES OF POSSIBLE USERS

Walkers

Hikers

They usually want a relatively brief stroll.
They enjoy short trails that give them a
direct path from one natural feature to
another. Many international tourists visiting the area can be classified as ‘walkers’.

They’re usually familiar with the outdoors
and like a more strenuous walk.

Rock Climbers

Backpackers

They use trails to reach climbing areas.
Contour trails may meander too much
for their needs. They prefer fall-line trails
that provide direct access. To be sustainable, fall-line trails must be armoured
with rock or have a sturdy staircase with
excellent drainage.

They yearn for a backcountry experience and will travel many miles to reach
it. They’re less apt to short-cut because
they carry heavy loads that hinder manoeuvrability. Gentle trail grades linking
natural features help make long-distance foot travel interesting. Water
sources should be regularly spaced and
near camping sites.

Mountain Bikers
Cross-Country Riders:
Casual cyclists like gentle, relatively short
trails. As they become more skilled, they
often seek longer, more difficult trails.
Rough, arduous or twisty sections satisfy
the need for technical challenge and
help control speed. Mountain bikers
tend to stay on trails if they’re fun to ride.

They can handle difficult terrain and
steep grades. They will generally stay on
trails that are direct yet interesting.

Avid Cross-Country Riders:
These experienced cyclists are comfortable in the backcountry. They’re typically self-sufficient, carrying tools, water,
food, clothing and sometimes a first-aid
kit. Avid riders seek trails that let them
cover from 10 to 100 miles in search of
solitude, nature and challenge. Desirable trails feature several miles of connecting loops with natural obstacles.
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Trail Runners

Endurance Athletes

They enjoy connecting trail loops to add
variety in their workouts.
Most runners want several miles of rolling
contours with occasional challenging
sections.

Some trail runners, mountain bikers and
equestrians like to push their limits. These
people seek trail networks that are as
much as a hundred miles long. A large
network is more appealing than multiple
laps of a short loop.

Equestrians

Disabled Trail Users

Their trails require a wide corridor and
a high ceiling. Contour trails with a durable tread are the most sustainable.
When designing a trail for horses, dogs
and other pets, include water crossings
or drink stops.

With improved skill, endurance and
equipment such as off-road wheelchairs, more trail opportunities are being sought. Suitable trails have a wide,
smooth tread with a gentle grade (an
average of five percent) and no staircases.

Technical/Trials Riders:
They like challenges such as drop-offs,
ledges, logs, elevated bridges, dirt jumps
and see-saws. Some riders want these
technical features within cross-country rides, while others prefer them as a
stand-alone experience. One solution is
special-use areas, similar to snowboard
parks at ski resorts. On backcountry
trails, these technical features should
blend with nature, flow with the trail and
be built well.
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No motorised vehicles should be allowed on the trails unless for maintenance or emergency purposes.
Control points are places that influence
where a trail goes. The beginning and
end are basic control points. Others include parking areas, trailheads, structures, slopes for turns or switchbacks,
road or water crossings and other trails.
In addition, desirable control points can
be places you want trail users to visit.
These include scenic overlooks, waterfalls, rock outcroppings, historical sites,
archeological sites, lakes, rivers and other natural features or points of interest.
Consider the mix of users and the control points or terrain that will appeal to
them. Design the trail to connect these
places, keeping the route interesting
along the way.

Inappropriate control points are places you want users to avoid. Examples
are low-lying wet areas, flat ground
that may hold water or sand, extremely
steep sideslopes, fall lines, environmentally sensitive wildlife habitat or plant
communities, certain water crossings,
riparian areas, un-researched archeological sites and private property. If
there’s an inappropriate control point,
keep trail users well out of range. Tourists
are notorious for spotting something interesting and creating their own unsustainable social trail to it.
Water crossings present special challenges as control points. Can a stream
be forded or should a bridge be built?
Geography and regulations usually provide the answer. In general, design trails
to avoid frequent water crossings.

INVENTORY OF THE ROUTE
Examine the project area for natural
and constructed features that will enhance or detract from the trail user’s experience. They can be used to identify
key places that the trail should connect
(e.g., vistas, hunting and fishing areas,
meadows, forest management projects) and fragile areas that should be

avoided or that will require extra care
(e.g., steep slopes, gullies, waterways,
wetlands, erodible soils, rock outcrops,
historic places). Also note the location of
existing roads and trails that might be incorporated into the trail design. Gather
this information on a map of the property drawn approximately to scale.
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DESIGN THE TRAIL
Develop design specifications the trail
based on its intended use. Determine
the trail pattern and approximate
length, maximum grade and curve radius, and minimum overhead clearance
and width standards. Examine the area
for routes between points of interest and
identify potential trail-use hazards or
construction problems, including water
bodies and streams, roadway intersections, and soils that are subject to erosion
or poorly drained.
Vary trail patterns to fit the trail’s purpose
and the property’s physical attributes.
Try to develop a trail pattern that connects your points of interest in a closed
loop design with a single access point.
Loop patterns avoid the backtracking
requirement of linear trails and allow
you to incorporate more trail miles into
a small area. You can design the loops
with internal cutoff trails to offer different
travel lengths and user experiences. Use
linear trails for traversing long distances,
connecting existing trails, and accessing
out-of-the-way areas off the main loop
(e.g., summits, waterways).
Locate trail entrances carefully, to encourage use but reduce vandalism. Minimise the number of trail access points.
Use a single entry/exit point to reduce
user confusion and increase your control
of trail access. If the entrance and exit

cannot be at the same point, locate the
exit within sight of the entrance. However, screen the exit from the trail to ensure
that users do not take shortcuts prior to
reaching it.
Use a short linear trail to access loop
trails. Try to locate the access trail on level terrain because steep climbs or drops
may discourage potential trail users.
Determine trail length based on general
user expectations and abilities, and the
areas physical characteristics, and type
of recreation. Suggested trail lengths
for each activity are reported in Recommended Trail Standards. Incorporate curves and subtle bends into the
trail design to increase user interest and
promote an atmosphere of remoteness.
Straight sections rarely should exceed
100 feet. This rule may be broken when
trails cross open fields, motorized roads,
waterways, or potential hazards. Trail users may become lost or leave the trail
when crossing an open field. To avoid
these problems, select the most direct
route, or parallel a woodland edge or
fencerow. Maintain adequate sight distances, when approaching a potential
trail hazard and always cross waterways
and motorised roads at a 90-degree angle.

Conceptualise Loops
Trail systems with loops are appealing
because they offer the most variety.
People love the adventure of starting
down one path and returning to the
same point from another direction.
Loops let people enjoy trails of varying
distances, difficulty or ecosystems.

Several different types of loops can work
for a trail system, depending on geography. A park that parallels a river may use
linked loop trails that follow the water.
Each loop is like a link in a chain. Users
can choose a small loop, a combination
of loops or take the whole outer loop.
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Exercise caution when designing trails
for cross-country skiing and bicycling.
The minimum turning radius must increase with the speed of the trail user.
Try to maintain a forward sight distance
of 30m on bicycle trail curves. Avoid
placing curves on downhill slopes or at
the bases of hills. End downhill runs with a
straight section on level terrain that is at
least as long as the slope or with a short
rise in grade before entering a curve. If a
downhill curve is necessary, install warning signs at least 30m prior to entering
the curve and provide a runout or widen
the trail or increase the turn radius. Provide wider curves with longer sight distances on heavily used trails with traffic
flowing in both directions.

the clearing width as the trail approaches a roadway crossing to ensure adequate sightlines, especially if the user’s
pace is faster than walking.
Different clearing widths and heights
may be used to encourage a variety
of trail vegetation and reduce the tunnel effect created by clearing a corridor through dense brush. Additional
clearance also may be necessary to
compensate for branches sagging with
heavy snow or rain. As a general rule,
clearing width increases with a trail user’s speed. Provide additional clearance on downhill sections and turns.
Narrow clearings may be used on uphill
climbs to help reduce erosion. However, cross-country ski trails must be wide
enough (2.5 to 3.5m) for users to «herringbone» or «sidestep» on uphill climbs
and to «snowplow» on downhill runs.
Determine the clearing width required
for trail maintenance vehicles and ski
trail grooming equipment. Tractors and
trucks normally require a minimum clearing width of 3m with additional space
provided on turns.

Acceptable trail grades depend on the
recreational activity and soil structure.
Table 1 describes different trail grades.
A sustained grade (any grade that remains the same for more than 350m)
generally should not exceed 10 percent,
although this limit may be exceeded for
short distances (50m) up to a maximum
of about 25 percent. Loam soils, with a
mixture of sand, silt, and clay generally
sustain trail traffic on steep slopes better
Lakes, rivers, streams, and wetlands
than soils with sand, silt, or clay alone.
need protection from potential erosion
Long, steep grades exhaust trail users problems. Avoid trail routes that directly
and allow drainage water to flow down adjoin the water’s edge.
the trail creating potential erosion problems. Conversely, level grades tend to Favor natural benches or terraces locatbore trail users and allow water to accu- ed above the ordinary high water mark
mulate on the trail bed. To facilitate nat- (figure 16). Maintain vegetative filter
ural drainage and increase user interest, strips between the trail and the water.
frequently alternate steep and level The width of a filter will vary depending
grades. As a rule of thumb, trails should on the slope of the land between the
be 1/3 level, 1/3 uphill, and 1/3 downhill. water and the trail (table 2). OccasionSwitchbacks or steps may be necessary al spur trails may be used to access the
water’s edge. Physical barriers or vegto traverse steep slopes.
etative screening may be necessary to
Trail width and overhead clearance discourage short-cutting to the water.
standards depend on the trail activity,
terrain, and maintenance needs. A trail Keep stream crossings to a minimum.
corridor normally is cleared to a min- Consider developing loop trails on both
imum height of 2m and a width of 1.5 sides of the stream with a single cross– 2m. Smaller clearings often are quickly ing. Locate bridge crossings where the
closed by growing vegetation. Expand stream is narrow. Locate fords where the
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stream is shallow. Avoid crossings where
the stream bends or has unstable banks
because of potential soil erosion. Make
stream crossings at a 90-degree angle
with a straight, level approach (figure 5).
The length and grade of the approach
depend on the speed and stopping
ability of the trail user. Permits from your
state department of natural resources
and/or the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers may be required before constructing any stream
crossing, including fords

Description of Different Trail Grades
Percent Grade

Description

0 to 2

0 to 2

3 to 6

3 to 6

7 to 12

7 to 12

13 to 18

13 to 18

19 to 25

19 to 25

26 and greater

26 and greater
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Motorised roadway intersections endanger trail user safety and detract from the
outdoor experience. Identify alternative
routes and patterns that reduce the
number of crossings. If a crossing is necessary, avoid locations that are at the
base of a hill on the trail or near a curve
in the road. Use straight, level (less than
5 percent grade) approaches and post
warning signs 30m prior to the crossing.
On both sides of the intersection, develop V-shaped, funnel openings to the trail
that are at least twice the trail’s normal
width. Soil types affect water drainage,
erosion potential, and tread material.
Use soil maps to identify the location of
soil types in your woodland and determine their suitability for different uses
and structures. When possible avoid
placing a trail on flat, low-lying terrain
and slopes exceeding 10 percent where
water drainage problems and erosion
may occur. The trail area should be
examined for excessive surface water
during the spring thaw or after a heavy
rain. Avoid these areas, especially if
the depth to the water table, bedrock,
or hard clay is less than 45cm. Shallow
soils not only have drainage problems,
but also tend to erode easily and may
slide when walked on. Favour locations
where soil depth exceeds 3 feet.

Filter Strip Width Guide for Trails
Land Grade
Between Trail
and Body of
Water (percent)

Recommended
Filter Strip Width
(feet)

0 to 1

25

2 to 10

30 to 50

11 to 20

51 to 70

21 to 40

71 to 110

41 to 70

111 to 170

Soil texture has a major influence on soil
drainage and erodibility. Texture refers
to the sizes of individual soil particles.
Clay and silt are the smallest particle sizes, and soils containing high amounts of
these particles tend to be muddy when
wet or cracked and dusty when dry.
They are susceptible to compaction and
are highly erodible, especially on steep
slopes. Likewise, soils composed mostly
of sand, which has the largest particle
sizes, are extremely unstable and should
be avoided. Single-texture soils may
be suitable for trail use if gravel-sized
particles are embedded in the soil. The
best soils for trail use are loam soils that
contain a mixture of sand, silt, and clay.
Boardwalks may be required on trails
built on sand or clay soils.
Soil Textural Classes
Soil Texture

Identification

Sand

Loose and gritty.
Will not forma ball.

Loam

Smooth (flour-like),
but slightly gritty.
Forms a ball, but
ribbon usually
breaks easily.

Silt

Smooth like flour,
no grittiness. Forms
ribbon that breaks
under its own
weight.

Clay

Smooth and sticky
when wet. Forms
ribbon that is long
and pliable.

Organic e.g. peat

High amount of
decomposed material and water.
Black to brown
colour. Wetlands,
low areas.

To identify a soil’s textural group, moisten a small amount of soil to the consistency of putty. Make a small ball of soil
and squeeze it between your thumb and
forefinger, pressing the thumb forward to
form the sample into a ribbon. Table 3 describes each soil by textural class.
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Walk the proposed trail corridor in both
directions using a compass and map.
Identify potential problems (e.g., steep
slopes, water and motorized road crossings, wet soils, rock outcrops) and devel-

TRAIL SURFACES

For most trails, the ideal surface is natural
soil free of stones, stumps, and protruding roots. Natural trails often become
easily distinguishable and comfortable
to walk after a month of regular traffic.
Always avoid unnecessary disruptions of
the ground surface. Gravel or other fill
materials may be used to elevate the
trail in wet areas. Vegetative coverings,
such as grasses and legumes, should

op solutions. (See Handling Trail Obstacles.) In late spring, when the leaves are
off the trees and the ground is free of
snow, examine trail drainage and vegetative screening between trails.

be favoured because they reduce soil
compaction and erosion and help retain
snow coverings on cross-country skiing
and snowmobiling trails. With periodic
resting periods, vegetation recovers well
from heavy use. Use hard surfaces only
for heavily used trails, wheelchair-accessible trails, and touring bicycle trails.

TRAIL MARKING
Once constructed, a trail should be
marked so that its route is clear in any
season of the year. Trail markers may
be paint blazes, plastic or metal markers fastened to trees, wooden posts with
directional arrows, rock cairns, or reflective tape for night use. As a rule, trail
users should not travel more than 200m
without being able to see a trail marker or sign. On poorly cleared trails users
should be able to sight from one trail
marker to the next.

and obscure turns to warn trail users
to pay attention. Select a colour that
stands out well; blue, yellow, orange,
red, and white are commonly used. Oilbased enamels and inks tend to outlast
water-based paints. Before applying the
paint, smooth and clean rough-barked
trees with a paint scraper, but do not cut
through the protective bark. Clean rocks
with a wire brush.

Metal or plastic trail markers about 6 –
8cm square may be substituted for paint
Paint blazes usually are applied with a blazes. They can be fastened to trees
paintbrush or spray can to trees or rocks with nails. Let the nail protrude an inch or
at a height of 2m above the ground. two from the tree to allow the trail markApply a double blaze, one blaze 6cm er to move outward as the tree grows in
above the other, at critical junctions diameter.
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For night hiking fasten two reflector tape
ovals (cateyes) to a small board and
attach these markers to trees at close
intervals for easy detection with a flashlight.
In treeless areas, fasten trail markers to
wooden posts. Directional arrows also
may be needed. Anchor direction posts
with an underground brace to ensure
that they are not twisted. Where wooden posts are not available or practical,
mark the trail with rock cairns.
Entrance signs should identify trail
names, trail marker colours, distances
or travel times between major trail junctions, potential hazards, places of inter-

est, and the types of trail uses permitted.
At trail junctions you may need a sign
that shows trail users where they are at
in the trail system or the distances to the
next junctions, but simple direction posts
are more common. Post hazard signs
at least 30m prior to all water crossings,
motorised roadway intersections, and
steep drop-offs. Use consistent, concisely worded sign designs. Keep the number of signs to a minimum as they detract from the user’s outdoor experience
and are frequent targets for vandalism
and theft. Make signs at least 45cm by
45cm and use contrasting colours for
the background and lettering. Mount
signs at a visible height (1.75m above
the ground) on sturdy rot-resistant posts.

TRAIL OBSTACLES
Along the trail route you may encounter an obstacle that requires special
attention. Recognising and protecting
such areas during construction will help
reduce later maintenance costs and
potential environmental damage. Some
methods are relatively simple and inexpensive; others can be extremely difficult and expensive.
Subsurface Drainage – water tends to
pool on trails that are located on low-lying, level terrain. Raising the tread-way
3 to 6 inches (or more) above the surrounding terrain will allow water to drain

away, reduce maintenance costs, and
ensure comfortable trail use. Use gravel,
flat stones, or boardwalks to elevate the
trail surface. Boardwalks may also be
used on erodible soils such as sand or to
protect soils with exposed tree roots from
additional damage. Another option, log
bridges, see below.
A less expensive technique for moving
water off the trail is centre crowning. Fill
materials can be obtained from drainage channels or gutters cut on both
sides of the trail to facilitate drainage.
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Surface Drainage – on steep slopes,
poorly designed and constructed treadways allow water to accumulate, gain
downhill velocity, and erode the trail.
Flowing water must be diverted off the
trail. One effective method is to outslope the trail surface at a 2 to 3 percent
grade toward the downhill side. Grade
dips or water bars also may be used.
Grade dips are short trail sections cut
at a grade opposite that of the prevailing trail surface Grade dips typically are
established at natural drainage ways
or ditches with intermittent flows. Water
bars are obstructions on the trail surface
designed to divert water off the trail.
They usually are constructed with logs
or stones placed at a 30-degree angle
from the trail’s edge. Such water bars
must extend well beyond both sides of
the trail to prevent water or people going around them. Logs must be at least
6 to 8 inches in diameter and obtained
from rot-resistant species. Open-top culverts or earthen water bars also may be
used.Increase the number of water bars
as the trail’s grade increases Provide additional water bars near hilltops because
early water removal is critical on steep
slopes.
Steep Grades – if trails must traverse
steep slopes to access important places,
switchbacks or steps may be required.
Both have considerable drawbacks and
alternative routes should be carefully
evaluated. Switchbacks are designed
to reduce trail grades by lengthening
the trail. Trail grades rarely exceed 10 to
15 percent. Switchback turns (or landings) must be located on stable soils to
reduce erosion. Favour flat benches or
areas with the least slope. Timber steps
may be used to level the landing and
reduce erosion. A minimum turning radius of 1.5m is required for hiking trails; 2m
is required for other trail users. Shortcut
trails often develop prior to switchbacks.
Construct log, rock, or shrub barriers at
trail turns to ensure that users remain on
the trail. Alternatively, attractive features

such as benches and vistas may be located at the turn. Steps may be needed on steep terrain with highly erodible
soil, but have several drawbacks. They
may be costly to construct, restrict trails
to summer use, and prohibit access for
some disabled persons. Construction
materials for steps include stone slabs, or
rough-sawn, rot resistant timbers. Steps
should rise at least 125mm, but not more
than 175mm. Stairways may be required
on slopes exceeding 100 percent (45
degrees).
Stream Crossings – Most trails will cross a
drainage ditches or small streams. Fords
(or natural crossings) often can be used
to traverse slow moving streams less than
60cm deep. Favour locations with gently
sloping, stable banks and gravel or sand
bottoms. Most hikers can safely negotiate a crossing on flat stones placed at
convenient intervals. Stones should be
large enough for the surface to remain
dry with 1/3 to 1/2 of their height embedded in the streambed. Gravel or natural rock also may be used to improve
the streambed for horse travel. Stream
banks may be graded to permit safe
passage into and out of the ford and
to keep water from running down the
trail Finished banks should be no steeper
than 5:1 (horizontal : vertical) and must
be seeded to reduce erosion. (the Ministry of Ecology should be consulted before regarding stream banks). Culverts
can be used to cross deep streams or
ditches. To prevent trail washout, always
install culverts that are wide enough to
accommodate the greatest expected
water flow. (Culverts generally are sized
to accommodate the maximum water
level of a 25- to 50-year flood.) Align culverts with the channel to reduce bank
erosion and debris accumulation. Some
excavation may be necessary to obtain a firm foundation in the waterway.
On shallow ditches, rock or log culverts
may be preferred because they blend
in well with the natural trail appearance
and can be built from materials at the
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site. Bridge designs vary depending on
the length and height of the crossing,
type and amount of trail use, and size
of maintenance equipment. On hiking
trails, a simple log bridge may be used
for stream crossings less than 3m wide.
Locations with stable soils that offer a
relatively level bridge surface between
both banks should be sought. Always
locate bridges above the ordinary high
water mark. Anchor small bridges or cable them to large trees at one end so
they can swing away during flooding.
Install handrails on bridges higher than
1m above the water, or that cross deep
or fast moving water. Wider streams will
require permanent bridge designs, construct permanent bridges with rot-resistant timbers and non-corrodible fasteners that protect water quality and blend
with the trail’s natural appearance.
Fence Crossings – a self-closing gate
or stile will reduce fence damage and
permit safe crossing Stile designs vary
depending on the size of the livestock
and the availability of building materials.
Construct stiles with sturdy, rot-resistant
timbers. Cover electric fences with a
section of plastic hose and use pliers to
twist off wire fence barbs.

Vandalism – a certain amount of vandalism, as well as accidental damage,
can be expected on heavily used trails
that are open to the public. Damaged
items, if not promptly removed or repaired, stimulate more damage. Inspect
your trails regularly and identify problem
areas early.
Proper trail design methods can reduce
damage. Select trail routes that avoid
sensitive environments. When possible,
keep the trail at least 2m away from
smooth-barked trees (e.g., birch, aspen,
beech). Use brush piles, drainage ditches, or vegetation with spikes to keep
people on the trail. These methods, unfortunately, detract from the outdoor experience and can increase the amount
of accidental damage when users leave
the trail to examine attractive sights. If
accidental damage is occurring, it may
be wise to route the trail closer to the site
and thus eliminate the need to leave
the trail. Trail signs also can be used to
encourage compliance. However, it is
important to avoid the use of negatively
worded signs. Words such as «don’t» not
only challenge vandals, but also identify potential targets. When space permits, explain the reasons for protecting
the area. For example, «Prevent erosion,
please stay on trail.
Vandalism tends to occur near a trail
entrance. To reduce vandalism, locate
signs, benches, and other attractive
targets at least 300m inside the trail. A
V-shaped clearing in the vegetation
can be used to identify the entrance
and funnel users onto the trail.
Vehicle barrier posts or gates may be
required at trail entrances or bridges.
Favour barriers that can be removed to
permit access for emergency vehicles
and maintenance equipment. Avoid
potential safety hazards by clearly marking all barriers and gates with bright orange paint, reflectors, or reflective tape.
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RECOMMENDED TRAIL STANDARDS
HIKING
Trail Layout

Trail patterns vary depending on the expectations of the trail user.
Day users tend to favour a loop or a series of loops. Design trails to
cover a variety of vegetation, land-forms, and sights. Frequently
occurring curves and grade changes will add interest. Short spur
trails may be used to access waterways and summits.

Length

Hikers travel at 1.5 to 5 km per hour depending on the terrain and
their ability. Hiking trails should be long enough to afford a meaningful recreational experience and short enough to suit a hiker’s
ability. Internal connector trails and cut offs can be used to offer
different trail lengths.
Day use: 1.5 to 8 km (1/2 day)
8km to 20 km (full day)
Backpacking: 50 or more km

Clearing Width

Vary clearing widths to avoid the tunnel effect and promote a
variety of trail environments such as woodland flowers, meadow
openings, and woodland. edges. Trails generally should narrow on
steep slopes to a minimum width of 1m.
Light use: 1.3 to 2m (one-way traffic)
Heavy use: 2 to 3m (two-way traffic)

Clearing Height

2.5m . Additional clearance may be needed to compensate for
extended backpacks and branches drooping with heavy rain or
snow.

Tread Width

Light use: 0.50 to 1m (one-way traffic)
Heavy use: 1.25 to 2m (two-way traffic)

Trail Surface

Light use: Natural with gravel or corduroy used in wet areas
Heavy use: Natural if possible; woodchips or gravel.

Turning Radius

Turning radius is not critical; however, gentle curves are aesthetically pleasing and easier to maintain. Shortcut trails often will develop prior to sharp-angled turns. Straight sections usually should
not exceed 30m.

Percent Grade

Grades exceeding 10 percent are difficult for hikers to sustain and,
without additional protection, erosion problems often will develop. Steps, switchbacks, or water bars may be needed on slopes
over 25 percent. Occasional grade changes and dips should be
incorporated into the trail layout to promote user interest and
facilitate natural drainage.
Desired: 0 to 5%
Maximum: 15% (sustained)
Out slope: 4% (maximum)
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Sight Distance

Sight distances are not especially critical on hiking trails. However,
motorised road crossings must be carefully located and designed
to ensure that trail users and vehicle drivers have good sight distances in all directions.

Water Crossings

Structures for crossing water depend on the flow and length of
the crossing and expectations of the hiker - almost all methods will
accommodate foot traffic.
Fords: Slow moving water less than 24 inches in depth may be
forded. Rocks and stepping stones may be used to assist hikers.

Compatible Uses
(with additional
trail design
standards)

Winter: Snowshoeing, ski touring, or snowmobiling
Summer: Horseback riding (low use), or accessibility trails for persons with disabilities

Facilities

Parking area, picnic area, resting areas, overlooks, campsites,
water, information board and signs.

HORSE TRAILS
Trail Layout

Single direction loops or multiple loops are suitable for horse trails.
Provide routes with a variety of scenery and terrain. Wet areas
and steep slopes pose extreme difficulties to trail maintenance
and should be avoided. Keep water and motorised road crossings
to a minimum. Open parade areas may be offered for riders to
practice their skills.
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Trail Length

Horseback riders travel at average speeds ranging from 5 to 10km
per hour. Many day-use trails are designed to cover 10 to 40km.

Clearing Width

Light use: 2.5m (one-way traffic)
Heavy use: 3.5m (two-way traffic)

Clearing Height

Minimum 3.5m

Trail Surface

Natural trail surfaces should be favoured. A gravel base covered
with soil or woodchips is recommended for areas with erodible or
poorly drained soils.
Avoid using asphalt or concrete as both may injure horses’
hooves.

Turning Radius

Turning radius is not critical on horseback riding trails. But, avoid
sharp-angled turns or turns on steep slopes.

Percent Grade

Erosion problems often will develop on grades exceeding 10 percent. Switchbacks and water bars may be necessary to traverse
steep slopes. Offer resting grades (4 percent or less) of at least
150m in length at regular intervals.
Desired: 0 to 10%
Maximum: 10% (sustained)
20% (shorter than 30m)
Out slope: 4% (maximum)

Sight Distances

Sight distances are not critical on horse trails unless horse traffic
flows in both directions or hikers share the trail. In these cases, forward sight distances of 15 to 30m should be provided. Warn riders
at least 30 to 60m in advance of all motorized road crossings.

Water Crossings

Keep water crossing to a minimum on horseback riding trails.
Natural crossings and culverts should be favoured over bridges.
Bridges must be carefully designed to meet the needs and weight
of horse travel. High, narrow bridges may scare some animals. Always obtain professional assistance when designing and locating
horseback riding bridges.
Bridges: Must be located above the ordinary high water mark.
Width: 8 feet (minimum).
Weight capacity: 5 tonnes, variable depending on maintenance
equipment and length of bridge.
Fords: Horses can easily cross slow moving water less than 24
inches in depth. Favour stable streambeds with a sand and gravel
base. Move large rocks downstream of the water crossing.

Compatible Uses

Winter: Snowmobiling (if not used by horses in winter) or
cross-country skiing and snowshoeing
Summer: Hiking if not heavily used by horses.

Facilities

Parking area with space for trailers, hitching post or tether line,
campsite with corral, water.
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BICYCLING
Trail Layout

Due to the potential dangers involved in bicycle passing, single
direction trails should be favoured. Loop or linear destination trails
often are used.
Many bicyclists are willing to shuttle vehicles in order to use high
quality linear trails. Touring bicycle trails are expensive to construct
and input from potential users is recommended. Mountain bicycle
(and BMX bicycle) trails are less expensive to construct, but must
be carefully located and their use monitored to protect the environment.

Trail Length

Trail lengths vary depending on the skills and expectations of the
bicyclists. Bicyclists tend to travel at average speeds of 10 to 25
km per hour. However, speeds can be dramatically influenced by
user abilities, curves, and slopes. Most bicyclists can cover 15 to
30km in a single day; experienced riders can travel 80km or more.
One mile generally is considered the minimum length for a bicycle
trail; however, 1/4 mile loop trails with plenty of obstacles and
challenges may be desired by mountain bike riders.
Day use: 8 to 15km (1/2 day)
15 to 30km (full day)
Clearing Width
Mountain bicycle: 2m to 2.5m
Touring bicycle: 2.5m (one-way traffic)
3m to 3.5m (two-way traffic)
Provide additional width on downhill sections and curves.

Clearing Height

2 to 2.5m feet
Tread Width
Mountain bicycle: 0.75 to 1m
Touring bicycle: 1 to 2m (one-way traffic)
2.5m (two-way traffic)

Trail Surface

2 – 2,5 м

Turning Radius

Wide, gentle curves with good forward sight distances are ideal
for bicycle travel. Never locate turns on downhill sections or at
the base of a hill. Tight turns require installation of run outs and
warning signs.
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Percent Grade

Trail grades less than 5 percent generally are acceptable for
bicycle travel. Avoid steep downhill grades that endanger trail
users and pose erosion problems from continual braking and skidding. When possible, place unavoidable steep grades on uphill
climbs. Most riders will be forced to dismount and push their bikes
on uphill grades exceeding 15 percent. Switchbacks with barriers
and run outs may be used on steep slopes. Motorized roadway
approaches should be located on level grades or gentle uphill
climbs (less than 3 percent). Because of the trail surfaces used,
touring bicycle and mountain bicycle trails have similar grade
specifications. On mountain bicycle trails, favour grade dips and
rubber water deflectors over potentially dangerous water bars.
Desired: 0 to 3%
Maximum: 5 to 10% (sustained)
15% (fewer than 30m)
Out slope: 2 to 4% (maximum)

Sight Distance

Forward sight distances of at least 30m are critical at motorised
road and water crossings, and on trails with traffic flowing in both
directions. Although curves should be carefully designed to maintain good sight distances, turns and bends tend to help reduce
travel speeds.
Desired: 30m
Minimum: 20m

Water Crossings

Culverts, bridges, or boardwalks should be used to traverse waterways. Always cover bridges and boardwalks with smooth planking
oriented at a 45 to 90 degree angle to the direction of travel.
Gaps between planking oriented in the direction of travel may
trap bicycle tires and endanger trail users. Bridge approaches
should be straight, level, and at least 30min length.
Bridges: Must be located above the ordinary high water mark.
Bridges should have railings on both sides.
Width: 1.5 to 2.5m (one-way traffic)
3m (two-way traffic)
Weight capacity: Variable, 5 tonnes or more for maintenance
equipment

Compatible Uses

Winter: Snowmobiling or cross-country skiing and snowshoeing
Summer: Hiking and accessibility trails for persons with disabilities
on a limited basis
Incompatible Uses
Horseback riding

Facilities

Parking area, campsites, bicycle racks, information board, signs.
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CROSS-COUNTRY SKI TOURING
Trail Layout

Always favour loop trails over linear trails. Develop internal connector trails and cut offs to allow different trail lengths and permit
easy return access for tired skiers. Multiple, short loops with a single
access point often are preferable to one long loop. Restrict twoway traffic to the access trail. If traffic must flow in both directions, provide a separate uphill and downhill segment on slopes
exceeding 8 percent. When selecting trail routes, favour northeast-facing slopes, where snow cover remains the longest.

Trail Length

Cross-country skiers travel 3km to 12km per hour with most skiers
averaging a little over 3 miles per hour. Desired experiences usually range from 2 to 4 hours with trail lengths ranging from 7 to 12km.
When possible, provide several short loops ranging from 1km to
5km in length.

Clearing Width

Light use: 2.5m (one-way traffic)
Heavy use: 3 to 4m (two-way traffic)
At least 2.5m to 4m wide on steep uphill slopes to allow for herringbone or sidestep skiing techniques. Double the trail clearing width
at trail or motorised roadway intersections. Provide even wider
clearance or run outs on downhill sections.

Clearing Height

2.5m to 3m above expected snow depth
Additional space where branches may sag with heavy snow,
especially conifers.

Tread Width

Light use: 1.75 to 2m (one-way traffic)
Heavy use: 2.25 to 2.75m (two-way traffic)
Uphill climbs: 3 to 4m

Turning Radius

Provide gradual curves that allow skiers to glide through them.
Avoid sharp turns or provide additional trail width to allow skiers
to snow plough and negotiate the turn. Never locate a curve on
or at the base of a downhill slope. If a downhill curve is required,
install warning signs at least 30m prior to entering the turn and
provide a run out, widen the trail, or increase the turning radius.
The run out length, trail width, and turning radius should increase
as the slope becomes steeper.
Desired: 30m

CROSS-COUNTRY SKI TRAIL - GROOMING TIPS

1. Groom shortly after every appreciable snowfall or period of drifting.
2. -50 - 150 - Ideal grooming temperatures. Dry snow usually grooms best during the day when
temperatures are warmer.
3. Wet snow grooms best at night when temperatures are cooler.
4. Attempt to maintain a smooth trail surface. Cut moguls (snow bumps on the trail) at or near
their bases with the snow spread into a uniform layer. Higher cuts tend to create an uneven
snow base density where the mogul often will redevelop.
5. In limited snow conditions, try to set the drag so that snow can be pulled from the edges toward the centre of the trail.
6. As a rule of thumb, maintain grooming speeds of 4 to 10 miles per hour.
7. Grooming too slow or too fast will result in poor trail conditions (e.g., wash boarding, uneven snow
compaction).
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Trail Surface

Cross-country skiing trails require regular grooming to maintain a
smooth surface. Grooming should begin when snow depth reaches 15 to 30cm.
Specialised equipment such as a large roller or drag with a packer pan may be built or purchased for heavily used trails. However,
grooming also can be accomplished using the blade on a small
tractor or the tread tracks of snowmobiles, small tractors, or offroad vehicles. The snow base should be built from the bottom up,
so regular grooming is critical after any substantial snowfall.
On the trail surface, maintain the natural sod or establish a vegetative covering of mowed grasses or legumes. Vegetation plays
a critical role in reducing erosion and catching and retaining the
snow cover, especially on sloped sections. Remove rocks, logs,
and other debris from the trail surface. Cut woody vegetation on
the tread way flush with the ground. Avoid sandy soils on steep
slopes as they are susceptible to erosion and tend not to hold the
snow cover. If the trail will be used in summer, locate it on stable,
well-drained soils and apply woodchips, shredded bark, or gravel
in wet areas

Sight Distance

Forward sight distances are not critical on cross-country ski trails
except on steep downhill runs or where the trail crosses motorized roads, waterways, or other potential hazards. In these cases,
level approaches (less than 5 percent grade) with forward sight
distances of at least 15m are needed.

Water Crossings

Use straight, level (less than 5 percent grade) approaches that
allow skiers to stop prior to crossings. Never incorporate frozen
lakes or rivers into the trail design. Natural water crossings may
be used on small, shallow (15 – 30cm) streams that freeze over
early in winter. Ice forms on the bottom of wet skis making further
skiing difficult or impossible. Always favour culverts, bridges, and
boardwalks, especially if deep water or steep banks are present.
Bridge and boardwalk decks must be flush with the trail surface
with narrow gaps or no gaps between decking boards to allow
for snow accumulation and compaction. The weight and size of
grooming equipment play a critical role in bridge design.
Bridges: Must be located above the ordinary high water mark
and should have rails at least 75cm above the snow level.
Width: 2 to 3m (bridges often become narrower as snow
accumulates).
Weight capacity: Variable depending on bridge length, 5 tons or
more for maintenance equipment.

Compatible Uses

Winter: Snowshoeing
Summer: Hiking, bicycling, accessibility trails for persons with
disabilities

Incompatible Uses

Horse riding

Facilities

Parking area, resting areas and benches at regular intervals, trail
shelters every 12 to 18km, information board, signs.
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INTERPRETATION
CHAPTER 8
National Park Service interpretation directly supports the preservation mission. Interpretation is driven by a philosophy that
charges interpreters to help audiences
care about park resources so they might
support the care for park resources. Interpretation establishes the value of preserving park resources by helping audiences
discover the meanings and significance
associated with those resources. This com-

petency requires interpreters at all levels
to understand the core definition of interpretation, the professional standards for interpretation, the purpose of interpretation,
how interpretation can be measured, and
how successful interpretation works. These
understandings continually evolve and
increase in sophistication throughout an
interpreter’s career.

WHAT IS INTERPRETATION?
However, the definition for interpretation in relation to the work performed
by docents, park guides, and/or naturalists continues to evolve. Here are a
few quotes defining interpretation in this
capacity. Notice how they share the
common assumption that interpretation
helps visitors relate to the resources of a
place which, in turn, makes their experiences personally relevant and meaningful.
Interpretation – is “an educational activity which aims to reveal meaning and
relationships through the use of original
objects, by firsthand experience, and by
illustrative media, rather than simply to
communicate factual information.” (Tilden, 1957, p. 8).

The National Association for Interpretation (NAI) defines interpretation as a
“communication process that forges
emotional and intellectual connections
between the interests of the audience
and the meanings inherent in the resource.” (Brochu and Merriman, 2002).
Interpretation – is the explanation of the
natural, cultural or historical events regarding to the specific sites(objects).
Interpretation involves the so-called
personal experience («first hand experience»), as it is not just a collection of
information and facts.

Interpretation allows visitors to get an
idea and understanding about the valThe National Park Service (NPS) defines in- ue and importance of protected territoterpretation as “a catalyst in creating an ry and its heritage. Interpretation helps
opportunity for the audience to form their people appreciate what is unique and
own intellectual and emotional connec- deserves preservation. (brochure, a
tions with the meanings and significance guide to interpretation)
inherent in the resource (National Park Service, 2001).

THE OBJECT OF THE INTERPRETATION
The interpretation can be about\may
regard to:
██sites\objects

██aspects of the traditional culture

██countryside

██historical event or periods

██elements of the nature environment

██households activities

(wild nature, species of birds, plants, animals)
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TYPES OF INTERPRETATION
There are essentially two ways to deliver interpretation: personal services and
media (non-personal) services.
They include such things as informal contacts, talks, guided walks and demonstrations. However, personal services
reach only as much as 22% of the visitors.
In contrast over 62% of visitors receive
interpretation through media services
such as brochures, newspapers, audio
tours and exhibit labels.

Interpretation is a bridge between the
meanings of the resources and interests
of the visitors. It connects the tangible
artifacts, collections or natural resources
of a site to the intangible concepts they
can represent. It is the role of the interpreter to ensure that those connections
are built on the interests of the visitor.
And it is the role of the visitor to determine which bridges will be crossed.

BENEFITS FROM INTERPRETATION
ECONOMIC, ENVIRONMENTAL, VISITOR BENEFITS, COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT.
Enhancing economic opportunity. Potential economic benefits of tourism in protected areas.

estimated to generate over US $600
million in foreign exchange in 1994 (Box
3.2). Visitors to Australia’s Great Barrier
Reef World Heritage Area spent AU $776
Tourism can increase jobs and income in million (US $543 million) in 1991– 1992
a local area or region. It is often regard- (Driml and Common, 1995). Governed as a source of foreign exchange, ments often use tourism for economic
particularly since protected areas tend development because it is relatively into attract international tourists. For ex- expensive to create a tourism job comample, nature tourism in Costa Rica was pared to one in manufacturing.

THE ROLE OF INTERPRETATION
The role of interpretation is to make people more aware of the place they visit,
to provide knowledge which increases
their understanding and to promote interest which leads to greater enjoyment
and perhaps responsibility.

Inherent in this definition are three clear
objectives:
1.

To educate people about the place
they are visiting.

2.

To provide an enjoyable and even
entertaining, experience for visitors

3.

This two elements work together to
increase visitors respect for heritage
and take responsibility for caring for
it.
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ECONOMIC BENEFITS
By functioning as a part of the existing
attraction base and also by attracting
attention to previously ignored areas,
interpretation can attract additional visitors and cause them to stay longer in the
destination community. This of course
means increased employment opportunities and increased external spending.
Skilled interpretive managers can also
help spread to positive economic benefits of tourism throughout the community

by highlighting the historical significance
of various businesses in town and encouraging visitors to use local services,
such as restaurants, shops, accommodation, laundries and banks. It can also
get visitors thinking about some of local
handicrafts of local significance and
which might be tied to part of the history
of the area.

ENVIRONMENTAL BENEFITS
Interpretation obviously has the ability to
further the cause of local environmental conservation. Interpretation makes
visitors aware of their place in the environment and offers them a better understanding of the complexities of coexist-

ing with that environment. It can further
visitors` knowledge and appreciation of
the place being visited, and as a result,
may help them modify their behavior
and show more respect for local history
and traditions.

VISITOR MANAGEMENT
Interpretation can be used to help direct visitors to less crowded and sensitive
areas by offering alternative attractions
or making subtle suggestions ti visitors
about additional routers and areas that

can be visited. Interpretation can also
be used as a means of developing previously underutilized attractions and regions.

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS
FROM INTERPRETATION FOR VISITORS?
Visitors participate in interpretive activities for lots of reasons. Learning more
about a place and its features can be
stimulating and interesting and help
make you feel good. It can:
██satisfy curiosity and thirst for knowledge
██add depth to the experience of
places
██entertain
██provide insight and add meaning

██heighten sensory awareness
██inspire
██make the unfamiliar familiar
██be an opportunity to meet and talk
with experts
██help you meet other people who
share your interests
██be a good activity on holiday or
school trips
██make you want to return to the site
again.
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COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
In common with all aspects of tourism
interpretation has great potential to
promote sustainability when local residence are allowed and encouraged
to promote and support the aspects
of their heritage that are important to
them. Interpretation informs the public,
and an informed public can make wiser
decision on matters related to heritage

recourse management than an uninformed public. Residents need to be
given an opportunity to decide what
should be interpreted and how it should
be interpreted. This type of empowerment can result in increased community
pride and modification of behavior towards local physical and sociocultural
environment.

THE EXAMPLE OF THE SUCCESSFUL INTERPRETATION
Yellowstone National Park

Chief of Interpretation

Planning & Media Branch

Photography
Visual Information
Specialists

District Operations Branch

West District Supervisor
Old Faithful
Madison

Exhibit Specialists

Interpretive Rangers

Formal Education Branch

Lake
Grant
North District Supervisor
Mammoth
Canyon
Norris
VIP Coordinator
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The goal of the Planning and Media
Branch is to encourage the development of a personal stewardship ethic
and broaden public support for preserving park resources. Interpretive rangers
present Yellowstone to visitors through formal interpretation, such as campfire and
evening programs, talks, walks, hikes, and
demonstrations; and through informal interpretation, including roving patrol, wildlife-induced traffic jam contacts, winter
warming hut contacts, and junior ranger
programs. Yellowstone’s interpretive media infrastructure encompasses approximately 500 existing and planned outdoor
exhibits, 41,000 square feet of existing and
planned indoor exhibits, 100 publications,
audiovisual systems in campground amphitheaters and visitor centers, a radio
and TV broadcast system, and a collection of 78,000 still images and 1,400 hours
of video. The District Operations Branch’s
rangers manage and staff the park’s five
primary visitor centers (Canyon, Fishing

Bridge, Grant Village, Mammoth, and
Old Faithful), four information stations (the
Madison Museum, Museum of the National
Park Ranger, Norris Geyser Basin Museum,
and West Entrance contact station) and,
during winter, four warming huts (Canyon,
Fishing Bridge, Madison, and West Thumb).
The Formal Education Branch develops
and presents curriculum-based programs
for a wide audience of students, teachers,
and the public. The park offers eight different education programs: Exploring Yellowstone/ParKids, an experiential, outdoor
education, summer day program; Expedition: Yellowstone!, a residential education program for 4th through 8th grades;
Camp Wildness, a high school field camp;
Windows Into Wonderland, electronic field
trips via the Internet; a day-use program
serving local school groups; a day-use program for non-school groups (Girl Scouts,
Boy Scouts, 4-H programs, Elderhostel, and
teachers); and curriculum-based teacher
workshops.

TIPS FOR INTERPRETER
HOW TO CREATE A SUCCESSFUL INTERPRETATION OR THE INTERPRETATION AS AN ART
To create a successful interpretation, first
you have to answer the following questions:
██Why do you want to interpret something?
██Who should be involved in the interpretive process?
██What are you interpreting?
██Who you are interpreting for?
██What messages do you want to communicate?
██What are your specific objectives?
██What media will you use?
██How will your interpretation be implemented?
██How will it be evaluated?
██How will it be maintained?

In the simplest form, Environmental interpretation” is a matter of collecting
information about a place and communicating its visitors. The mere transfer of “knowledge” is seldom so simple.
Environmental interpretation at its best
involves the cultural transmission of compelling perspectives o9n specific places
and their natural and cultural features.
It is often a product of science and art.
A wide variety of park activities, events
and publications might be considered
to be Environmental Interpretation, from
the park web-site and park brochures
and even visitor centers. Through Environmental Interpretation you can distinct lines between nature and culture.
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Interpretation helps people to understand the National Park. It is a strong tool
by which to build appreciation of the
National Park’s special landscape and
heritage and to alter behaviour, where
appropriate. Good interpretation reflects the special qualities of the National Park, can be tailored in a sustainable
way to individual sites, can engage a
variety of audiences with varied learning styles and needs and can provide
visitors access to learning experiences
365 days of the year.

Principles of interpretation:
██Enjoyable
██Relevant
██Organized
██Thematic
██Reaching visitors through different
learning styles

HOW TO CREATE THE INTERPRETATION:
██Choose the object of interpretation
██Decide what information would you
like to present for the visitors. The information should be interesting and easy
for understanding

██Design the brand. Choose the unique
and universal design for all interpretation (colour, forms, style)

EXAMPLE:
The Yorkshire Dales style including the
distinctive green border is now successfully in use across the National Park by
the Authority, several partner organisations and community organisations
such as Natural England, the National
Trust and Stainforth and Langcliffe village history groups. To help create more
cohesive interpretation, it is now policy
that all outdoor interpretation panels will
be produced using the Yorkshire Dales

style. Decide where to put interpretation
information. Outdoor interpretation panels – is the best place for interpretation.
A wide range of outdoor interpretation
panels should include: trails using numbered posts or sign boards; large village
map boards; plaques; site or area panels. External panels are now being supplemented by the provision of various
types of digital interpretation.
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Tips for interpreter
The interpretive planning team identified
four broad goals:
Goal 1: Orient - Interpretation will orient
visitors to and encourage exploration of
the park Park

The theme of inter.: Old trees serves as
the home for many creatures and are
vitally important for the sustainability of
the forest ecosystem.
3. Choose interesting, useful and easy
for understanding information.

If the information related to the facts,
Goal 2: Connect - Interpretation will in- the interpretation - to the story. In genspire visitors to make connections to the eral, interpretation includes information
National Park
and is based on the voiced presented
Goal 3: Diversify - Interpretation will be facts. However, successful interpretation
takes into account the facts and puts
accessible to a diversity of visitors
Goal 4: Promote - Interpretation will pro- them in the context. It explains and exmote and increase interest to National pands the facts, and so makes the an
interesting put of the hall story.
Park
9 Tips for interpreter:
1.

Identify the object of interpretation

2.

Identify the theme of interpretation

People can easily forget facts and figures, but they will remember the presentation elements according to the
theme. The theme is the main message
of your presentation. The theme pushes
visitors to think and wonder, and it is the
first steps to change visitors attitude and
behaviour to the presentation and park
in general. The theme contains the message that you would like people to get.
Theme is usually expressed in a sentence
that contains an element of action.
Example: General theme: Old trees.

Example: Information: South Alps were
formed on the two tectonic plates, but,
during some time, were eroded. The period of time due to which they become
eroded and uplifted are about the same.
Interpretation: The tectonic plates that
have faced on the earth surface, formed
the South Alps. So with the earth was just
the same as with two sheets of paper that
are colliding together, They are folding
and raising. In the same time, the weather, in fact, slows the rise of the mountains,
because of wind, rain and snow. So, how
the South Alps rise every year, the weather
reduces them in approximately the same
way. As the result, The high of the South
Alps haven’t changed.
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4. Identify your audience
Your audience can include students, organized tourist groups, local visitors, extreme -lovers.
To make your interpretation interesting
for the audience, you have to identify the number of listeners according to
the place and theme. The group from
8 to 12 people is the most appropriate
number. You have to remember that,
the more listeners you have, the more
interpreters should work with the group.
For example, if the group of tourists accounts 30 people you need 4 interpreters. If you are the only interpreter you
should always be in-front of the group
and to make some in charge to control
the rest of the group.
5. Make the interpretation strategy.
Logic. The information of your interpretation should be presented logically, to
make the understanding clear.
Goals. When you know what to struggle it is easier to come to the end. Think
about, why are you presenting this tour
and what would you like to present for
the audience. This will help you form the
goals and so choose the right themes
and information..

name) and a hat. Smile, to make the
atmosphere friendlier. Don’t be nerves
to look confident and ready for the presentation. Don’t “play” with different objects, such as pencils or pants. Use the
natural gestures and always stand in
front of the group.
Voice. Always talk with the enthusiasm
and passion. You can change the tone
and rhythm of conversation. Don’t forget to make stresses on the important or
interesting fact.
Language. Present the interpretation in
the “simple” language. Don’t use the
specific scientific or technical terms. Use
short sentences. Try to create the visual
images. This will make you interpretation
clear and will be easy to remember.
Use jokes. Use jokes or funny stories that
relates to your interpret6ation. If your audience is laughing that makes it more
relaxed and help to remember the information.
Answer the questions. Spent some time
for answering questions. Always agree
with the visitors.

Enthusiasm. This is the most valuable
quality of the interpreter. Also, welcome
reliability and professionalism. While, as
a sense of humour always helps to reach
Planning. You have to plane the struc- the visitor, do not use humour if it turns
ture of the tour. You interpretation due you unnatural.
to the tour should have the beginning,
the middle part and the summery. This Time. If you interpretation takes more
plan should be your background for the than 30 minutes, it is better to make
interpretation. You should be well-in- some break.
formed about the topic of your interpretation, so it will give you a possibility to 7. Use requisites
present the interpretation in the interesting manner, don’t mentioning lots of People reacting on the familiar objects
that are presented in the innovative
facts and definitions.
form. Involve different senses, like the
smell, sound or touch. Show the exam6. Use the communicative links
ple of the leaf or the pen of some unique
Appearance. The first expressions are spices of birds. Use the whistle to imitate
very important. You should wear clean the call of the animals. Try to use actuand handsome clothes. Don’t forget al historical artefacts. They can help to
your badge (identify card with your understand the lives of people in the
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The partners from the tourism sector
and partners as museums, community
Possible requisites: skin, skeletons, dried groups, schools, etc., play an important
plants, rocks, artifacts, tools, prints, cos- role in presenting interpretation for visitumes, equipment, laminated pho- tors. Responsibility for the visitors is shared
tographs and sketches, patterns and between interpreters, tour operators
prints, books, music.
and other partners and employees,
and all other people who decide to visit
8. Use animation
natural\national perks. The work of volunteers is an integral part of achieving
Dramatization of history that is associlong-term conservation of natural sites.
ated with the historical event or period,
is a popular method that brings visitors
to another time. Theater skills are useful
for successful interpretation. Interpreters
must be historically accurate.
past.

9. Find the partners for cooperation

INTERPRETATION IN MEDIA
Interpretive media selection is as much
art as science. There is rarely only one
way to achieve a goal. Involving specialists in key media is highly recommended.
Each situation has its own particular mix
of factors to consider. Some of the most
important elements in a media decision
are: message, audience, and resources.
Message
What is to be communicated affects
the method of communication, and
vice-versa. Is the message simple or
complex? Is it an abstract concept that
can only be presented verbally or are
there graphic components? Does the
concept require a specific sequence or
chronology to be understood? Is it helpful or necessary to involve many senses?
How can we make the messages attractive, compelling, and relevant? What
priority does this information have in relation to the overall interpretive program?
Should the message be experienced in
addition to – or rather than – learned
didactically? What are the desired outcomes of this communication?.

Audience
The audience must be able to access
and comprehend the information. What
knowledge and expectations are they
likely to have when they arrive at the
site? How much time do they have?
When would this information be most
useful: before, during, or after experiencing the resource? What primary
languages, literacy patterns, ages, and
group types? What are their motivations
for coming to the site? Are there cultural
differences to take into account? What
physical abilities do they have? The
more detailed the audience profile, the
easier it is to select appropriate media.
Resources
The quality and quantity of resources
available to support media development will not only affect the kind of media selected, but may determine the
feasibility and cost of production. Are
there landscape elements to support
the message? Are they accessible? How
much information is available on the selected subject? Has the accuracy of the
information been certified? Are there
additional perspectives that should be
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interpreted? Are quality photographs
and other graphic elements available
and can the proper use rights be obtained? Does the message rely heavily
on the use of artifacts and are these artifacts extant and available? Can the
artifacts be adequately protected while
on display? What kind of budget can
be projected? Common types of media
used to deliver interpretive messages
include audiovisual products, museum
exhibits, wayside exhibits, publications,
and personal services. Each has qualities
which make it more or less suitable for
a given application. Some of the recognized strengths and limitations of each
medium are listed below. Note that
these are generalizations; exceptions
can usually be found.

to browse or study an item in depth or
at their own pace
██Repetitious sound tracks can annoy
visitor center staff
██May be a visual or auditory intrusion
██Production and maintenance costs
can be expensive
██People usually have high expectations of audiovisual media; lowbudget products can fall short of
expectations
Where to present interpretation
Exhibition
Advantages
██Can be viewed at visitors’ own paces

Audiovisual Media

██Can be designed in all shapes, sizes,
colors, and textures

Audiovisual Media

██Can display objects associated with
the site

██Well suited to the presentation of
chronological and sequential material
██Can capture realism and provide
emotional impact
██Provide opportunities for dramatization
██Can be portable for off-site use
██Provide views of places, animals,
plants, and seasons otherwise unavailable or inaccessible
██Can create a mood or atmosphere
██Can reach many visitors at one time
██Can be adapted to serve physically
impaired visitors
██Can illustrate before and after effects
██Can be produced in different languages

██Can incorporate artifacts, artwork,
or mixed media to produce desired
atmosphere and effects
██Can transcend language and cultural
barriers
██Can promote the use of the senses to
aid the perception of the able-bodied
and handicapped visitor alike
██Can promote visitor participation
██Can be designed for both indoor and
outdoor use
██Are well suited for ideas which can be
illustrated graphically
██Permanent exhibits can be grouped
with rotating, seasonal, or temporary
displays to provide a sense of change

Limitations

██Can provide experiences of varying
complexity, allowing visitors to select
the depth they choose

██Cannot be used everywhere

Digital interpretation

██Require back-up equipment, periodic
maintenance, and regular monitoring

This covers a growing range of tools
such as digital audio (mp3) trails which
can be downloaded at home or at selected National Park Centres; Bluetooth
trails which can be downloaded free of
charge to mobile phones and PDAs at

██May be perceived as sterile or impersonal
██May offer little opportunity for visitors
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selected National Park Centres; geocaching including a hire service for GPS
receivers at all National Park Centres
and a solar-powered audio unit installed
in an interpretation panel. As digital
technologies become more and more
sophisticated you will need to continue
to keep up with new developments.
Web-site
More and more people are relying on
the internet for information about the
national park. Online interpretation is
becoming more and more important
and can include items such as downloadable PDF copies of leaflets.
Brochures, magazines and other promotional printed literature.
Also, for the dissemination of information
about the park and promotion the interpretation brochures, magazines other
printed materials about the park should
be used.
What is NAI
The National Association for Interpretation
(NAI) is a not-for-profit 501(c)(3) professional association for those involved in the
interpretation of natural and cultural heritage resources in settings such as parks,

zoos, museums, nature centers, aquaria,
botanical gardens, and historical sites. For
more than 50 years, NAI and its parent organizations have encouraged networking,
training, and collaboration among members and partners in support of our mission:
inspiring leadership and excellence to advance heritage interpretation as a profession.
NAI was founded in 1988 from two existing
organizations, the Association of Interpretive Naturalists (founded in 1954) and the
Western Interpreters Association (founded
in 1965). NAI’s growing network of members includes volunteers, docents, interpreters, naturalists, historians, rangers, park
guards, guides, tour operators, program
directors, consultants, academicians, planners, suppliers, and institutions. By 2008, NAI
had 5,000 members in over 30 countries
with three international affiliate organizations: NAI-Greece, NAI-Korea, and NAI-China. NAI continues to add programs, products, and services to meet the needs of a
growing profession. Currently, NAI offers
an annual national workshop that attracts
over 1,000 people, an international conference, regional and special-interest section
workshops, two full-color magazines, certification and training, an association store,
a publishing imprint (InterpPress), digital
newsletters, and web-based services.
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VISITOR CENTRES –
CONCEPT, ROLE, BEST
EXAMPLES
CHAPTER 9

Destinations of tourist traffic origin market is competitive with other tourist destinations. It demonstrates how trends are
advertised in the media and are represented in tour operators brochures, were
you can find different tourist destinations
offers. Dnieper River cruises, for example,
are advertised in the brochure along
with other river cruises through all the
major rivers of Europe. Thus, tourist destinations market is competitive with all
other destinations that offer similar tourism product. To achieve a strong competitive position for a particular tourism
destination, all stakeholders should combine their resources, coordinate activities and cooperate in the marketing program of these destination. Travel tourist
destinations and travel deals, which are
commonly known, attractive or offer
unique selling proposition (unique sales

proposition - USP) generate sufficient
demand of potential visitors. This ensures
the effective cooperation between tour
operators and travel agents, so they
can provide the market demand. If the
tourist destination will implement an effective marketing strategy to review
the product image and create a corresponding demand for selected target
markets, it will receive the readiness of
local tour operators and travel agents
to cooperate - thus encouraging further
promotional activities .
Tourist science (ex, marketing introduction) identifies five main sectors of the
travel and tourism industry; all of them
are interested in the marketing activities
- both in their products design and in the
management demand.
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Tourism sector

Sector
allocation

Attractions
Sector

Hotels / Motels

Theme Parks

Private boarding
houses

Museums and
Galleries

Villas

National Parks

Private apartment
/ cottage / villa

Nature reserves

Condominiums /
timeshare
Tourist towns
The conference /
exhibition centers
Caravanning and
camping
Marina

Gardens and
parks

The transport
sector

Destination
management
sector

Tour operators

National Tourist
Office (NTO)

Brokers

Airlines
Sea transportation
Railway

The
organization
of the tourism
market

Tourist trips
Travel agents

Historical and
cultural heritage

Bus
Operators

The organizers of
conferences and
exhibitions

Sports centers

Car rent

Booking agency

Entertainment
Centers
Festivals and
Events

It worth mentioning, that some sectors
work only for profit, some work on a
commercial basis, but not for profit, and
some belong to the public sector and
operate mainly on non-profit basis. The
first category includes, for example, hotels. The second includes most of tourist
attractions, safari, jeeping and cultural

Corporate travel
organizers

Regional
Marketing
Organization
State / Regional
Tourism
Administration
Local authorities
dealing with
tourism
Professional Travel
Association

heritage, the third covers public museums, national parks, national tourism
organizations. In international practice,
the growing recognition of the value of
non-profit activities of the second and
third category in the last decade become rather important.
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TOURIST INFORMATION CENTRES AS PART OF
ORGANIZATION THE TOURISM DESTINATION SECTOR
The sector forms with the help of such in- tance. Tourist offices and bureaus for visitors from certain opening hours for the
stitutions as:
public are focused not only on the peo██marketing of a tourist destination,
ple who need certain information. They
acting as host travel agents and tour
also offer and sell travel services and
operators offering tourist products
products. However, the name «informagenerated from services\offerings
tion centre» is commonly used. This terms
provided by this tourist destination;
used interchangeably:
██tourist offices of different levels - local,
Tourist Information Centre;
regional and national;
██travel Industry Association - for example, an association of local guides
that performs joint action to provide
quality tour services;
██sector tourism associations (for example - an association of local hotels).
Generally, accepted international practice is to provide the name of tourist information centre to local tourist office
(Tourist Information Centres and Tourist
or Visitors Bureaus). Tourist Information
Centre (TIC) - a term, which is used very
often, even when TIC offers not only information but also sells travel services
and products. As the necessity to focus
on consumers is becoming increasingly
important in developed tourist areas,
many tourist information centres are expanding (or replaced) to the so-called
«Welcome Centres» - hospitality centres.
These centres have become tourist attractions of the local or regional impor-

Tourist Office;
Tourist Bureau;
Visitors Bureau.
TIC must be integrated into a comprehensive system of local, regional and
national tourism organizations. TIC objectives should be defined by the current tourism marketing needs. We can
mention many types of visitor centre
- from simple basic tourist information
centre, the main function of which is to
inform and support planning vacation
to the museum, which organizes events
and major theme parks that have a
large variety of additional infrastructure
services focused on target groups who
themselves is already a complete tourist
product.

TYPES OF TOURIST INFORMATION CENTRES
Welcome Centre
Tourist Information Centre, with more
features than simply providing the information referred as Welcome Centre.
These are the centres of hospitality with
more than one function. Any measure
that allows tourists to feel welcome may
be appropriate for such an institution.
So, Welcome Centres may be classified

as a new concept - Infotainment and
Edutainment (compound words information + entertainment or education +
entertainment).
Travel Portals
Travel portals - is well developed TIC with
the primary function of formation and
dissemination of information and tourism
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services such as booking and visit management. Travel portals function as original entrance gate to the region, and
even promote the entire region. Travel
Portals has a large coverage area - its
function is to be the main entrance to
the entire tourism destination. Also such
portal definitely has to provide as much
information for tourists who come to the
region. This means that the travel portal
has two main functions - to attract tourists (addressing the message to the target groups, creating an appropriate level of awareness, willingness and interest)
as well as the management visits - help
tourists to orientate in the region (due
to specific information for each target
group and reservation services). Portals
do not need to be located exactly on
the border of the region. However, the
following criteria are almost always take
into account:

rience): accommodation, restaurants,
parking and more.
The portal should serve as the “front
door” to:
██region or a specific tourist destination;
██city;
██countries (service-oriented Welcome
Centre in the area of border crossing);
██local tourist attractions;
██National Park or to the essential terms
of infrastructure in the region.
██Information portal for natural areas
that are protected
These travel portals focused on target
groups of tourists, whose main task is environmental education and support the
tourists, for example: :
██ Carpathian National Nature Park;

Target groups: from where tourists arrive ██ Carpathian tram.
today? What markets are promising and
Information centres in protected areas
important?
have the main goal to bring to people’s
Tourist flow / concentration: Which type minds the importance of environmental
of transport do the tourists use to come protection while engaging in environto the region?
mental education. However, they also
provide important information for tourGetting to the portal? Description of the ists and locals. Thus, information centres
location for its accessibility to transpor- in protected areas provide guests with
tation - own car, coach, local public information regarding support for this
transport.
area, plans trails, tour guides of the main
events. Natural areas that are protectContact tourist routes: whether there are
ed due to such centres have become
any portals and some hiking trails, or it is
the tourist attractions. Educational prothe starting point | ( biking , horseback
grams provide guests with the necessary
riding , hiking , river )?
knowledge and information. The design
Additional benefits due to concentra- of such centres that will combine original
tion: which areas are most frequented architecture, attractive exhibition with
interactive elements and offer souvenirs
by tourists ?
and literature, will allow such informaAttractiveness / target interest: tourist tion centres to become relevant tourist
attractions, outstanding natural attrac- attraction and survive without external
tions, the overall attractiveness of the support. For these centres is desirable to
be able to temporarily stay and meals
area.
guests in case of bad weather. Visitors
The existing tourist infrastructure (espe- of these centres are wide enough to
cially where there are themed tourist receive services: food, shops with local
attractions that enrich the tourist expe- products, exhibitions, libraries, galleries,
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events, tours with guides, special school
programs, workshops, video library,
sports equipment, photographic services. Tourist Information Centres play an
integrable function - a presentation of
the most important components of the
regional tourism potential has always
played a significant role.

a guide to its visitors information on the
region.
What is a Visitor Centre and how it
works? (example: ecotourism visit centre and future educational centre in the
Zaroslyak)

The purpose to built the visit centre in
Yaremche is to promote greater tourist attraction and attendance KNPP
This travel portals focused on specific site by creating a unique tourist facility,
topics and often includes a specialized which will represent the area and the
concept of environmental protection in
museums:
an attractive and interesting for visitors
██Pysanka Museum - the main idea format. The quality of interpretation reEaster eggs and everything related
inforces the impression from the area,
to it;
which tourists visit, generate relevant
██House Museum film “Shadows of Forexperience and provide interesting asgotten Ancestors”;
sociation. All of these things cause further positive feedback and encourage
██Museum of Hutsul mistress;
repeat visits, and in addition, encourag██Museum of ancient weapons arsenal
es visitors to care about the places they
in Ukraine;
visit, carefully treat to the environment
and local culture. Ecotourism informa██House wine “Berehvidek.”
tion should be warned about the posWelcome Centres - centres of hospitali- sible damage that can visitors cause to
ty, themed as artificial worlds themselves the environment and offer other alternaare powerful tourist attractions that cre- tives.
ate and offer a wide range of services
and supplies:
Visitor Centre and associated services
Shopping Malls - large shopping malls it provides, should include the following
with entertainment elements , such as three areas:
Panorama Plazza;
Thematic Information Portals

██theme parks for recreation (“ Ice
Arena “);
██urban centres of entertainment.
Similar theme parks are not meaningful due to the mandatory region where
located. Active entertainment , restaurants and hotels are also part of their
structure. It is a combination of shopping
and entertainment.
There are different types of entertainment centres combinations. Very often
it is a combination of two or more formats. That is, the centre itself is an important tourist attraction, but can also be
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Interpretation of local themes
(nature, wildlife,ethnography,history,
culture). Centre exhibition shows the
history of the nature heritage objects,
culture and tradition of both target
regions

Visitor Centre

Sale of souvenirs and other tourist
products (souvenirs, promotional literature, video)

Information service for visitors, promotion of the local tourist attractions,
other services and booking
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ety of communication tools to encourage better understanding of heritage ,
to provide a learning process , to create
intellectual and emotional impact on
visitors. The strategy of presenting information in such centres often based on
interactive methods used scenographic
exhibition and multimedia. Many centres have interpretation temporary exhibitions ( exposures) that represent the
specific characteristics of the area. UnWikipedia ( the free online encyclope- like traditional museums, interpretation
dia) defines «Visitor Centre” or «guest centres usually do not seek for collectcentre «as an institution which is locat- ing , conservation and research of the
ed in a separate location , such as na- objects they are specialized institutions
tional parks, botanical gardens , etc., for communicating the importance and
and provides information and extensive value of heritage. Interpretive centres
educational opportunities through the operate in order to educate and raise
exhibition and presentation of artifacts awareness among visitors..
(nature and cultural history). Often the
advanced features of interpretation «Ecomuseum» - a new term that is used
used movies or other media means . If by specialists since 1971. It refers to the
within the area , there are certain re- museum, which focuses on the idenstrictions ( permits) for access to certain tity of the area, largely based on local
places or excursions with tourist guid- participation and aims to promote the
ance, visit centre usually serves as a well-being of local residents and complace where you can get relevant infor- munity development. In today’s world
there are about 300 museums, over 200
mation , to get a permit or tour.
of which are located in Europe, mainly in
Wikipedia also provides definitions “In- France and Italy.
terpretive Centre” as an institution set
up to promote knowledge of the nature
or cultural heritage. Interpretive centres
usually operate as museums «new style»
is often associated with the Visitor Centre or ecomuseums and placed next to
the monuments of culture, history and
nature. Interpretive centres use a variExperts in the tourism industry are considering the concept of «Visitor Centre» as
one type of museum that is closely associated with the concepts of «interpretative centre», «Heritage Centre», «ecomuseum», «hospitality centre». Some
experts interpret the term «Visiting Centre» as a tourist information centre with
advanced features, which play the role
of local tourist attractions.
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What distinguishes the Visitor Centre
from the tourist information centre (TIC)?
The latter are institutions that represent
the sector of organising tourist destination («destinations»), offering and distributing tourist information. Since the focus
of consumers is becoming increasingly
important in developed tourist regions
(areas), many tourist information centres
expand and become so-called centres
of hospitality Visitor Centre. These centres have become tourist attractions in
the local or regional importance.

observations of experts the main visitors
are families, group of youth traveling by
own transport . Foundation Visitor Centre will create opportunities to involve
day trips and other groups of consumers
( e.g. students , etc. ) and other modes
of transport.

In developed tourist regions such Visitor
centres operate at every monument of
nature, history and culture, that are interesting for visitors. They also serve as a
good incentive for the development of
the local economy. Many private manIt is also important to note that the role sions, restaurants and other businesses
of the Visitor Centre is not only in the in- operate thanks to the proximity of interterpretation of information and bringing pretation and Visitor Centre.
it to visitors in an accessible and interesting way, but also such a centre us the Based on the above, the creation of the
reason why tourists hold at least another Visitor Centre in Yaremche is important
one additional day. Visitor Centre thus and desirable for the development of
serves as a « hub « for businesses oper- local tourism infrastructure and creating
ating in the tourism sector in the region , opportunities for additional revenue the
creating them additional sources of rev- local community, it will be the economy
enue . Also Visitor Centre can give impe- that will serve as an additional non-regtus to the dynamic development of the ulatory stimulus for the local economy.
sector as day tours , extending the range
of visitors ( customers) from nearby cities, neighbour areas. According to the
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The main characteristics of ecotourism Visitor Center in c.Yaremche

Location, information
signs and unhindered
access

Convenient location, close to the main road, near
the administrative building of the Carpathian National Nature Park.
Exact signs on the street that will help visitors to find
the area.
Next to the Visitor Centre is a platform for parking.
Visitor Centre will have bathrooms and conditions for
disabled access.

Technical Equipment

Special exhibition lighting, audio support.
Computer equipment, telephone, fax, photocopier,
video and audio equipment for mini cinema.
Office Furniture, information booths.

Services

Interpretive: Methods of interpretation information for
visitors - exposition and demonstration film. Considered in future opportunities to engage in certain
activities (folk crafts workshops).
Educational: study hall for students and other visitors,
sitting area, additional attraction – cinema
Information: the full range of information and promo
materials of local tour operators, travel agents and
organizers attractions providers of travel services.
Accounting for visitors. Stands with information.
Applications reservation appeal: extra services on
request of local tours and accommodation.
Sale of souvenirs and tourism products: a place for
retail souvenir and tourist products.

Hours

Weekends and at least three working days in a week

Human resouces

The staff is knowledgeable about the main local
attractions, accommodation and opportunities for
tourism infrastructure and services has several foreign
languages (preferably English, German, Polish, Russian).

Legal basis

Visitor Centre will operate under the terms of Cooperative Agreement signed by the Tourist Association of
Ivano-Frankivsk and the Carpathian National Nature
Park vid18 October 2007 and on the basis of the
Regulation.

Application of Tourist
Information standards

Own quality management system in accordance
with European standards.
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VISITOR CENTERS

Europe’s largest fresh-water		
aquarium system

BEST PRACTICE EXAMPLES

Permanent
exhibitions

Recreation park

Conference
room with
equipment

Name of the visitor Lake Tisza Ecocentre
center
Address

Hungary, 3388 Poroszló, Kossuth Street. 41, Telephone: +3636/553-033; +36-36/553-074

General information and role

The centre was designed to collect and show the rich flora
and fauna of the Tisza valley and its lake, which is the second largest in Hungary. The four-storey 2 600 sq meter visitor
centre has permanent exhibitions, 3D showroom and a huge
freshwater aquarium with a capacity of over 735 000 liters. It
was built with EU financial contribution of 7,3 million EUR and
opened in 28th April 2012. After 4,5 month of the center’s
operation the number of visitors exceeded 130 000. The average number of visitors of restaurants’ and guesthouses’
raised by 30-40 % after putting the center into operation.
Beside tourism the ecocentre focuses on education. Exploring the exhibitions and participating in any of the special
activities can provide an exciting and practical supplement
to biology lessons for students in elementary or secondary
schools and even colleges.
The EcoCentre was planned to hold community functions,
too. It is going to house the local water-police and the lake’s
storm warning system on top of the look-out tower.
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Center’s products/ Europe’s largest fresh-water aquarium system contains over
reasons to come
40 native Hungarian fish species and about 15 amphibians
and reptiles. This unique collection has a distinguished educational function and can serve as an exciting ’field trip’ for
elementary or secondary school kids.
Permanent exhibitions: “Over hill and dale” acquaints visitor
with amphibians and reptiles in Hungary, “Macroworld Earth
info” – the secret world of miniature water species.
Recreation park is designed for exploring nature. Visitors can
closely observe animals, enjoy animal shows and try challenging playgrounds. The park includes: boating lake with
rafts and ropeways, log playground, fallow-deer show, cormorant colony and pelican-lake, otter house, run and pool,
kingfisher-watching, fishermen’s outdoor museum, village
museum, red-eared turtle and European pond turtle show,
dragonfly house, golden jackal’s run.
Entertaining and educational activities: boating with GPS,
guided walks and hikes, fishing show, animal show, spectacular animal feeding, on-site classes, water promenade.
Infrastructure

3D Showroom. Thanks to the special technical solutions of
the 3D showroom the audience can feel like being part of
the events shown on the screen and experience a boat-trip
on Lake Tisza on a bright autumn day. The boat takes viewers through untouched jungles of rustling reeds, goes around
the Bird Reserve to glance into the life of highly protected
birds like great white egrets, herons, common coots, blacktailed god-wits and show the annual mayfly swarming. Finally it presents the miraculous beauty of the lake towards
evening when the setting sun paints a golden bridge over
the water. If you see it in the film you will surely want to see
it in real life.
Conference room. The 100-seat conference room is a unique
venue for conferences, lectures or scientific meetings. The
up-to-date equipment combined with the Lake’s lovely
surroundings ensures the success of any event held on the
premises.
Gift shop and Viza snack bar.
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Eagle’s eye
view

Glacier World

World of Water

Name of the visitor National Park World Hohe Tauern, visitor center in Mittersill
center
Address

Austria, 5730 Mittersill, Gerlos Straße 18, tel: +43656240849,
+43 6562 40849-30

General information and role

Hohe Tauern National Park provides endangered animal
and plant species with a protected habitat. 1800 km² in area;
this park is the second largest in Europe. Visitors can also get
very detailed information in the National Park municipalities
at the local tourism bureaus or at the single National Park Infopoints. A very special experience is the discovering of the
park accompanied by a National Park ranger. In summer
(from July to September) a wide range of guided tours and
trekking tours lasting from half-day up to several days are
offered regularly. In the winter season (from the middle of
December to Easter) you can enjoy the national park with
the rangers on wonderful snow-shoe hikes.
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High Pasture´s Life

Centre’s products/ Permanent exhibitions:
reasons to come
Eagle’s eye view: specially produced film with the system of
“gyro stabilized” camera. Journey into the arctic: simulation
of the different climatic zones
Journey into the arctic: simulation of the different climatic
zones.
Climate station: live weather station.
Marmots & Co: alpine animals and plants exhibition
Treasure chamber - high definition 3D adventure cinema
about the mineralogical treasures of Hohe Tauern range
Mountain Forest Gallery: discover the forest wild life with all
senses
High Pasture´s Life: shows life on high mountain pastures
and makes the visitor imagine to be on an alpine pasture
World of Water: allow tourist to experience the mountain
streams and walk on the bottom of a mountain high stream
Avalanche-Dome: a unique avalanche and waterfall
adventure 270 ° projection system with surround-sound
transports
Glacier World: touchable glacier - information about the
glaciers of the Hohe Tauern, about snow, corn snow and
glacial ice, about the ice flowing and other peculiarities of
the glaciers is given. The highlight is the real glacier, that is
placed in the middle of the room
Infrastructure

Gift shop
Convention rooms, the big hall which connects to the reception range can be divided with variables partitions into a
communication rooms or into one big event room.
Restaurant
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Visit centre

Name of the visitor Brambuk – the National Park and Cultural Centre
center
Address

277 Grampians Tourist Road, PO Box 43, Halls Gap 3381, Victoria Australia
Phone: +61 3 5361 4000 Fax: +61 3 5356 4455, email: info@
brambuk.com.au

General information and role

The center offers tourist information about the park and
shows the visitors where to go and what to see; it possesses
interactive displays and 3D map models; it gives opportunity to learn about the six seasons of Gariwerd in through the
outdoor interpretive display. The park enhances tourists’ visit
by showing what can be expected to see and experienced
in the Park at that time of the year

Center’s products

Tours: Bunjil Creation Tour allow the visitor to learn the local
dreamtime creation story, view the ancient Rock Art at the
resting place of the Creator Spirit Bunjil, his two helpers the
Bram-Bram-Bult brothers, and learn about the spiritual significance of the area. Six Seasons Tour immerse the visitors in
the Aboriginal culture and spectacular environment of the
Grampians National Park, allow to learn ancient practices
and see a variety of ancient rock art and view the Park from
the best vantage points.
Activities: boomerang throwing, didgeridoo workshop, bushfoods discovery walk, badeema djilga creations.
Multiday School Camp Program - the dreamtime quest
program based out of Brambuk is a journey based camp
program for children where participants get an amazing
opportunity to experience indigenous culture, discover the
land and participate in a number of purposeful adventurous
activities such as abseiling, rock climbing and canoeing.
Brambuk Backpackers – the park offers a great range of
quality budget accommodation for individuals, families or
groups with group dormitories, and double or twin share
rooms to choose from.
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Tours

Activities: boomerang throwing

Infrastructure

Gift shop
Conference facilities with the capacity to host up to 150
guests
Bushfoods Cafe - the menu combines traditional aboriginal
food with the more comtemporary menus of today
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CASE STUDY
DEVELOPMENT OF
INTERPRETATION
FACILITIES AND
VISITOR
INFRASTRUCTURE

IN THE CARPATHIAN NATIONAL NATURE PARK IN
UKRAINE AND MARAMURES MOUNTAIN NATURE
PARK IN ROMANIA
CHAPTER 10
In June 2012-May2014 the Centre for
Social and Business Initiatives in partnership with Carpathian National Nature Park and Tourist Association of Ivano-Frankivsk Region from Ukraine, and
Ecologiс Association and Maramures
Mountain Nature Park from Romania
implemented the project “Breaking
the Borders: Nature Discovery Trails to
Eastern Carpathians”, which was co-financed by the European Union within
the Hungary-Slovakia-Romania-Ukraine
Program ENPI CBC Programe.

One of the key project objectives were
improvement of the infrastructure quality and the range of nature tourism products and development of new nature
tourism projects within two nature parks.

The proposed new tourist infrastructures
and facilities were designed to upgrade
the quality of nature based holiday products within the both parks’ territories and
provide more expanded opportunities
for special interest groups and segments
which are recognized larch consumer
sectors but currently not fully exploited.
The action aimed aimed at develop- New infrastructure also was supposed to
ment and promotion of transfrontier na- meet the safety requirements, informature tourism on the protected areas of tion shortage. The work has been strucnature parks located in Ivano-Frankivsk tured in several stages.
region of Ukraine and Maramures county of Romania.
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PLANNING AND MAPPING OF TRAIL NETWORKS
There are very many pathways and
trails throughout the Eastern Carpathians, these are mostly informal and unmarked paths which are used by hikers
and backpackers who know the area.
There are few paths or trails which are
currently suitable for visitors who are not
familiar with way finding / map reading,
visitors who do not have these skills can
easily become lost and in danger in the
mountains. Therefore in order to open
up the mountains to nature tourism and
provide a quality experience which allows all visitors with varying abilities access, basic infrastructure was required
in order that a trail system which can
clearly be followed by visitors safely. This
was achieved by providing trails clearly
marked on the ground supported by educational interpretation boards, maps
and guides and infrastructure to enable
mammal and bird watching.

A system of nature theme trails (combining 3 trails in Carpathian National
Nature Park and 3 trails in Maramures
Mountain Nature park of total length
app 90 km) was developed based on
the transboundary circuits identified and
agreed with stakeholders. The trails were
themed depending on the sites interest
(e.g. bird and mammal watching, butterfly trail, wild flowers etc). Trails were
designed where appropriate for multi use activities (walking, cycling, and
horse riding) depending on the site and
the type of interest, and developed of
different levels of complexity depending
on lengths, gradient and surface. This
activity also comprised the regular trails
maintenance work.

UPGRADING AND MAINTENANCE OF TRAILS
Access and safety for visitors to the
countryside was a fundamental project
objective along with providing them an
information and educational experience. Providing access to fragile nature
sites requires a level of infrastructure,
which facilitates low visitor impacts but
provides a stimulating experience.

the identified points for the trails, which
were away from the valuable ecological areas and located where maintenance can be easily achieved.
The activity included the installation of
the following elements and items alongside the identified trails:

These facilities all together were sup- ██walkways and small footbridges (for
wet areas)
posed to provide better access and
better educational and interpretation ██steps and safety rails for steep areas
impact.
and at good landscape view points
The additional facilities such as picnic ██seating and small equipped picnic
areas
areas were essential for management
for the expected numbers of visitors and ██eco-toilets
maintain ecological impacts to a minimum, these facilities were located at
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Walkways and
interpretation at the
Swamp Rudiak at
Carpathian National
Nature Park (Ukraine)

Walkways and
interpretation at the
Swamp Rudiak at
Carpathian National
Nature Park
(Ukraine)

Seating and small
equipped picnic areas
at Carpathian National
Nature Park (Ukraine)
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Ecotoilets at Carpathian
National Nature Park
(Ukraine)

ESTABLISHING THE BIRD AND MAMMAL
WATCHING FACILITIES
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There are many opportunities for bird
watching including rare species such as
Black Stork, Eagle and other raptors in
both nature parks. Facilities for this activity have not been previously developed
and the profitable ‘birding’ market not
pursued. The development of these facilities was supposed to be linked to promoting ‘birding’ as a niche product. The
intention was to find the global enthusiasts, primarily through on-line networks,
or through established associations or
groups (in specific countries) then to
offer these experiences as commercial
products that can be purchased.
The project area also contains a wide
variety of wild animals such as bear,
wolf, wild cat, lynx, bison and deer. This
is of great interest to nature based travellers. The newly developed facilities
was offered to wide range of tourist clients and also as schools education programme. Nature tourism started to be
promoted as a year round activity, for
example tracking wolf, bear and other
large mammals is increasingly popular
activity during the winter months.

Bird and mammal watching was an undeveloped activity in the project area
(no facilities existed on Ukrainian side
and obsolete facilities which require
rehabilitation were on Romanian side).
At sites identified for bird and animal
watching within Carpathian National
Nature Park, the new watching hides
and associated facilities were constructed (2 watching towers/hides for
bird watching activity and 1 mammal
watching tower/hide) and 4 bird and
mammal watching towers were rehabilitated within Maramures Mountains
Nature Park. Interpretation boards providing information were erected.
Mammal viewing opportunities were developed based on ‘animal tracking’ experiences Static hides located in specific identified locations were constructed;
these were linked by trails.

Bird and mammal watching towers
at Carpathian National Nature Park (Ukraine)
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Birds and mammal
watching tower/
observatory Lutoasa (UP 3
Rica, UA 124) at Maramures
Mountains Nature Park
(Romania)

Birds and mammal
watching tower/
observatory Lutoasa (UP 3
Rica, UA 124) at Maramures
Mountains Nature Park
(Romania)

Birds watching tower /
observatory Petrova Baltă
(coordinate GPS x 422208,
y 703349) at Maramures
Mountains Nature Park
(Romania)

Birds watching tower /
observatory Copilaş (UP
2 Socolău, UA 141C) at
Maramures Mountains
Nature Park (Romania)
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ESTABLISHING THE ON-SITE SIGNAGE,
INFORMATIONAL AND INTERPRETATION FACILITIES
Each nature (eco) trail in Carpathian
National Nature Park in Ukraine was supposed to have signage units (polls with
information plates, app 1 item for each
200-400 meters along the trails) placed/
replaced at definite intervals with information on trail number or name, distance (arrows, cross roads, marks etc).
On different places of tourist interest
the interpretation boards were placed
informing and educating visitors about
the place (flora and fauna species etc).
The on-site maps were placed on starting points of the trails and alongside of
the trail (identified the surrounding and
place of location). Such elements facilitate tourists’ safety and identification
within the locality along with providing
them an information and educational
experience.

Identification polls,
Interpretation and
Information boards
at Carpathian
National Nature
Park (Ukraine)
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FUTURE DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS AT CARPATHIAN NATIONAL NATURE PARK
(UKRAINE)
This activity envisaged preparing of
three projects design documentation
(including the feasibility study, drawings
and cost analyses) for:
1.

On-site Nature Education Centre in
Carpathian National Nature Parks
(Hoverla area, Zarosliak).

2.

Maramures Park Traditional Tourist
Village in Paltin area – Bistra territory in Maramures Mountains Nature
Park.

3.

Model eco camp site (model planning and feasibility study).

Within the project partners were supposed to lay grounds and support for
new products and facilities to emerge
and facilitate the visitation to the both
boundary areas. This was done by providing the unique nature tourism interpretation facility that translated the
local inspiration and environment concepts into a format that attracts interests
and inspires visitors.

Carpathian National Nature Park in
2008 established the ecotourism visitor
centre, which plays the role as tourist
information office, provides space for
training on ecological issues (this was
established on a basis of old administrative building of the park in the centre
of Yaremche city). The Park plans in the
future to establish the full operational
on-site attraction (on-site nature education centre) near the highest mountain of Ukrainian Carpathians – Hoverla
to which thousands of people are attracted from all over Ukraine and beyond. The centre will provide modern
exhibition and education opportunities
connected to Hoverla and surrounding
area, and serve as display of nature
conservation values in Ivano-Frankivsk
region, thereby providing the necessary
knowledge and experience to the nature based travellers and visitors, consumer assistance and protection. Eventually the need to procure the necessary
documentation and feasibility study for
the future action arose.
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Within the Nature Management Plan of
the Maramures Mountain Nature Park
elaborated under a GEF funded project
was the proposal to develop the Maramures Park Traditional Tourist Village as
a demonstration village illustrating traditional rural life. The village is located
near Paltin in Bistra Territory.
Wild camping is presently the norm in
the area, this leads to areas spoilt by litter, damage by fires, trees and bushes
destroyed for firewood, pollution from
human waste etc. It is necessary to introduce a more sustainable for of camping
by developing specific campsites which
provide basic facilities in a cost effective and ecologically friendly way. There
exists no experience of developing this
new form of eco-camp, the project will
address this by suitable developing designs and management regimes. One
eco-camp will be developed to serve as
a model for non-commercial and commercial enterprises to implement further
eco-camps in identified areas.
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PREPARING
RECREATIONAL
FACILITIES TO
RECEIVING BICYCLES
CHAPTER 11
Bicycle storage
Perhaps the most important amenity is
bicycle storage. To begin, we’ll identify
the two key aspects for the bicycle tourist – a safe way to store their bicycle and
equipment and protect them from the
elements. Guest houses and hotels that
want to become attractive for bicycle
lovers should arrange safe and convenient bicycle storage where guests can
leave their bikes during the day and
night worry-free.
A bike storage facility should be located on the grounds of the hotel/guest
house, be closed to outsiders, safe from
weather, and have enough space for 10
bikes. Usually, 15-20 sq. m. will suffice. The
bike storage facility can be located in a
convenient place within the hotel/guest
house premises (basement, garage,
shed) or separate outdoor structure. It is
important that the bikes be well protected from rain and strangers. It must also
be illuminated. The bikes can be easily
mounted by the seat at shoulder level,

which makes them easier to reach. This
type of storage facility can be built by
attaching horizontal metal bars. It is important that the bikes be well protected
from rain and strangers. It must also be illuminated. The bikes can be easily hung
by the seat at shoulder level, which
makes them easier to reach. This type of
storage facility can be built by attaching
horizontal metal bars. Another option is
a rack that holds the wheel of the bicycle. However, these racks are not sold
in Ukraine, so their production should
be approached carefully: the design
should be based on the size of a mountain bike wheel. Don’t forget that modern bikes often have disc brakes, meaning the stand should hold the wheel in
the front and bottom, leaving enough
room for the disc brake.
The bike garage should have a lock,
which remains at all times with the hotel
administrator or guest house owner. The
garage should also have shelves to store
items not needed during the day (tents,
bike bags, etc.).
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Temporary parking
Temporary parking - this is a place where
a guest can keep their bike while checking in or having lunch. The spot should
be well lit when it’s dark outside. As a
rule, temporary parking spaces are near
the main entrance, so that they can be
easily seen from the window.
Temporary bike parking should have
enough space so that a bike lock can
easily be put on. However, this rule can
be broken if the parking area is located
on the territory of a small guest house
not visited by many people and far from
the road.
Bike wash
The bike wash area should be a separate place with room to hold 2-3 bikes (it
can be two concrete slabs that hold the
bikes upright or by the wheel). It should
have drainage or another way of diverting water.

An additional fee can be charged for
this service, however, best to include this
in the total price.
The dryer should be a small room with
clothes hangers. In the winter it can be
used for drying winter equipment (skis,
skates, snowboards) or clothes. The temperature and air circulation is regulated
by the heating and ventilation system.
Tools
A hotel/guest house that welcomes
cyclists should have at least basic tools
that could come in handy for guests. The
tools can be purchased as a set, or individually. These tools can be bought at
any specialized bicycle shop.
The basic tool set should include:
██Set of hex keys (2,3,4,5,6,8,10)
██Flat and cross-head screwdrivers
██Open end wrench for removing pedals (15)

There should be 2 or 3 short hoses sup- ██Bracket remover: Truvativ, Shimano,
plying water. The other option is a small
Shimano LX/XT
pressure washer such as the ones made
██Crank remover
by Karcher.
The bike wash should also include a
narrow (up to 1 cm) and wide (3-5 cm)
brush, and a special brush for cleaning
the pedals (narrow, up to 0.5 cm, hard
bristles, and sharpened on the other
end). These brushes, except for the special brush for pedals, can be purchased
at any automotive shop.

██Chain remover

Washer/Dryer

Workshop

It is important for a cyclist to be able to
hand in his dirty sportswear at night to
the hotel administrator or guest house
owner and get it back clean and dry
in the morning. There are special mesh
bags (sold in supermarkets) for bike
clothing that are numbered, so as not to
mix up customers’ clothes. The washing
machine cycle should not be intense.

The workshop should be a bike stand, be
well lit, and have a set of tools. However,
a separate workshop is not always necessary: In most cases, minor repairs and
adjustments can be done outdoors or in
the place for temporary bike parking.

██Spoke key
██Tire pump with Presta valve nozzle
██Chain break took
██Adjustable wrench that opens to
25mm
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Food

owner can partner with a local branch
or offer guests insurance policies with
Some European hotels that cater to bi- delivery to the hotel. Another option is
cycle tourists offer a special menu. This for the business owner to become an inwill be available in Ukraine in the future, surance salesman and receive commisbut until then, certain items can be of- sion for every policy sold.
fered separately.
Bike rental. Statistics show that 95% of
Cyclists (and skiers) most often order two Ukrainians know how to ride a bike. Howmeals - breakfast and dinner. For lunch ever, most of them haven’t been on a
they eat dry foods, take food with them, bike since childhood. Having come to
or eat in a cafe.
the Carpathians and learned that with
support from the European Union wonGuests with bicycles will appreciate derful opportunities for bicycling have
if the hotel/guest house owner offers been created, many tourists will want to
them some snacks to take with them in take a small bike trip - recall their childthe morning, such as fruits (apples, ba- hood and stretch their legs a bit. There’s
nanas) or sandwiches (bread, butter, no getting by without a bike rental.
cheese, ham, sausage). This food can
be offered at an additional charge or Most family hotels in Austria that have
included in the overall price.
great facilities for cyclists, don’t rent
bikes - this is a rather specialized activity
Practice area
that requires lots of time, skill and capital.
However, they have established solid reIt’s recommended that a lodging falations with local bike rental shops and
cility have at least a small area where
offer advance rentals at the time a resone can test out the bike and adjust the
ervation is made.
gears without having to get on a road
with lots of traffic. This can be a paved or This way, once the guests arrive, their
dirt road, lawn or path about 20 meters bikes are waiting for them at the hotel
long.
and are in perfect technical condition.
The ideal option is to equip a circular trail
about 100 meters long by the hotel with
different types of soil, small bumps and
obstacles, for beginners to get used to
the bike and parents to teach their children how to ride.
Third party services
An important competitive advantage
for a hotel/guest house can be the
availability of additional services provided by partner business owners. The most
important are accident insurance, bike
rental and guide or instructor services.

The authors of this brochure see no reason why a similar setup can’t work in
Ukraine. When this brochure was being
prepared in 2009, there were already
bike rentals in Yaremche, Vorokhta, Kolomyya and Kosiv, with one of the bike
rentals in the Yaremche region also providing delivery.

However, if a hotel/guest house owner
believes it would be advantageous to
open his own bike rental, this can be
done. You can learn more about the ins
and outs of this type of business in other recommendations developed by he
Insurance. Most insurance agencies of- BikeLand Project.
fer special short-term insurance policies
Guide or instructor services. Some guests
for athletes. They’re used for competimay need someone to guide them durtions, rafting, etc. The hotel/guest house
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ing their bike trip. This person should be
at once a coach (not everyone knows
how to use a modern bike, which has
larger wheels and speed), a tour guide
and mechanic (if a tire blows out along
the road), and provide first aid in case
of injury. Very often, foreigners will need
a guide, not only because they’re unfamiliar with the area, but also because of
the language barrier. Some ski instructors become bike guides in the warm
seasons. Their contacts will be available
on the BikeLand website, thus allowing
hotel/guest house owners to offer their
guests these services. Experience shows
that often the guests themselves will inquire about such services.
Information for guests
Often people who come for the weekends to rest (tourists) are not informed
about the tourist attractions and the
functionality of a particular area. Therefore, in addition to providing material
services such as bike garages or bike
wash, owners and managers of accommodation facilities should also take care
of the proper information support for
their guests.
Bicycle-friendly facilities must have information about the local cycling infrastructure,including:
██Maps and descriptions of local bike
trails;
██Information about bike rentals, models, prices, contacts;
██Information about bike trails and
bicycle-friendly hotels in neighbouring
regions.
In addition, hotels/guest houses should
have general information useful not
only for bike tourists:
██Information about museums and
other local tourist attractions;

██Information about other activities:
excursions, horseback riding,
██quadracycles, fishing, etc.
██Bus and rail schedules, contact numbers for local stations;
██Telephones of local restaurants, taxis,
information.
The information should be posted in an
easily accessible area, such as on the
wall in the foyer. Some hotels/guest
houses also have this information in folders in each of the rooms..
Certification of bicycle-friendly facilities
Many European and world countries have a system for certifying bicycle-friendly facilities. For tourists with
bikes, this certificate is a sign of quality
and guarantee that the specific location will offer them a list of expected
quality services. For private business
owners, the certificate is also convenient
in that it opens the door to a new and
large category of clients - lovers of active recreation. Usually, certified facilities
get small-scale advertising support and
a steady flow of clients without additional effort.
A system of certifying bicycle-friendly facilities is likely to be created in Ukraine in
the next few years. The recreational facilities that are part of the BikeLand network will serve as the basis for this system
and an example for facilities in other regions of Ukraine. The brochure’s authors
believe that it would be worthwhile to
review one of the successful European
certification systems so that business
owners, NGOs, tourism operators and
bicycle tourists understand the system,
which is new to Ukraine, and its context bicycle certification.
Let’s take for example the Czech Republic, where the network “Сykliste Vi-
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tani” (www.cyklistevitani.cz) includes
703 lodging and food facilities, campsites and tourist destinations.

6.

Basic tools for bicycle maintenance;

7.

First aid;

Criteria for certification of tourism facilities in the Czech Republic:

8.

Information board for cyclists with
basic information about trails (with
map), local attractions, services for
cyclists, bus and train schedules,
etc.;

9.

Quality control agreement.

1.

Option to stay for only one night;

2.

Healthy and full breakfast;

3.

Washing/drying
equipment;

4.

Safe bike storage;

5.

Availability of basic tools and bike
maintenance area;

1.

Covered bike parking that is easily
accessible for guests and provides

6.

Area for washing a bike;

2.

7.

First aid;

Secure bicycle storage, or a separate room that is locked and can
also safely store baggage;

8.

Information board for cyclists with 3.
basic information about trails (with
map), local attractions, services for 4.
cyclists, bus and train schedules,
5.
etc.;

Basic tools for bicycle maintenance;

9.

of

clothes

and

Quality control agreement.

Criteria for certification of food facilities
in the Czech Republic:
1.

2.

3.

Criteria for certification of tourism destinations in the Czech Republic (such as
castles, palaces, museums, reserves):

First aid;
Information board for cyclists with
basic information about trails (with
map), local attractions, services for
cyclists, bus and train schedules,
etc.;

6. Quality control agreement.
Sale of bicycle-drink, including fruit
and green teas at a price no higher Examples of additional services
than for alcoholic drinks;;
certified facilities:

at

At least one vegetarian option; ██Discounts for cyclists;
menu should also include low-fat ██Bike rental;
items;
██Transportation for cyclists and their
baggage;
Covered bike parking that is easily
accessible for guests and provides

██One-day trips;

4.

Secure bicycle storage, or a sepa- ██Internet access;
rate room that is locked and can ██Sale of local bicycle and tourist maps.
also

5.

Safely store baggage;
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Certification of bicycle-friendly facilities
in other european countries:
Germany – Bett & Bike, www.bettundbike.
de; approximately 4800 certified facilities
along main bicycle tourist routes.
Austria – Radfreundliche Betriebe, www.
weinviertel.at; more than 200 certified
facilities.
Switzerland – Velotel, www.velotel.ch;
more than 100 certified facilities.
Denmark – www.visitdenmark.com;
more than 100 certified facilities.
Croatia – Bike & Bed, www.bike-bed.
com; more than 100 certified facilities.
Hungary – Happy Bike, www.happybike.
hu, more than 100 certified facilities.
Poland – Przyjazny Rowerom, www.przyjazny-rowerom.pl; system introduced in
late 2008, first owners of certificates were
3 IKEA stores.
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GUIDANCE FOR GREEN
AND RURAL TOURISM
ACCOMMODATION
CHAPTER 12

This guidance is designed to help and
guide Green and Rural Tourism accommodation operators, to fulfil the expectations of their guests and to enable
them to bring their homes up to very
good standard. The advice outlined
would also be relevant for home stay
providers in towns and cities.
By implementing each guidance point
outlined, and operating the check lists
that are provided, your guests (visitors)
will leave your home, happy and satisfied and will tell others about the good
premises that you operate.

No. They generally will not come back.
If they are dissatisfied they will not only
stay away, but they will probably tell
their friends and acquaintances about
their bad experience.
You should be aiming to satisfy your
guests rather than just providing what
you think is good service.

You must keep yourself informed at
every turn about whether your guests
like what you are doing. Your objective
must be to ensure that the expectations
of your guests are matched by what you
actually offer. By now it should be clear
If however your guests are not satisfied that Hospitality does not just refer to the
with the service that they get from you, quality of your welcome. It is a concept
that must apply to all aspects of our opwill they come back?
eration.
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GUESTS NEEDS AND EXPECTATIONS
In order to survive and prosper as a tourist accommodation provider you must
provide an accommodation product
which is of the highest quality. The ultimate judge of that quality will be your
guest. No matter how good you consider your own operation to be, if the
guest does not think the quality is good,
then you will find it increasingly difficult
to attract new and repeat business. This
is particularly relevant in today’s market
with increasing competition and the resulting choice open to your visitors. It is
therefore in your interest that you strive
to continuously satisfy the needs of your
guests. It you fail to satisfy their needs
then your business will suffer as a consequence. Hospitality is finding out what
the specific needs of your guests are
and then ensuring that your service and
products will satisfy these needs. This involves not only providing:
██A comfortable bed
██A spacious and well appointed room

overall guest’s experience. These phases are categorised as follows:
██Pre-entry: The experiences the guests
will have before they arrive at your
premises, e.g. word of mouth.
██Joining: These are the experiences of
the guests as they arrive at your guesthouse and how they are treated on
their arrival.
██In the system: These are the experiences of the guests as they stay with
you and receive your hospitality.
██Departure: This phase of the journey
is associated with the experiences of
the guests as they are paying their bill
and departing from your premises.
██After: This phase of the journey is
associated with the guest’s reflection
and memory of their stay with you. On
reflection was the experience a good
one?

██Peaceful surroundings

What can you do to meet the needs of
your guests?

██An interesting and varied menu

1.

Extend a warm welcome to your
guests.

2.

Speak to them – make them feel
welcome, there is nothing as nice
as a cheerful word of greeting.

3.

Call them by name.

██Display a positive attitude

4.

██Show care and concern for their
well-being

Smile at them – it takes 72 muscles
to frown but only 14 to smile.

5.

Look at and listen to your guests.

6.

Be friendly and helpful – treat them
as you would like to be treated
yourself.

7.

Be knowledgeable and interested
in answering questions.

8.

Provide accurate and relevant information.

██A secure and safe facility
But also to:
██Establish empathy with them
██Anticipate their needs
██Respond to these needs

██Display a friendly and gracious disposition
██Be an effective communicator
Guests will have a number of experiences with the home owner in the course of
their stay. These experiences are contained within “The Service Journey”.
This concept is widely used as a means
of identifying the critical phases in the
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9.

Deal efficiently with enquiries and
questions.

12. Be alert to give service – you need
your guests more than they need
you.

10. Be diplomatic, efficient and courteous in all your dealings with your 13. Deal with complaints in a professional manner.
guests.

11. Be approachable – never so preoc- 14. Ensure that you are properly
groomed and that your premises
cupied that you don’t have time for
are neat and tidy at all times.
people.

MANAGING THE RELATIONSHIP WITH YOUR GUESTS
Psychological tests have been established that the points highlighted in the
previous chapter to be all that is needed
for the guest’s total well-being. It sounds
simple and straightforward but the reality is that it does not always happen.

the delay itself but because the time
was not used in a meaningful way.

When you devote adequate time for
each guest, it is naturally easier to create a more favourable perception of
service. In reality, however, you will ofIt is not that simple, of course, because ten have only limited time at your disposeach not only has to want to provide al. However, this is quite long enough for
service to this high level all the time, but your guests to decide whether the seralso needs the necessary motivation to vice is good or bad.
do so. Both increased desire and motivation come from an understanding We will now focus on these first few moof human interaction and the positive ments of contact which have such great
and negative behaviours and responses importance, not only in providing service, but also generally in building and
which this interaction can generate.
maintaining relationships.
Despite the fact that all your efforts are
focussed on providing efficient and ef- The First Four Minutes
fective service there will always be a
few occasions when, for some reasons, If you have ample time for each guest,
it is not possible to offer the standard of good service is not difficult. More often
service you plan. We recommend the you have only a very few moments in
which to make the human contact that
following points for your consideration:
will create an impression of genuine in██Let your guests know if delays are
terest and a caring disposition.
possible or likely.
We form impressions of each other as
██Inform your guests beforehand which
soon as we meet, whether we like it or
factors are likely to cause delays
not, and whether we work at it con(whether they be inside or outside
sciously or not.
your control.) Should you then be on
time guests, will be most impressed.

██Find creative ways of enabling your
guests to use waiting time. Guests’
irritation is often not connected with

This initial impression is vital. You never
get a second chance to make a first
impression. How the other person per-
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ceives you is decided in the first four
minutes.
All the interactions that take place in the
first four minutes have a unique significance, every time.

four minutes to establish whether the
relationship should continue or not. It is
only after the ‘obligatory’ four minutes of
conversation that people feel it is comfortable to part or continue to the next
closer stage of togetherness.

Why exactly four minutes?

Many service providers do not realise
the significance of these four minutes
This is not a figure chosen at random. and spend too long or rituals, formaliResearchers have observed thousands ties, and rigid, impersonal transactions.
of people in different contact situations In doing so they bore, annoy and even
and found that on average it does take alienate their guests.

HANLDING PROBLEMS AND DIFFICULT SITUATIONS
If you do not, the complainant will probably never return and is likely to give
your establishment some bad publicity,
which you can certainly do without. But
if you succeed in turning complainants
back into satisfied guests, they will almost certainly tell their friends about the
Do you subscribe to the belief that only excellent treatment they received and
awkward guests complain, and they how well their complaints were handled.
would complain about anything anyHow to handle a complaint
way?
The way in which you handle difficult
situations is the final test of your interpersonal skills and professionalism, especially when the problem is not your fault,
but has been caused by something or
somebody else.

██Watch for signs of discontent before
It may seem that way to you after a bad
they turn into complaints.
day, but it is dangerous to assume that
complainants are just annoying cranks ██A guest drumming fingers on a table
and looking annoyed or standing in
who do not have to be taken seriously.
the middle of a room looking impaA complaint is an early warning sign,
tient and angry? Find out what is
telling you that some aspect of your
wrong.
product or service is faulty. But a com██Keep Calm and listen.
plaint also gives you an opportunity to
put things right – before the guest has ██Do not interrupt. Let the guest tell you
the whole story. Do not take the comleft, never to return. Most guests hate to
plaint personally, even if the guest is
complain and will put up with a lot berude to you.
fore they say something. When they do
complain, it may be because of some- ██Thank the guest for bringing the comthing major but, more often, it is the replaint to your attention.
sult of a series of little things that have
█
█
By welcoming the complaint, you
built up to the point where just one more
take the sting out of the situation and
thing makes them snap.
start to resolve the problem.
Your challenge is to resolve the problem, ██Apologise.
and turn the complainant back into a
██Do not make excuses. Let the guest
satisfied guest.
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know you are sorry that they have
been upset.
██Never argue or disagree.
██Listen intently to what the guest is trying to tell you. This will show the guest
that you are taking the complaint
seriously.
██Decide what to do and take action.
██Decide on the most appropriate
action. Ensure the action is taken
promptly. Remember that what a
dissatisfied guest wants most of all is
fair treatment and quick action.
██Obtain the guest’s approval for your
action.
██Offer alternatives and do not offer
something you cannot deliver. Try
to turn the complainant back into
a satisfied guest. Explain what you
propose to do and why.

Problem people, on the other hand, are
rare, but not unknown.
The procedures for handling complaints,
problems and “awkward” guests require
the same communication skills referred
to in preceding chapters: putting yourself in the guest’s shoes, listening, suggesting alternatives and clearly communicating the action you intend to take.
How to deal with problems
What do you do if somebody comes up
to you and says “ I have a problem, can
you help me?” Maybe the “problem”
is simply an enquiry – a request for information or directions. Maybe it is a special request – for a telephone, or even a
doctor. The guest may just want information on fishing.

██Follow up to make sure the complaint
was rectified.

Dealing with a problem is very similar to
dealing with an enquiry – except that
the situation is likely to be more urgent
or to require greater sensitivity and initiative on your part.

Prevent a recurrence of this complaint!

██Ask questions to clarify the problem.

Problem situations or problem people?

██Solve the problem yourself if you can.

██Thank the guest again.

There are, in fact, very few people who
complain just for the sake of complaining. Most people who complain have
simply been pushed into saying something because of a problem they have
encountered.
You can eliminate many complaints by
anticipating potential problem situations
and preparing for them.

██If you cannot, find somebody who
can. If you have to send the guest
somewhere else, explain why and
give clear directions.
██Do not ignore or dismiss the problem.
It is important to the guest.
██Do not blame the guest. (“The instructions are right beside the telephone.
Didn’t you see them?”)

██Do not laugh at the problem. Maybe
you think it is funny that the guest got
Some problem situations can and should
lost trying to find you and ended up
be eliminated. Why do people comin the middle of a field. But the guest
plain about the chilly bedrooms and
probably does not share the joke.
the poor sign posting? Instead of saying
(with a sigh) “ You’re the fourth person ██Do not say “I don’t know,” or “I can’t
to complain about that this month,” why
help you,” or “We don’t deal with that
not try to do something about the probhere.”
lem?
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How to handle “awkward” guests

How to handle a compliment

Most guests are pleasant, cheerful and
easy to talk to. But there will be a few
who will try your patience. Try to regard
“awkward” guests as a challenge to
your professionalism – do not see them
as problems.

If you learn how to deal with the tough
situations professionally, you will also
have to learn how to handle compliments!

██Smile and keep cool.
Do not take things personally. Keep a
sense of balance between the guest’s
needs (demands) and the services
which you can (or cannot) offer.
██Try to understand what the guest
really wants.

██Smile and say thank you.
██Take advantage of the sales potential
in a compliment.
Find out what the guest liked about
your establishment. Encourage the
guest to return and to recommend your
house to friends.

Sometimes “awkward” guests just want
someone to pay attention to them.
██Try to meet the guest’s needs as
quickly and efficiently as possible.
Know also when it is simply impossible
for your establishment to provide what
the guest wants, so that you can suggest an alternative.

STANDARDS CHECKLIST
You will have many opportunities to create an impression on your guests. How
you measure up during these occasions
will determine your ability to attract new
guests, retain existing ones and influence other potential guests. Any guest
experience will be decided upon by a
variety of factors.
To achieve higher levels of guest satisfaction and business success you will
need to manage your guest’s experience by ensuring that:
██You and your helpers possess excellent people skills.
██Your meals are interesting and varied.
██The overall presentation of your premises, surroundings and signposting is of
the highest quality.
██The practices and systems which you
employ are designed to satisfy your
guests.

To help ensure that your establishment
will achieve its aim of providing a quality
product and service it is suggested that
you develop a standards checklist for
each aspect of your operation.
The checklist included in this handbook
relates to the arrival, check-in and
check-out phases of your operation and
may be adapted to suit your own particular requirements.
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Standards checklist – arrival, check-in and departure
Yes
А

Personal Hygiene/Presentation
Fresh well groomed personal appearance (hair, skin,
teeth and breath)
Hands and Nails clean
Footwear, clean, secure and comfortable

B

Telephone Techniques
The telephone answered promptly
Correct greeting and the name of the establishment
clearly stated.
Each enquiry dealt with fully without placing the caller
on ‘hold’ between questions
Knowledge of own and local facilitiesdisplayed.
Efforts made to establish what the caller wanted before offering information.
The callers name sought and used during the conversation
A pen, paper and reservation forms on hand when
taking the call
Pleasant tone of voice
Details of reservation reconfirmed with guests before
call is terminated

C

Reservations Administration
Efficient procedures adopted for handling advance
reservations by, Telephone, Letter, Personal Enquiry.
Efficient and accurate recording of the following reservation details:
██Full name
██Arrival Date
██Departure Date
██Address
██Accommodation required, i.e. twin, double, etc.
Special requirements determined, i.e. dietary, cot,
baby sitter, etc.
Estimated time of arrival established
Telephone number of guests sought
All information recorded and filed in correct order

No
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Yes
D

Registration Procedure
Positive and welcoming attitude displayed
Immediate knowledge of the reservation
House facilities and services outlined to guests.
Meal arrangements explained
Information regarding local amenities outlined
Guest’s name used during the welcome (2 – 3 times)

E

Checkout Procedure
Departing guests account prepared
Satisfaction with stay checked
Bill presented promptly, legible & itemised
Mistakes rectified without delay
Return of key requested, if provided
Courteous farewell and invitation to return
Regular Guest records maintained and updated

F

General Guest Relations
A friendly, helpful and caring atmosphere created
Anticipation of guests requirements
Correct complaint handling procedures followed
Special attention to invalids, elderly and children
when appropriate
General interest in guests wellbeing displayed at all
times
Positive attitudes
opportunity arises

demonstrated

whenever

the

Diplomatic and courteous interactions with guests at
all times
Ability and willingness to handle problems and difficult
situations in a gracious manner

No
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Standards checklist – exterior of premises
Yes
A

Exterior Tidiness
Surrounds of house neat and tidy
Garden well kept
No debris or litter
All paintwork clean, free from smears and dirt

B

Security
All access doors locked when not in use
All windows secure when not in use

C

Entrance and Hallway
Entrance door clean and free from smears
Ceiling free from cobwebs
Lights clean and functioning

D

Floors and Mat
All floor coverings in good repair free from dirt, dust,
debris and threads, especially under furniture, behind
hall table, curtains and alongside skirting

E

Mirrors and Pictures
Hanging straight
Glass free from dust and streak

F

Stairs
All floor covering in good repair, free from dirt, dust,
debris and threads
Banisters free from dust

No
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INTRODUCTION TO ACCOMMODATION SERVICE
As the providers of accommodation
in the tourism industry, you are running
a business. Profit margins are affected
by room occupancy and rate. Achieving high room occupancy at highest
achievable rates equates with a healthy
return on investments.
Like all enterprises, its success or otherwise is dependent on your ability to attract sufficient customers. Repeat and/
or referral business is the key to success.
So what is it that makes a guest want to
return to your particular establishment?
There is no one single reason – there are
many.
These include:
██Comfortable accommodation
██Good food
██Pleasant service/friendliness
██Location
██Value for money
██Local facilities and amenities

We clean in order to provide a socially
acceptable Environment/Enhance Appearance.
Comfortable guest rooms and a high
degree of cleanliness are assessed by
guests who can and do influence other
guests:
Remember the guest is the lifeblood of
your enterprise.
Modern marketing may sell rooms –
efficient housekeeping is a vital factor in
ensuring a guest will return.
Often a guest’s entire option is based on
the overnight stay.
Regardless of the type of establishment
being visited or the nationality of the visitor, cleanliness and the quality of service
are two of the most common elements
by which accommodation is judged.
Cleanliness reflects the whole attitude of
an establishment toward its guests.

There is however one major factor that We clean in order to preserve the life of
will convince any guest or a number of Building, Fabric and Furnishings/Savings
guests not to return to your establish- and Economy
ment.
Dust, particularly when mixed with
Regardless of luxury or local amenities grease, becomes ingrained into finishes
offered, all its good points will not per- and fabrics unless it is removed. Neglect
suade a guest to return to a dirty room and excessive soiling almost invariably cause the deterioration of surfaces.
or establishment.
Regular cleaning, using correct methods
Achieving and maintaining a high stand- and materials, helps to prevent damard of cleanliness is the first step towards age.
getting that guest to return.
Cleanliness also encourages users to
treat their surroundings with respect rathCleaning
er than abuse, which in turn, can reduce
Why is cleaning necessary?
the amount of maintenance required.
There are three main reasons. A full un- We clean in order to prevent the Spread
derstanding of the purpose of carrying of Infection/Hygiene
out work which is often repetitive can
This is one of the important reasons for
make it seem less tedious.
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cleaning. One way bacteria can be
transmitted is by airborne dust. Thorough cleaning is a valuable method
of helping to reduce infection from this
source..
Perceptions
Of the three points listed, perhaps the
most immediately apparent is that of
appearance. Most of us are not concerned with the costs incurred by proprietors and we only think in terms of infection or hygiene if we see dirt. We don’t
think of hygiene if we visit a spotlessly
clean establishment.
In responding to the expectations and
the needs of your guests, you must strive
to get the basics right. Ensure that your
establishment is spotlessly clean, beds
are made-up correctly and that all services e.g. toilets, shower, etc. are functioning correctly.
Attaining and Maintaining Standards
It is appreciated that this is your home
and as such there is a tendency to be
biased. It is difficult to stand back and
be objective. But if standards are to be
attained and thereafter maintained,
you must critically examine your establishment.

Clearly there is no point in investing
heavily in décor, furniture and fittings, if
the basics – a clean room – is ignored.
Let’s look at your bedroom, and bathroom. Is the door clean and dust free?
What about the ceiling, skirting and
walls – can you spot dust, stains, finger
marks or cobwebs? Look carefully. Is
there dust on the wardrobe shelves, on
its floors (clothes have a habit of falling
onto wardrobe floors), on the dressing
table, lockers, in drawers. Now what
about the free-standing furniture – is it
clean and legs dust-free? Let’s look at
the lights – particularly lampshade rims
(top and bottom) and the bulbs themselves. Pictures, mirrors, windows ledges
and recesses should be clean and dust
free. Are they? Give the curtains a little
shake. Are they dusty? And what about
the pelmets? The waste bin is probably
empty – but is it clean too? And are your
ash trays free of all stains including water
marks? Search for dust and debris under the beds, under the mattresses, behind the curtains and along the skirting
boards. Hopefully you will come away
empty-handed.

Time to wash the hands – so let’s go into
the bathroom. First let’s see if the ceilings, walls, doors, mirrors, ledges and
all surfaces are spotless. Now check
for nasties like sediments, water stains,
Bedrooms and Bathrooms
scum, cleaning agent residue and hairs
The success of your business lies in your in the bath and hand basin. Pay speability to fill your bedrooms. Many ac- cial attention to the inside of taps, the
commodation providers fail to recog- overflow outlet and the waste grids.
nise that their lavish bedroom creation The taps and chrome fittings should be
will annoy rather than please guests if clean and shiny and probably are, but
it is poorly serviced. Many accommo- check the base of the taps for a build of
dation providers confuse opulence with foreign matter. Now examine the showhigh standards resulting in the purchase er curtain for hairs. You will probably find
of chandeliers, hair dryers, etc. So what a few at the base of the curtain, even
does the guest want? Research would if it has been hung neatly. Now down
to the basics. Is the outside and inside
suggest that guests want:
of the toilet bowl spotless and odor less
██A clean room.
(look at the upper and lower sides of
the seat, the cistern, the handle and the
██Comfortable mattress and
pipes)? Are those air vents free from dust
██A quiet night’s sleep.
and cobwebs? Is the waste bin empty
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and clean? Are your water glasses shining without any water stains? Finally is
the floor free from dust, dirt and debris
particularly under pipes and surrounding
the toilet?

Amend the checklist overleaf to reflect
your needs.
Use to determine what the guests would
think of your bedroom/bathroom.

Now use the checklist provided in this
section to control quality standards in
your bedrooms, bathrooms.
Bedroom and Bathroom Checklist
Yes
A

Door and Door Frame
Free from dirt, dust, scruff and finger marks, Stains
Hinges, adequately oiled
Locks and bolts in working order

B

Walls and Skirtings
Free from dirt, dust, stains, scruff marks and cobwebs
Shades, bulbs and fittings clean
Correct wattage

C

Wall Sockets/Plugs
Free from dust and damage

D

Ceiling
Free from cobwebs and stains
Lights clean and functioning

E

Wardrobes
Door fitting properly free from dirt, finger marks
Interior free from dust, dirt, cobwebs, stains and lost
property
Clothes Pole free from dust with sufficient clothes
hangers

F

Windows
Glass clean and without cracks
Sills, sashes and ledges undamaged; free from dirt,
dust and cobwebs
Smooth running opening and closing easily and
noiselessly
Curtains hanging evenly with no missing hooks, stain
and dust free fabric untorn

No
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Yes
G

Radiator/Heater
Surface clean
Underside and back of, free from dust/debris

H

Beds
Base/Springs unbroken or sagging
Legs and headboards free from splinters and dust

I

Bedding
All bedding fresh and free from stains, tears and frayed
edges
Pillows free from lumps
All bedding to a size to adequately cover beds
Beds made up correctly

J

Waste Bins
Fire Proof
Free from dust, dirt

K

Ash Trays, if provided
Free from dirt, dust, nicotine and other stains
Not chipped or shabby

L

Pictures/Mirrors
Hanging Properly
Free from

M

Floor
All floor coverings from from dirt, dust, debris and
threads, especially under beds, under furniture, behind
curtains and alongside skirting
Free from stains
In good repair

N

Dressing Table
Drawers smooth running, free from dirt, dust, hairs,
debris and lost property
Paper lining, if applicable, free from tears and stains
Drawer handles and knobs securely attached

O

Chairs
Frame and Legs clean
Upholstery clean/untorn
Under cushions – clean, debris

No
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Q

Yes

No

Yes

No

Bedside Lamps – Table Lamps
Adequate and functioning
Base, shades and bulbs free from dirt, dust, and
cobwebs
Wiring, unbroken and free from frayed edges

P

Ceiling
Free from cobwebs and marks

R

Door
Free from dust, dirt, finger marks, to include ledges,
frame and handle

Standards checklist – bathroom

A

Bath and Shower
Interior and exterior free from lime, sediment, water
stains, scum and cleaning agent residue.
Tiles free from water/soap stains
Taps and chrome fittings to a shiny finish
Waste Grids, stopper and overflow free from hair and
slime
Soap Holder, under and upper side free from stains
Shower curtain, free from stains – hairs, mould, water
marks and hanging eatly with sufficient curtain hooks
Shower hose unblocked
Taps clearly indicated and functioning
One Hand and One Bath Towel freshly laundered per
person and untorn
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Yes
B

Handbasin
Interior and Exterior free from lime, sediment, water stains,
scum and cleaning agent residue
Taps and chrome fittings to a shiny finish
Waste grids, stopper and overflow free from hair and
slime
Taps clearly indicated and functioning
Shelf for toiletries free from streaks and smears
Clean drinking glass
Soap, liquid

C

Toilet
Interior and Exterior, totally stainfree and odourless
Seat, lid, upper and underside - clean
Cistern, handle, pipes, clean

D

Air Vents
Opening and closing freely, free from dirt, dust and
cobwebs

E

Waste Bin/Sanitary Bin
Fitted with Lid
Fitted with liner (plastic bag)
Free from dirt, dust, other

F

Toilet Brush/Holder
Clean, free from hairs

G

Mirror
Free from dust, spots and streaks

H

Lighting
Ceiling or Wall Lights adequate and and functioning
Shades and bulbs free from dust and cobwebs

I

Floor
In good repair, scrupulously clean, especially behind
toilet, under pipes and behind door

No
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Periodic tasks in the accomodation area
Curtains:

These should be cleaned (brushed) occasionally. Frequency of cleaning will depend on your location. A
building on a busy street will require more cleaning than
that on its own grounds.

Net Curtains:

Cleaned frequently – depending on location.

Lamp Shades:

Cleaned/ brushed periodically. Washed if applicable.

Ceiling Lights:

Washed.

Bathroom Tiles:

Those at the bath are washed after use, the remainder as
the occasion demands.

High Dusting:

Frequency depends on age and type of building.

Bedspreads Washed:

When stained and as a minimum 2/3 times a year depending on fabric, weight etc.

Mattresses:

Turning mattresses approximately four times a year is reputed to extend their life by 50%. They should also be
vacuumed occasionally, as should the bases. Shampooing of mattresses and bases is recommended annually.

Washing paint work

As required.		

RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS OF ACCOMMODATION
PROVIDERS
Introduction
Rights like obligations can only be
broadly stated, a sensible interpretation of both is essential no matter how
carefully the rules are laid down.
The first and essential right, and indeed
the basis for all the remainder is your
right to run your home, in your own way
for the benefit and comfort of yourself,
your family and no guest has a right to
interfere with this fundamental. However, when you take in a paying

guest, you must accept certain modifications, so that their comfort and privacy are suitably provided for.
He/
she too, have their rights, and the object of the following is to attempt to set
out where your and guest rights meet
and integrate but do not clash.
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Rights

Obligations

██You and your family are entitled to
privacy, in other words guests are not
entitled to enter your living room or
private quarters unless invited to do
so.

██You have a moral and legal
obligation to make the best possible
provision for the safety of your guests
and their property.

██You are entitled to a fair profit for the
accommodation, service and food
supplied.
██You are entitled to expect guests to
respect your property.
██You are entitled to expect that guests
will keep their contracts as regards
bookings, and if they have to cancel,
to let you know in time.
██Your guests should, within reason,
respect your convenience and the
regulation of your household. They
should be punctual for meals, retire at
a reasonable hour, not disturb the rest
of your family or guests, and if they
wish to be late for a meal or to return
at a late hour, they should first secure
your agreement.
██If you have reasonable grounds, you
may refuse to provide lodgings to
visitors.
There are many other minor details and
rights, but the foregoing in broad terms
covers these.
It does not always pay
to stand too firmly on ones rights. Tolerance and sensible compromise are
essential and ultimately make life more
pleasant for all.

██A lock or bolt should be provided on
bedroom doors and similarly, locks or
bolts are essential on bathroom and
toilet doors.
██You are obliged to give a fair return
in food, comfort and service for the
charges made.
██You are obliged to provide adequate,
comfortable accommodation and
essential privacy for your guests in
their bedrooms. Strangers should
not be asked to share bedrooms.
Overcrowding drastically lowers
standards.
██Washing, toilet, dining and sitting
room accommodation must be
adequate for the total number of
guests.
██You have an obligation to the
tourist industry to deal promptly
with all enquiries, even when all
accommodation available is fully
booked up for the season.
Like your Rights, your Obligations must
also be interpreted with common
sense and as your guests are entitled to
expect tolerance and goodwill, you on
your part, are equally entitled to a similar
approach.
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www.cnnp.if.ua
www.muntiimaramuresului.ro
www.travelcarpathians.com
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Trourist Association of Ivano-Frankivsk Region
Dnistrovska 26,
Ivano-Frankivsk, 76018 Ukraine
+ 380 342 720232
office@taif.org.ua
www.taif.org.ua
City youth public organization ‘Center
for social and business initiatives’
Office 303,
264 Svobody St.,
Yaremche, 78500 Ukraine
+ 380 3434 227 46
csbi.yaremche@ukr.net
www.csbi.org.ua
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